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I. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The Ashland Ranger District of the Rogue River National Forest proposes to implement the 
Ashland Watershed Trails Management project. The Ashland Watershed Trails Management 
Project would manage access to existing recreation facilities, provide additional recreation 
opportunities, and would manage the recreation use type for existing and proposed facilities. 
The purpose of this Environmental Assessment (EA) is to summarize the analysis that has taken 
place to estimate the site-speCific,~ffects of implementing the proposed action. This 
environmental analysis process examined a proposal to manage current recreation use and to 
provide additional recreation opportunities within the Ashland Watershed and adjacent areas. 
This environmental analysis process focused on the resolution of site-specific issues that were 
identified to be associated with the implementation of the proposed action, and provided a basis 
for the analysis of the applicable direct, indirect, and cumulative effects. 

The Ashland Watershed Trails Management Environmental Assessment provides the 
Responsible Official with the pertinent information regarding the environmental impacts of 
implementing the proposed action, displaYing and comparing alternatives, defining the 
objectives and issues and providing a clear basis for an informed decision. This EA also ensures 
that the policies and goals of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) are infused into the 
planning and analysis of the proposed Federal actions herein described. This EA documents the 
management requirements, mitigation measures, and constraints necessary to protect the 
environment. 
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B. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 

1. Background 

The project area is located in an area that has been referred to as the "Forest at Ashland's 
Doorstep'" (Hess, 1986).· The--adjacency to the City of Ashland, and the urban/wildland interface .. 
facilitates easy access to the-area and has historically been used year round by a large number of 
local residents, tourists, and visitors. Uses occur in and adjacent to the project area on existing 
roads, and.system and non-system trails. Heavy uses (estimated at 16,000 annual visitors) 
include mountain biking, hiking, and jogging. Other uses include horseback ri~ing, hunting, 
recreational shooting/target practice, scenic driving, dog walking, Nordic skiing (when 
conditions allow), bird watching, and wildflower viewing. The areas closest to the city boundary 
are the most heavily used. 

located thOOughoui the project' area. Over the last two years, there has been an increase in ,. -, .: 
unauthorized trail construction by a small group of people who use the area for inountain biking. 
This unauthorized trail construction activity does not take into' consideration the need for 
protecting the multitude .,of resource values (i.e., rare plants and animals, geologipally unstabl~ 
areas, and erosive soils) occurring in the Watershed and surrounding areas. The use of mountain 
bikes and horses off of designated, trails (especi1illy on steep slopes and cut banks) is causing 
resource damage (ru~ng and erosion). With the. increasingnumber~ ofvi~itoiSto the ar~ ther~ 
is an increase in resource damage as well as conflicts among various ~~ tYPes (mQuntaml>ikes' 
versus horses on narrow steep trails). 

, • .. ,J' t \ "?!, t ~ f i;' J. i(j\'! ';. . . ' ': '" • ," 

Trail 'USerS of the Rogue Valley andAshlan,d~ffllIlunity ,sppnsored,meetings d~ fallQf 1997 
and winter of 1998. The Forest Service was invited to attend these meetings to hear discussions 
concerning the community's desire for increased trail opportunities and ideas for addressing 
increased opportunities in the Ashland :Watershed and adjacent drainages. Attendance at these 
meetings averaged around 80 to 100 people. 

2. Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action 

Currently, the recreation·facilities in the Ashland Wate~hed, and adjacent watersheds ofthe 
urbaDIwildlapd interfa~ ar~ are not,meeting the needs associated with'the level of recreation 
use in the projecl~ea. As ar~.sul~·resomcedatDage is occUrring. There is a neootoinerease 
trail .opportunities ,and associat~ trailhead facilities to better manage the ~ that is occurrj.ng in 
the project ar~. '1 - .• 

'I.' 

Tne:Be~r Watershed Analysis (USDA 1995) and the Mt. Ashland Late-Su~cessl()nalR(js~rVe,,",;f,~;cth'~' 
Assessme1Jt (USDAc19Q6). complet~ in G9Q1pliance of the. Northwest Forest Plan identified a 
need.to ~IllPlei~ Access and.TraveIMan~gfmt~nt within the Ashland Creek W~tershedand 
adjacent watersheds (all tributaries to BearCreek). Recommendations \\tet'ebased on the need 
to protect, restore, and maintain water quality and quantity and Late-SucCessional Reserve 
function. The Bear Watershed Analysis and the Mt. Ashland Late-Successional Reserve 
Assessment are incorporated by reference to this EA. 
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Additionally, work is needed to repair trails damaged by the 1997 flood. Although most of the 
repairs have been made for the purpose of public safety, additional maintenance is needed to 
maintain the trails and protect resources over the long term. 

The purpose of the Ashland Watershed Trails Management proposal is to respond to the 
community's desire for an increase in recreation trail and access opportunities, the Forest 
Service need to continue with maintenance of 1997 .flood damaged. trails, and the need to protect 
the City of Ashland's domestic water supply and Late::.SuccessionalReserve values. Increasing 
the miles of trail in the project area would respond to public needs and would help deter future 
unauthorized trail construction activities. By managing trail use and access within the project 
area, the potential for resource damage from recreation use would be reduced. 

C. PROPOSED ACTION DESCRIPTION 

The Ashland Ranger District of the Rogue River National Forest proposes to 
reconstrucf7malhflirfan.' emIi1aled;fa:~'les:~~ton~f:existipgromtn(}-~-"~--
trails), construct an estimated 3.9 miies 'oftrail, develop one trailhead in coordination with the 
City of Ashland , improve four trailheads, and would close about 7:5 miles of road year round (to 
all vehicle miffic except for that needed for administrative use) and 7.3 miles of road winter 
only. ,This project would also deactivate about 0.7 mile of unauthorized trail and would 
decommission about 2.6 miles of road. This project also involves the management of various 
uses to minimize user conflicts and to protect resources. This would be accomplished by 
designating thetypis of uses allowed for'ilie trails proposed for construction or 
reoonstructionlt1:faiIitenance. ' ' 

, The pr9ject area is located in the eastern Siskiyou Mountains of the Klamath Geological 
. ProVince, on the Ashland Ranger District of the 'Rogue River National Forest (Mal> I). The' · 

project proposal is partially located within the Ashland Creek Watershed with portions located 
within the Neil Creek, Tolman Creek, and Hamilton Creek watersheds. The legal description is: 
T.39 S., R. 1 E.; in sectionsl7, 20, 21~27, 28, 29,30,31,34, and 35; T. 40 S., R. 1 E.; in 
sections 1,2,3,6, 10, 11, 15; Willamette Meridian; surveyed Jackson County, Oregon. 

D. MANAGEMENT DIRECTION 

The Rogue River National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, as amended by the 
Northwest Forest Plan, 'specifies overall direction to manage the Forest, 'including; management 
goaIs and objectives, activity Standards and Quideliries, and martagement prescriptionS for each 
land allocation. This analysis' is based on site~'specific' direction for implementing the proposed 
action and the application of the intent of the land allocations associated with the Rogue'River 
National Forest :plan. 

<, '.:.? ~. . , ~; , 

" 
The projeCt area is'located on l~ds allocated by'tlle Rogue River National ForeSt Land and 
Resource Management Plan to Restricted WaterShed arid Research Natural Area,''and allocated 
by the Northwest For~st Plan to La.te-Successional Reserve and Riparian Reserve (Map 2). In 
some cases concurrent directiori'applies, e.g., most of the Ashland Watershed was allocated to' 
Restricted Watershed by the Rogue River NatioI;1al Forest Plan, and to Late-Successional 
Reserve by the Northwest Forest Plan. ' 
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The following list of the land allocations, associated with the project area, includes a brief 
description ofthe goals and objectives for each land allocation. 

1. Rogue River National Forest Plan 

a) Restricted Watershed (MA 22) 

In 1990, the Rogue River National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan allocated 
the Ashland Watershed to Restricted Watershed (MA 22). The goal for this allocation is to 
provide water for domestic supply. Land management activities are largely restricted to 
watershed management and protection. Protection activities include: high priority for fire 
suppression response, the use of prescribed fire and other vegetation management activities 
to obtain desired fuel loading, and a high level of fire prevention activities. Recreation 
activities are to be managed in a manner to protect Municipal Watershed values. When 
conflicts ~rise between watershed management and other resources, the conflict will be 

-«rJii@'#\Wl!lM@·'f,;,4,;·;'- . resoive6.~~r ~f .. tlt~~d~~-fU~:Q~,ii:9"J'if~.F(~~~~ii\!tW:~---~u_, . -' _. 

b) Research NaturaIArea'~(MA 25) 

The goal of this land allocation is to allow for research, observation and study of 
undisturbed ecosystems. The maintenance of natural processes within each Research 
Natural Area (RNA) is of prime conSideration. The Ashland Research Natural Area was 
established in 1970is a.,representation ofseralpondei:Qsa pine and DouglaS~fir forests, 
which were maintainedhlstoricallyby repeated low hltensity;fire. DisperSed recreation 
activities are gen~nydiscoW'aged, but 110t prohibited withinRe$ear~h Natural Areas. 
Roads, trails,: or o~e~Jfcilitl~ ~ ~etlerallyn9t periIiiit~wi9rlfi RNAs. "Atte~ception is 
the Lamb Mine!riiil~ ,)Xhich exiSt¥:p,:ior to the, ~blisbnient,oftheAshlandl~esearch 
Natural Area. CoordInation with Regional Research Natural Area Coordinators occurred in 
1982 to ensure that trail maintenance and reconstruction would not be in conflict with 
Natural ResourceA,rea ObjectiveS. No objections.to tlte con~ued ~e of the trail were 
raised. 

c) Foreground and Mlddleground PartlalRe~ention (MA 7 and MA 9) 
:;. 

Th~ goal for this Management Strategy is to manage sceniQ ~~s to meet partial 
retention objectives in the foreground and middleground.Landscapes seen from selected 
travel routes and use areas are managed so that, to the cas~robserver, results of activities 
are evident but are visually subordinate to the'landscape.,,, 

Planning for recreation opPortunities usi~g th~ R~cre~tional Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) was 
completed with the Rogue River Nat10nal Forest,Plan. Standu~d Guidelines prQvide 
direction for the ROS classification that each land allocation will be managed for. ROS 
classifications are described by three variables I) The physical setting such as remoteness, size, 
and evidence of human activity, 2) the social setting, defined ~y how many visitors can be 
accommodated without reduCing the quality of the recreational experiences; and 3) the kind and 
number of visitor controls needed to maintain the setting. The land allocations listed above are 
designated to be managed as "Roaded Natural to Semi Primitive Nonmotorized" ROS 
classification. These are defined as follows: 
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Roaded Natural: The area is within 0.5 mile of better than primitive roads, and 
characterized by predominantly natural appearing environments. There is moderate 
evidence of sights and sounds of human and resource modification and utilization practices 
are evident. Such evidences usually harmonize with the natural environment. There is an 
opportunity to have a high degree of interaction with the natural environment, and about 
equal probability'of either contact with other user groups to isolation from sights and sounds 
of other humans. 

Semi-Primitive Nonmotorized:The area is moderate to large size (2,500 acres)and 0.5 to 
3 miles from roads. The area is characterized as predominantly natural or natural appearing 
environment. The area is managed in such a way that minimum site controls may be'present 
but are subtle. Motorized use is not permitted. There is a high probability of experiencing 
isolation from sights and sounds of humans. Interaction with other users is low, but there is 
often evirl:etice of other users. There is opportunity for independence, closeness to nature, 
tranquillitwan('-',g~I:t~~filt9~~,appticatiotl ()f'woodsman ~ etHtleer skills m an _ ... 
environment that offers challenge and risk.' . 

2. Northwest Forest Plan 

a) Late-Successional Reserve 

Late~Successional Reserves are designated as areas to be managed to protect and enhance 
late-successional and old-growth forestecosystems. Anetworkof Late-Successional 
Reserves are designated across the range of the northem,spotted owl to maintain 
connectivitY of late-suCcessional and old-growth forest ecosystem.s.whichserv,.e.;:RS habitat 
(including migratory and dispersal) fortate-successional and old-growth forest+:felated 
species. 'Generally, dispersed recreation uses such as those associated with this trail 
management project, are consistent with Late-Successional Reserve objectives 
(USDAlUSDI1994). 

b). Riparian Reserves 

Riparian Reserves are established as a component of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy, 
designed primarily to reStore and maintain the health of aquatic systems and their dependent 
species. 'Riparian Reserves will also help to maintain and restore qparian struct\Jfesand 
functions, conserve habitat for organisms dependent on the transition zone between riparian 
and upland areas, improve dispersal and travel corridors for terrestri.alplantsand.animals, 
and provide for a greater connectivity onate-successional forests. Riparian Reserves <>,qour 
within aU land allocations and generally parallel the stream network. Unstable and 
potentiallY'Utlstable lands,wetlands, and areas adjacent to Ild<es, POQ.~ and reservoirs are 
also designated as Riparian Reserves. Riparian Reserve widths vary by stream typer ,< 
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Tier 1 Key Watersheds were established by the Northwest Forest Plan to serve as refugia for 
maintaining and recovering habitat for at risk stocks of anadromous salmonids and resident fish 
species. Although Ashland Creek is an important source of cold water to downstream fisheries, 
Hosler Dam at Reeder Reservoir prevents the passage of at risk anadromous fish stocks above 
the Reservoir. For this reason the Ashland Watershed was not designated as a Key Watershed. 
The project area is adjacent to but not located within the McDonald Peak Inventoried Roadless 
Area. 

3. Agreements Between the Forest Service and the City of Ashland 

Ashland and the Forest Service in the management oftlic\¥aterstrM .. - _... . ..... 

Under these agreements the Forest Service has the responsibility to administer the Ashland 
Watershed consistent with conserving and protecting the City's water supply and to coordinate 
and communicate watershed management activities with the City of Ashland. This includes; 

• Assessing fire danger levels during ,fire season; 
• . Administering, under the authority of the code of Federal Regulations,. appropriate 

watershed closures (i.e., no camping in the watershed, no off-road vehicles, no open fires, 
.. implementing road closures, and during extreme fire danger complete watershed 
-closure)o; ': ,'-,1 , . 

• Annually providing literature and training to City employees and volunteers concerning 
fire prevention and watershed policies and procedures; 

• Involving the City in the planning and implementation of projects in the Ashland 
Watershed; and 

• Providing resource specialists ona contractual basis to the City for projects influencing 
the Ashland Watershed~ 

The City of Ashland agrees to make staff available to provide input to the Forest Service during 
project planning, implementation, and management review; to make staff and personnel 
available to work in coordination on projects that achieve mutual objectives; to make personnel 
and volunteers available for watershed prevention and patrol activities and associated training; 

. and to keep a record ofwatet'shed'patrolaetivities. 

This' project proposal has been coordinated with the·eny of Ashland' and integrated with trails 
management projects on adjacent lands administered by the City. 
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4. National Recreation Agenda 

The National Recreation Agenda (draft version 7, January, 2000), a subcomponent of the Forest 
Service Natural Resource Agenda, places emphasis on watershed health and restoration, 
sustainable forest ecosystem management, forest roads, and recreation. The National Recreation 
Agenda outlines a strategy for protecting ecosystems to guarantee that special natural settings are 
available for future generations, increasingse~ce satisfaction, increasing education of 
Americans about their public lands, building community connections to expand available 
resources, and for improving relationships and building partnerships to get the job done. 

5. Ecosystem Management 

Ongoing research and changing technologies have provided better insights regarding the 
consequences of traditional land management practices and the potential benefits of new 
a proaches. In response to increasing public interest and improved scientific information, the 
-Forest Service announ '11 new, sys:em Magemen' , 
management promotes the use Qf an ecological approach to achieve the multiple-use 
management of National-Po rests and Grasslands by blending the needs of people and 
environmental values in such a way that National Forests and Grasslands represent diverse, 
healthy, productive, and sustainable ecosystems. Achieving desired. future conditions is an 
integral part of the management philosophy. 

An ecosystem is.a community of organisms ~d~ociated physi~l and biological environment 
that function as an interdependeni'unit. ECosystems occUr at man.y different scates: ponds, forest 
stands, watershed, mountain ranges, etc. Ecosystems will be managed to sustain their diversity, 
health and productivity in both the short and long terms. Identification of desired future 
conditions will incorporate the biotic and abiotic influences on soc.ial and economic values of 
ecosystems. Cooperation with other agencies and extensive public involvement wiIl be key 
ingr~ients i~ defining successful ecosystem management programs. 

Ecosystem management recognizes that people are an integral part of ecosystems and that the 
sOciil and economic needs oflocal ~mmunities should be balance~ with environmental values.;: 
The Forest Service will insure equitable and sustainable access to resources for people who 
depend on the land for sustenanCe, livelihood, commerce, recreation, and spiritual groWth . 

• t' • 

Ecosystem management is corisistent with current mandate for managing National Forest System 
Lands. It responds to recent advances in scientific knowledge about ecosystems and. landscape 
ecology, as well as changing societal values on how to achieve the agency's multiple use 
mission. 
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6. Documents Tiered to and Incorporated by Reference 

The following documents are incorporated by reference into this Environmental Assessment 
(pertinent details from these documents are included throughout this document): 

USDA Forest Service. 1995. The Bear Watershed Analysis. On file with the Ashland < 

Ranger District, 645 Washington Street, Ashland, OR. 

USDA Forest Service. 1996. The Mt. Ashland Late Successional Reserve Assessment. 
On file with the Ashland Ranger District, 645 Washington Street, Ashland, OR. 

USDI Bureau of l1!.nd Management and USDA Forest Service. August 1, 1996. Rogue 
River/South Coast Biological Assessment. On file with the Ashland Ranger District, 

~ __ .(}~5 W~hingt()nStreet. AshlaIld, OR~_~ 

USDI, Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), October 18, 1996. <Biological Opinion on the 
August 1, 1996, Rogue River/South Coast Biological Assessment, 1-7-96-F-392. On 
file with the Ashland Ranger District, 645 Washington Street, Ashland, OR. 

USDC NOAA, National Marine Fisheries Service, August 1l,J997. Section 7 Informal 
GOll~ultation, Forest Service and BLM Actions Affecting Southern OregonINorthem 
CaJiforniaCoho Salmon ifl Oregon. On file with the Ashland Ranger District, 645 
Washington Street, Ashland, OR. < 

E. DECISION TO BE MADE . 

The Ashland District Ranger, as the responsible official, will decide whether to implement the 
project as proposed or with the selection of one of the alternatives considered (including the No
Action Alternative), or combination of alternativ~~ ~nsidered .. The decision will also include a 
determination of the significance of effects, if any: and whether or not to prepare an 
Enviro~ental hnpact Statement As required by the NationafForest Management A9t and 
implementing regulations, the decision will also include consistency with the Forest Plan and the 
Record of Decision for Amendments to Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management 
Planning Documents within the Range of the No~ern Spotted Owl (NorthweSt Forest Plan). 

F. SCOPING AND ISSUES 

1. Scoplng 

A letter requesting comments on the proposed action was sent September 21, 1998 to adjacent 
·land owners, neighboring agencies, local government, and to individuals and organizations who 
have expressed an interest in projects of this nature or projects in this particular area. A letter 
was sent December 10, 1999 to provide those interested in this project proposal an update of the 
planning process and additions to the proposed action. This project also appeared since spring of 
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1998 in quarterly editions of the Schedule of Proposed Actions, contained in the Rogue River 
National Forest newsletter Rogue River Currents. A public information meeting was held 
October 8, 1998 to share information concerning the project proposal as well as the purpose and 
need for the project. An estimated 20 to 25 people attended this meeting. 

In addition, the following also occurred in support of the scoping process: 

~ Briefings with City of Ashland officials; 
~ Upon invitation, the Forest Service also presented information to the Ashland Forest 

Commission, the Ashland Bike and Pedestrian Commission, and the Ashland Watershed 
Partnership; 

~The Forest Service participated in monthly meetings of Ashland Trail Users Coalition to 
gain an understanding of recreation user needs and issues associated with recreation use 
in the project area; 

~ A stan~iilg invitation or "open door policy" for anyone interested to make an 
~ppointn:lent~$!1htV~ijfdtJ)istriet~.m or 0fi,i~1' Forest Service specialists to 
discuss the project; and ,,', " ", , " , 

~ Local Media Briefings. 

2. Issues 

This section discusses issues that 'Y~re identified dUring the scoping process and determined to 
be relevant to the proposed action:- I~sues assochited'\lviththis project' proposal wete identified 
by an interdisciplinary team (IDT) t:hrOugh ascoping process. This process included review and 
evaluation of information ~thered through specialist input and public correspondence- received. 
These issues serve ~the b.~$ for d«veloping anq apalYzing alternatives, and for deVelOping' 
necessary in~agemeiit 'reqUlremerlt~ aUld tnitigati~ri'meaSUreS. 'While some1:ssues may ltW~!: i" 
variable effects associated with the implementation of various a1ternatives, others are'eqlially 
mitigated for all action alternatives. This list is also presented in a format that intends to answer 
the question "what action may have what effect, on what resource or value?" 

Physical Environment , 

There is a potential for adverse impaCts on water quality within the Ashland, Hamilton, 
Tolman, and Neil Creek Watersheds as a result of implementing this trail management proposal. 

, , 

~ Expanded human use associated with additional trail opportunities in the project area 
could increase the potential for introduction of bacteria, adversely affecting water 
quality in the affected watersheds; 

~ Trail mtmag~lfctiYities (c6nstntction and reconstruction) could increase sediment 
production, thus affecting water quality in the East Fork of Ashland Creek Watershed; 

);- Implementation of the Ashland Watershed Trails Management project may nave the 
potential to contribute to an increased risk for adverse cumulative watershed effects, 
considering this and other foreseeable actions. 
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There is a potential for adverse impacts on long-term site productivity as a result of 
implementing this project proposal. 

Biological Environment 

Increasing trail access in the Ashland Watershed and interface has the potential to increase fire 
risk by increasing access routes and the number of people who use the area, and by increasing 

",,'the access points for unauthorized camping, gatherings (evening andweekendbeerparties)~,' 
Increased access (mainly vehicle) can also be associated with increased risk from arsonist 
activity. 

There is a potential for adverse impacts upon Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive species. 

There is a potential for adverse impacts upon Northwest Forest Plan Survey and Manage and 
Protection Buffer Species. 

•. . .. : . '. ... 'j< .. .. . ....... . ... " .' '. .... ... .......... ... ...... . ..... .• '. '. . .'. .. ... ..... . ...•. . 

''':·"\'~!":''';-:''';:''';''''''1'here IS a potential' for adverse impacts on late-successiori.fras'{d(¥blte'd:aniirudisp~ciesof·' 
concern within the Mt. Ashland LSR. 

There is a potential for adverse impacts on other botanical resources (locally rare and species of 
interest to the Oregon Natural Heritage program). 

There is a potential to increase the spread of non-native species and noxious weeds by 
increasing,the miles of systetU trails withln the project area. ",' 

Consi4t?I'aP9n for the potential for. adverse impacts on the quality of spawning and rearing. 
habi~t'for resident trout POPUbltiOqS and downstreamh~bitat:tot anadromous fish '. 
popula.tions (including fish species listed under ESA). . 

Human Environment 

There is a potential for impacts associated with proposed road closures and reducing vehicle 
access to National Forest System lands. Specific to the project area, closing road 2060 from the 
Forest Boundary (Morton Street access) to Four Comers, and the 2080200 road from Bull Gap to 
Four Comers may: 

~ decrease trail use opportunities for those with disabilities or for those wanting to go for a 
short hike, by limiting access for vehicles to Lamb Mine Trailhead; 

~ decrease vehicle access for hunting, scenic driving, wildlife watching, mushroom 
hunting, etc; . 

~ limit opportuni~ies for local educators {Southem Oreg9~~",~i~, Ashl~d schools) 
who often vi,sit ~tes within the project area for science 'S8Sed'tield 'stitdies;' ' .'. 

~ increase the potential for adverse impacts on adjacent private r~ndowners by 
concentrating users at the White Rabbit Trail location; . 

);- delay emergency vehiclesto the restricted areas in cases of accident related injuries to. 
non-motorized users. 
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By increasing the miles of system trails there is potential to reduce the level of administrative 
services for existing system trails (trail maintenance, enforcement of trail use objectives, etc.) 
due to limited funding sources and workforce. The Forest Service needs to demonstrate an 
ability to manage the current use before expanding use areas. Trail use enforcement policies in 
this project area need to be consistent between the Forest Service and the City of Ashland . 

. There is a potential to increase conflicts amo~g the .various uses,(mt. bikes, hiking, jogging, 
horses, dog walking, vehicles on roads) as a result of the implementation ofthis project proposaL 

There is a potential for adverse impacts associated with human values placed on the use of the 
unauthorized trail from Lamb Mine Trail Head to Reeder Reservoir. Many trail users share 
the opinion that Reeder Reservoir is a publicly owned facility and should be open to the general 
public. Since the trail has been used for some time without any recorded adverse impacts to the 
water supply, they do not agree that access to the reservoir jeopardizes the City's water supply. 

;=~t~~t:i~~lS~~~~~:1~=~1l:~:~~;~~:se. ,/;< 

Terrace, Granite, and Morton Streets). This could have adverse impacts on residents living 
along these roads. 

;, 
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CHAPTER II. ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter identifies and compares in detail a range of three alternatives, including a No
Action Alternative, for managing trails and road access in the Ashland Watershed and 
urban/wildland interface area. Each action alternative provides for accomplishing access and 
travel management needs within the Project Area. 

This Environmental Assessment (EA) is prepared in accordance with the regulations for 
implementing the procedural provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR Parts 
1500-1508). The range of alternatives has been developed to address Forest Service and public 
concerri, and to provide the decision-maker and the public with a clear basis for choice. 
Alternatives have been designed to address the project purpose, and need and relevant issues 
identified in Chapter I. 

NEP A requires that Federal agencies explore all reasonable alternatives and briefly discuss the 
reasons for eliminating any alternatives that were explored but not developed in detail (40 CFR 
1502.14 (a». The following alternatives or actions within alternatives have been eliminated 
from detailed study for the reasons stated and/or because they did not meet the purpose and need 
for this project. Eliminating these alternatives or actions from detailed study at this time does 
not preclude their consideration in future recreation planning projects. 

1. Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 

One alternative considered a complete closure of the Watershed to all recreational use to protect 
watershed values threatened by indiscriminate unauthorized trail construction, unauthorized 
camping and campfires, illegal d1,1ffiping, and potential arson fires mainly associated with vehicle 
access. This alternative was eliminated from detailed study since it would not meet one aspect of 
the purpose and need for the project, which is to provide increaseG,recreation opportunities. 
Although this would be one means of providing greater protection for Watershed values and 
resoUrces, it would not be in the spirit of providing for multiple-use of National Forest System' 
lands. Providing recreation opportunities and the administration of recreation use creates 
opportunities to work together with community and various groups to provide sound land 
stewar~hip. 

2. Actions Co~sldered but Eliminated from Detailed Study 

"".,~",'\' This section discusses specific actions within possible alternatives that were considered·as 
options, but have been eliminated from detailed study. These actions are considered by the 
Forest Service Responsible Official as additional or optional ways of providing features which 
meet the purpose and need. 

• One action, considered as a component of one or more of the action alternatives, would 
have been to install restroom facilities at Trailhead B development. This action was 
eliminated from detailed study at this time since staff and funding levels would not allow 
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for the maintenance ofthis facility; this site is located within 30 minutes of town, and 
based on the level of use associated with this site, there is ample space for visitors to 
disperse use away from roads or waterways. 

• An action was considered to construct approximately 3.5 miles of trail linking Hom Gap 
with Wagner Gap. This action was eliminated from detailed study at this time to allow 
for Access and Travel Management planning to be conducted for the Little Applegate 
River Watershed. An understanding of the access and travel managem.ent issues and 
needs for the adjacent watershed is needed pnor to 'conducting detailed study of 
implementing this trail connection. 

• The opportunity to develop two additional trails was identified and explored during the 
environmentalanalysisprocess. One trail would run north/south along the McDonald 
Peak-Wagner Butte Ridge connecting the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail with the 
Wagner Butte Trail (#1011), and the second would run from Grouse Gap north to the 
Forest Road 2060 at Winburn Ridge. Both trails also involved the development of 

·~'Fmilhead£.en.the..southsi.de-Of.the·Sjskjyou.C.rest.J.Q.~t~ ontlle Klamath National 
Forest. Preliminary scoping~fitlfi¢t~"WftIi~tilim§)6n~th:e-KlaInaih-Nationat Forest ........ _--
identified additional needs for site design and sUrvey work that would need to be '. 
conducted following snowmelt. Consideration of these opportunities has been eliminated 
from detailed analysis at this time in order to gain a better understanding of access and 
travel management needs and potential issues associated with the Siskiyou Crest and 
adjacent watershed to the south. Continued . coordination with the Klamath National 
Forest is origo~n:gto eXplore'future development and environmental analysis of these trail 
OPPOltUnitieS.' ". . . .::'" i ", . . '; 

, ','~ . ,', . . . , 

.: ,r'! ,.'r :~~:-:~'<f~ ':,' ""~:!::" ,;;~+.~ ... :.,~, #'~.~ .. _ /t"""",' ,~ ,', '. ,', > '" ,": ...•. -;. ...... ". '?": 'r~f': .. :: ..... ~ .. 

Two action alternatives and a No-Action alternative are analyzed in detail in this g~;'Tliis 
includes an alternative described as the Proposed Action, Alternative 2. Detailed descriptions of 
each altemativ:e &r;e presented along with miti~at~on measures, management requirements, and 
constraints.······ 

1. Assumptions"Cbmmon to All Alternatives 

.a) Closures and' Orders 

The Project Area located moStly Witlrln the Ashland Municipal Watershed and entirely . 
within the Mt. Ashland Late-Successional Reserve would continue to be managed in a: 
manner consistent with the goals and objectives of these land allocations (see Chapter 1). 
P~uant to 36 CFRSec. 261.50 (a)(b)~thefollowing clo.sure or prohibition' orders would 
continue to be enforced for thepurPoses of protecting the Ashland MunicipalWaterShed: 

:':; '-'in",·' ,".:; ..... ". , ' .' "'~. , ' 

• Under Order Number, 20l8i camping is prohibited in the Ashland Creek Watershed 
(36 eFR 262.58); ;!. '; 

• Under Order Number 2026, building, maintaining, attending or using; a fire, 
campfire, or stove fire in the Ashland Creek Watershed is prohibited (36 CFR 
261.52); 
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• Under Order Number 2043, no vehicles (including bicycles) are allowed off of 
roads or trails authorized for vehicle use (36 CFR 261.56); and 

• Order Number 2046 is enacted during periods of high fire danger (normally 
occurring late summer to early fall) prohibiting all travel (pedestrian and vehicular) 
within the Ashland Creek Watershed (36 CFR 261.52 (e), 261.54 (e), and 261.55 
(a». 

'Additionally, fire hazard reduction activities would continue as authorized in compliance-of·, " 
the NEPA process for the protection of Municipal Watershed and Late-Successional Reserve 
values. All activities (Forest Service and contract) would consider and mitigate concerns for 
public safety during operations, and would operate in compliance of State and Federal 
Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA) codes. All Forest Service project operations would 
be guided by FS Handbook 6709.11 (Health and Safety Code Handbook). 

The activities described above may involve temporary closures of recreation trails and road 
li~c_essforpu.~!i~safety._________._______ ___ _. ___ .____ _. ______ _ 

,<: t: - ~ "." ". ". , 

b) Vehicle Access to Closed Watershed Roads 

Currently, a system is in place that allows vehicle access by permit onto roads with gated 
closures in the Ashland Watershed. This permit system is established to allow access for the 
purposes of research, education, and for public review of management proposals and actions 
,in the Watershed. Current District Policy does not provide permits for vehicle access to 
closed roads in the Ashland Watersheds for the Putlx>ses of game retrieval. Th~ main reason 
for this policy is that hunting season is usually accompanied by periods of wet weather and 
vehicles are prohibited from entering wat~l.J.ed roads, <luring exteIlde4periods O(we~ 
whether (except for emergency access m;;eds). Other reasons corttributingto this policy 
jnclude:.main~aininga watershed road closure provides a more challenging hunting 
experience, which is' preferred by some ht;iers;witli mcreases in pedeStrian recteation use 
along watershed roads, minimizing traffic improves safety; and the challenge of managing 
keys for access when most access may be needed on weekends and evenings. 

2. The No-Action Alternative ; ...... .: 

As required by NEP A, a No-Action alternative is included and an~yzed in this EA as, a baseline 
against which the action alternatives can be compared. This alternative represents the current 
level of management within the Project Area with no additional trail project proposals or access 
management .' ,! " 

This alternative represents no change from the existing condition and is usedas;a"~eline 
,against which to compare other alternatives. Ohapter, m 'Environnrental CoJlSequences section 
provides some discussion of existing baseline conditions within the project area. 

Under Alternative 1, No-Action, no new trails would be constructed, reconstructed, or added to 
the trail system. No seasonal or year round gated closures of roads would occur; no road 
decommissioning would occur; and no deactiyation of unauthorized trails would occur. 
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Currently there are approximately 9.8 miles of system trails within the Ashland Creek Watershed 
and urban/wildland interface area. Additionally, 19.6 miles of Forest Road 2060 are closed year 
round to vehicle traffic except for administrative use. This road receives heavy mountain bike 
and hiking use as well as . some equestrian use. Routine trail maintenance and manageinent on 
existing system trails and roads would continue under the No-Action Alternative. 

Mapl II-I: Alternative 1 (No-Action) 
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3. The Action Alternatives 

This section describes in detail the two action alternatives. Each alternative represents a 
different combination of actions for conducting access and trail management within the project 
area. 

AlternatiVe 

Alternative 2 responds to public desire for increased recreation facilities providing the most 
miles of trail opportunities improving pedestrian and mountain bike recreation experience in the 
project area. Alternative 2 would implement a combination of trail construction, trail 
reconstruction, and gated road closures to reduce conflicts between motorized vehicles and 
recreation users. Although administrative vehicle traffic would still occur on the gated roads, the 
amount of traffic would be reduced. The overall recreation experience and public safety would 
be improved by reducing vehicle traffic, and associated dust and noise, and by providing 
additional trail, connections and trail loop opportunities. 

This Afterilati~e\~;~ur~rconsii1icf 3.'9hlii:~ cit' newfr81( 'r¢coristruct 7.3 mileS of existing trail, 
and would implement year-round-gated road closures to vehicle access on 6.9 miles of existing 
roads, and winter only closures on 7.3 of roads (except for administrative use). This alternative 
would also deactivate about 0.7 mile of unauthorized trail and decommission 2.6 miles of 
existing road. One trailhead would be developed in coordination with the City of Ashland on 
lands administered by the City; four existing trailheads on National Forest System lands would 
be enhanced to improve parking areas, forest visitor information, and resource protection. 

The following table provides a detailed summary of the projects included under this alternative. 

T bl II 1 Alt a e_ -. erna ve ra an ti 2T it -dA ccess M anagemen t P • t rOJec s 
Project Proposed Objective Description 

Identifier Miles! Acres 
Trail #1 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect the existing Toothpick Trail with 

0.4 mile Equestrian Rd. 2060 and proposed Trailhead B, located at Four 
Reconstruction Comers. 

1.0 mile 
Trail #2 Reconstruction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect proposed trails #1 andWj~ 

O.3mUe Equestrian providing a short loop option. 
TraU#3 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect proposed Trailhead B located at 

0.3 mile Equestrian Four Comers with Rd 2060 near the existing Lamb Mine 
Reconstruction Trailhead. 

1.0 mile 

TraU#4 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect the existing Lamb Mine Trailhead 
0.8 mile Equestrian with the existing White Rabbit Trail. 

Reconstruction 
0.4 mile 

TraU#5 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, ,This-trail would extend the existing Bull Gap Trail. A trail 
, .. ,,_:1.8 ~Ues Equestrian connection would be_ made from the exiSting Bull Gap 

Reconstruction 
" Trailhead ~o Rd. 2080200, one inile south of pro posed 

0.8 mile Trailhead B. 
TraU#6 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would extend the existing Hom Gap Trail. Road 

0.6 miles Equestrian 2060200 (used currently for administrative vehicle access 
Reconstruction only) would provide most of the additional length. with a 

1.811,11~~ 0.6-mile single-track connection to Rd. 2060 to complete 
the loop. 
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Table II-I (continued) 
Project Proposed Objective Description 

Identifier Miles! Acres 
Trail #9 Deactivation Watershed This is a user built non-system trail used to access the East 

0.7 mile Protection Fork of Ashland Creek and Reeder Reservoir. This trail 
would be deactivated and the area naturalized to prevent 
further use. 

Trail #10 Reconstruction Hiker, Mtn. This project would convert 1.0 mile of Rd. 2080400 to 
1.0 mile Biker, Equestrian system trail, connecting Rd 2080 with proposed trail #5. 

Rd. 2080400 is one ofseveral roads proposed for· . 
decommissioning. 

Trailhead A Reconstruction Winter use Designated parking for winter use during the seasonal 
O.25aere closure ofRds. 2080 and 2080600. 

Trailhead B Reconstruction Summer use Designated parking for summer recreation use of existing 
0.3 acre c.os~ roads and proposed trails. 

TrailheadD Reconstruction Year round use Enhance the existing White Rabbit Trailhead by adding 
0.3 acre parking space and room to turn around for vehicles with 

trailers. 
TrailheadE . Consl7Uction 

-- ---~---

Year round use Cooperative project between the Forest Service and the City 
- " - -as IIcre--- - ----- -- --- -- - ---- uf-Ashland- involving the-ooo.~ion oran eXisting . .rockpit._ 

~. .. 
located onCitY'uf#AsliJan&1ailds>intoa~ttaiIhead-j;-"lbis 

" Trailhead would provide designated parking for those 
accessing Forest Rd 2060 from Granite Street. 

Trailhead G Reconstruction Summer use Designate and improve parking in the existing Lower 
0.25 acre Eastview Trailhead 

Road Closure Administrative Gated closure ofRd 2080200 to motorized vehicles from 
Rd. 2080200 3.9 miles closure to Four Corners to Bull Gap. Administrative vehicle use and 

motorized use, non-motorized recreation activities would still occur. 
.' year round . .,.c,,_,., 

Rds. 2080270, Decommission This proposal would decommission five system roads in an 
2080400, Total 2.6 miles and convert area northeast of Bull Gap. Portions of road 2080400 are 
2080410, 

,.' 
portions to trail proposed for trail reconstruction and construction in , 

2080415, system association with trail 10; -
2080420 

'~"";"" 

Road 2060 3.0 miles Administrative This proposal would close Rd 2060 to motorized vehicleS 
closure to from the forest boundary at the existing White Rabbit 

motorized use, Trailhead to Four Corners. Administrative vehicle use and 
year round non-motorized recreation· activities wo.uld still occur. 

Road 1.3 miles Administrative This proposal would implement a winter closure ofRd 
2080600 closure to vehicle-·' ,2080600 to vehic1~ from the Rd. 2080 junction to. Four 

use, winter only Corners. Administrative vehicle use and winter recreation 
activities would still occur. 

Road 6.0 miles Administrative This proposal would extend the existing wintetclosure of 
2080 closure to vehicle Rd. 2080 to vehicles during from Bull Gap to the Rd. 

use, winter only 2080600 junction. Administrative vehicle use and winter 
recreation activities would still occur. 
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b) Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 would respond to the need for increased trail opportunities while responding to the 
issue of impacts associated with decreasing vehicle access to National Forest Lands. 

Alternative 3 would function to respond to the needs for increased trail opportunities by 
constructing 3.9 miles of trail, reconstructing 7;8 miles of existing trail, constructing one 
trailhead in coordination with the City of Ashland (on lands administered by the City), and 
would reconstruct 3 existing trailheads on National Forest System lands. This alternative would 
also deactivate about 0.7 mile of unauthorized trail and decommission 2.6.miles of system roads. 
Alternative 3 would function to minimize impacts associated with decreasing roaded access to 
National Forest Systein Lands by eliminating the proposed road closures of Forest Service roads 
2060 from the forest boundary to Four Comers; road 2080200 from Four Comers to Bull Gap; 
the winter closure of road 2080 from the intersection of 2080600 to Bull Gap, and the winter 

;~closure ofroaU=20S0600,-from1ite interseeti6ft-ef~t.(}-F()Uf Comers. 

The following table provides a detailed summary of the trail and road access projects proposed 
under this Alternative. 

Table 11-2. Alternative 3 Trail and Road Access Projects. 

Project Proposed Objective Description 
Identifier Milesl Acres 
TraH#l Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect the existing Toothpick Trail with 

0.4 mile Equestrian Rd. 2060 and proposed Trailhead B, located at Four 
Reconstruction Comers. 

1.0 mile 
TraH#2 Reconstruction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect proposed trails # 1 and #3 

0.3 mile Equestrian providing a short loop option. 
TraH#3 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect proposed Trailhead B located at 

0.3 mile Equestrian Four Comers with Rd. 2060 near the existing Lamb Mine 
Reconstruction Trailhead. 

1.0 mile 

TraH#4 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would connect the existing Lamb Mine Trailhead 
0.8 mile Equestrian with the existing White Rabbit Trail. 

Reconstruction 
0.4 mile 

TraH#S Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would extend the existing Bun Gap Trail. A trail 
1.8 miles Equestrian connection would be made from the existing Bun Gap 

Reconstruction Trailhead to Rd. 2080200, one mile south of proposed 
0.8 mile Trailhead B. 

TraH#6 Construction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This trail would extend the existing Hom Gap Trail Road 
0.' miles Equestrian 2060200 (currently for administrative vehicle access only) 

Reconstruction would provide most of the additiona1length, with a 0.6-
1.8 miles mile single-track connection to Rd. 2060 to complete the 

loop. 
TraH tnJ Reconstruction Hiker, Mtn. Biker This involves minor reconstruction of Lamb Mine Trail to 

0.5 mile provide barrier free access. 
TraH #9 Deactivate This is a user built non-system trail used to access the East 

0.7 mile Fork of Ashland Creek and Reeder Reservoir. This trail 
would be deactivated and the area naturalized to prevent 
further use. 
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Table 11-3 (continuedl 
Project Proposed Objective Description 

Identifier Miles! Acres 
Trail #10 Reconstruction Hiker, Mtn. Biker, This project would convert 1.0 mile of Rd. 2080400 to 

1.0 mile Equestrian system trail, connecting Rd. 2080 with proposed trail #5. 
Rd. 2080400 is one of several roads proposed for 
decommissioning. 

Trailhead Reconstruction Year round use Involves minor reconstruction of Lamb Mine Trailhead to 
C 0.3 acre provide barrier free parking and access to Lamb Mine 

Trail. 
Trailhead Reconstruction Summer use Designated parking for summer recreation use of existing 

B 0.3 acre closed roads and proposed trails. 
Trailhead Construction Year rQund use Conversion of an existing rockpit owned by City of 

E 0.5 acre Ashland would provide designated parking for those 
accessing Forest Rd 2060 from Granite Street. 

Trailhead Reconstruction Summer use Designate and improve parking in the existing Lower 
G 0.25 acre Eastview Trailhead 

Rds. Decommission This proposal would decommission five system roads in 
2080270, 

1.6 miles (total) 
an area northeast of Bull Gap. 

.,n~n.4.nn "- "" " "-
" " 
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4. Mitigation Measures, Management Requirements, and Monitoring 

This section discusses mitigation measures that apply to the action alternatives (Alternatives 2 
and 3). National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Council of Environmental Quality 
(CEQ) regulations (CFR 40 1508.20) require that all relevant, reasonable mitigation measures 
that could improve the project be identified. Standards and Guidelines ofthe Rogue River 
National Forest Management Plan as amended by the Northwest Forest Plan are incorporated by 
reference as required mitigation measures.", "c , : ,,' 

Mitigation Measures designed forthe protection of soils and water quality are generally referred 
to as Best Management Practices (BMPs) as described in General Water Quality Best 
Management Practices, Pacific Northwest Region, November 1988. Where applicable the 
associated BMP reference number is listed behind the listed mitigation measure. 

a) Mitigation Measures, Management Requirements, and Monitoring for Alternatives 
2 and 3 

;",:,.,::- The following Mitigation Measures;'ManagethetltRequirements, and Constraints are, , 
organized by the resource needing protection and the objective to be met. 

Soils, Geology, Water Quality and Aquatic Habitat 

Install adequate drainage along the trails proposed for construction and reconstruction 
utilizing water bars, drain dips, trail out-sloping (as feasible), and diversion ditches. Rock 
armor or other stabilization devices should be used along the bottom of drain dips to 
stabilize soils. Lop and scatter slash or rocks along water outlets as needed to stabilize soils 
and minimize erosion' from water runoff. 

Mjnimize vegetation removal to the extent practical and lop and scatter any slash created 
along trails for erosion control; ensure slash has adequate soil contact to reduce offsite soil 
movement. 

Utilize soil stabilization methods where needed along steep pitches or switchback secti<?ns to 
reduce rutting and erosion. Methods to consider include soil additives to increase the soil 
cohesiveness, surfacing with rock aggregate, or articulated concrete blocks. 

Evaluate pos~ construction and reconstruction to assess the need for additional erosion 
control (revegetation or approved soil stabilization techniques). Seeding for erosion control 
would be accomplished with a seed mix approved by the Forest Botanist. 

~onitor trail construction and reconstruction closely for the first 2 to 3 years, and following 
, 'inajor storm events, to ensure water drainage and erosion control work is effective . 
. Complete any work necessary.tOf'OOHect inadequate water drainage or erosion control work 

to prevent off site sediment movement. 

Continue long-term trail maintenance as needed prevent resource degradation. 

Requirements for the proper handling of gas and oil products used with handheld power 
equipment would be enforced (including maintaining a 100 foot distance from surface water 
when refueling or use an absorbent matt). 
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Follow mitigation listed above for soils protection to minimize the potential for accelerating 
erosion and sediment production. 

Botanical 
The Forest Botanist will oversee the final flagging and staking for the alignment of Trails #2 
and #3 prior to construction and reconstruction taking place to avoid or minimize impacts to 
sensitive plant species. 

During reconstruction of Lamb Mine Trail, complete the last 0.1 mile (south end) of trail 
following completion remaining sections to avoid the spread of Dalmatian toadflax, and 
clean tools when done. :Hand-pull any Dalmatian toadflax growing near the trail the 
following year. 

To prevent the further spread of star thistle into the Ashland Watershed, the Forest Service 
and/or the City of Ashland will control star thistle within 100 feet of vehicle parking spaces 
in the proposed Trailhead G parking area. 

WndtiftIFish,;<i,.'- , ... ' '-"~"'" 
Restrict operations within 1 000 feet of the osprey nest site from March 1 to August 31 (trail 
deactivation from Lalnb Mine Trailhead to Reservoir). 

Protect any northern spotted owl activity centers during all project activities, restricting 
operations within 0.25 mile of activity center (C6.25) between March 1 and July 15. 

Use interpretive signs along trails and trailheads to conduct natural resource education 
concerning the Mt. Ashland Late-Successional Reserve land allocation and its function -
associated with wildlife conservation. 

Adhere to mitigation measures and management requirements for protection of water quality 
to protect fish species. 

Fire and Fuels 
Lop and scatter slash generated from the tree removal for erosion control needs. 

Handpile and bum concentrated slash near roads, trails, and trailheads; pull slash away from 
improvements (signs, barrier posts, etc.) when piling for slash treatment. 

Operation of equipment (i.e., chainsaws) will adhere to fire restrictions based on fire 
precaution levels during the period of operations. 

Use jnterpretive signs along trails and trailheads to conduct natural resource education 
concerning the fire ecology and fire management of the Ashland Watershed and adjacent 
drainages. 
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Public and Worker Safety 

Coordination with City of Ashland emergency services will continue to ensure that access 
for medical or other emergencies behind closed gates will not be impeded. 

Utilize signing, press releases, and recreation opportunity guides to redirect recreation 
activities to other areas during trail construction and reconstruction activities. 

Coordinate trail construction and reconstruction activities and trail management with fire 
hazard reduction activities that are likely to be implemented in the project area . 

. Signs will be posted along roads proposed for gated closures under Alternative 2 to alert 
recreation users of the possibility of administrative vehicle traffic. 

All project ~ctivities (Forest Service and contract) would comply with State and Federal 
.. ' ...... .... . Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA) codes. All Forest Service project operations would 
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CHAPTER III. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

This section summarizes the baseline environment in tenns of the physical, biological, and 
human environments, and the environmental effects of implementing each of the alternatives. In 
describing these effects, short-tenn effects are defined as being equal to the life of the project (1 
to 3 years), while long-tenn effects are those that extend beyond the life of the project. 

This analysis of environmental effects is based on the alternatives' compnan~eWitJif&leraltl1ws, 
national policies, regional Standards and Guidelines, apd compliance with the Rogue River 
National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, as amended by the Northwest Forest Plan. 

A. EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTATION: RELEVANT ISSUES 

This section discusses issues thatwere identified during the analysis process and the site-specific 
resolution of $ese issues. While some issues may have variable effects associated with the 

, itl1P~~~~al!.~t\tives~ othe~~~ equally ~ti~t¢ fBr;!¥I~~!ipn al~eOlali:v~t~'¥~~~~~k',iff<;" 
This is the scientific and analytical b~is for thecoQlparison' ofalfematives.·' " '", ,', ,,', ,< ", --, 

.... ". 

1. Impacts on Water Quality and Hydrologic Function 

Watershed Setting 
The project area occupies portions of eight watershed~inclll:~~ the, East Fork 0fAshl~d 

,Creek, West Fork of Ashland Creek, thetributapr areaQ~~(}w R;eed~r Re~erv9ir~ and the , , 
headwaters of Roca, Hamilton, Tolman, Clayton, and Nejl Creeks.: A11.9f tl1~se ultimateiy enter 
into Bear Creek. Reeder Reservoir, IOC;at~ mos,tlyon CityofN,\l,land property, coll~~, fu,e , 
waters of both the East Forkand West Fork of ~hJ.and Cree.k.'an~serves as &h1apd"s'4tl,westic 

'.' . , , ':: '~. - ',3 . < '. / .... '.,;. "! .• ~" " '. • • l,\.,' :. 1.~' l~' .,' 

water supply. ') , ': ",' 

Four of the affected watersheds are predominantly National Forest System lands; these are East 
: Fork Ashland Creek, West Fork Ashl~d,Creek, Ashl~nd Creek below Reeder Reservoir, ,and the 

west headwaters of Neil Creek. The other four waterSheds (Roca Creek, Hamilton Creek;' , 
.'~~'\j>, " Tolman Creek and Clayton Creek) are predQminantly privately owned or lan~~inistered by 

the City ot Ashland, with only a small proportion of their h~adwater basins locate?, on ~ational 
Forest System lands. , , 

The dimate within the project area is ch~ct~rizedbyhotdry.summersand m,ild wet winters. 
'" Precipitation here ranges from abolJt 25-55 inPhes8nnWliiY. incr~ing ~tl) eleva~on.' '. 
, Precipitation occurs primarily as rain below~,500 feet ~levation, an,d, primarily ~ snow abov~ 
5,000 f~t. The 3,500 to 5,000 footeleyation;Qand, is the,\l:AnSj~nt snow~n~. Sumn:i~"',: <.,,' 

thunder$torms are common, bringing high,mte~jty s,hQrt-7dlJf~~?n .hail and fain ,to lo~i:l;¥, ' 
" are4S~,Maximum precipitatipn rates varyfrom.} to;j.,~cJtes per hour. r' >, ~" .. :~: ."~' 

'~ , ',. ' 
.' . . , .. ' . .:, : . , , t ' .. ~ '. " . . ; ~ .. ,' . 

(ieology:' 'Granitic rocks .. ofth~,Mt.rAshland plutol).,yndel-11e!4e project area., The PJ:"oj<?ct area 
ranges in elevation from abollt 2,500 to 5.700Jeet.'Soils weathered from the bedJ;9~k are~arse
grained silty sands that contain very little cohesive clay materials. Soil depths range from 
approximately one to four feet. The majority of the propos~ action is located in relatively 
stable areas along existing roads, upper slope and rid:ge ar~as, and along eKistiJlg una""thorized 
trails. Proposed trail # 1 is partially located in an area characterized by smooth, genera.lly planar 
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slopes ranging from 40 to 60 percent in localized areas, weakly dissected by ephemeral 
drainages. An ancient debris slide channel is located to the west of this trail location. 

Water Quality 
Ashland Creek below the project area and beyond the Forest boundary (from the Ashland City 
limits to its mouth) has been identified by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
(DEQ) as a Section 303(d) Water Quality Limited water body for bacteria. Bear Creek, from its 
mouth to'Neil Creek (downstream of the project'area and Nati0n:al.Forest.System lands), is 
identified as a 303(d) listed water body for flow, habitat modifications, summer temperatures, 
and bacterial levels. Neil Creek, downstream of National Forest System lands, is listed as a 
section 303( d) Water Quality Limited water body from its mouth 'to Interstate 5 for water 
temperature. 

Streams within the watersheds affected by the trails management proposal exhibit good water 
temperatures. Summer water temperatures rarely exceed 60 degrees F for extended periods of 
time; the maximum 7 -day average temperature recorded in the East Fork of Ashland Creek was 

_. 64.4 degreesF. duringthe-extrem:elowfl(jWtJt~ffg..'frotii¥:the"'li9914{dfought. The 1997 .
maximum stream temperature measured for Neil Creek within National Forest System lands was 
59.7 degrees F. 

High summer temperatures in Bear Creek and lower Neil Creek are related to a complexity of 
factors including removal of streamside shade, water withdrawals, and irrigation return flows. 
Ashlan4 Cre~k, on National Forest Syst~ lands, contributes water to Bear Creek with good 
summer: water tettiperatures:NeilCreekcm'National Forest System lands also contributes water 
to 10wet'Neil Creek with good SUmmer water temperatures. The Ashland Watershed Trails' 
Management project would tidt remove any stream shade under any of the alternatives 

"considered, and would have ndleffect on water temperatures f6r any streams within Of' 

downstream ofthe project area. 

~acteria levels in lower Ashland Creek and Bear Creek are influenced by downstream activities 
including pasture use in proximity to stream$; return irrigation flows, failing septic systems, and 
periodic failures associated with effluent treatment facilities. These primary causes of high 
bacteria levels originate on1tands downstream of National Forest System lands. No bacteria 
concenis (above natural levels) have been identified above the city limits where dispersed 
recreation activities have traditionally occurred. 

No additional activities are being proposed under any of the alternatives that would introduce 
new sources of bacteria into the Watershed; therefore, this project would have no measurable 
effect on' bac~eria lev~ls in Ashland Creek wi~the project area,iower Ashland Creek or 
Be.~I:: <;re,ek.-,A.dc:1i!ionally~ ~eie",ou!dberio changes~affeCting"bacteria levelsiin Reeder 
ReserVoir: 'The twons fOt th'e low·Cortcern for..bacteria are 'the nature of the reoreational: 
activities taking place. Tniiisuse'ls! essentiaUY'tflbw-denSity activity, in that a large·geogfaphic 
area is being utilized that disperses impacts. The trails are generally on ridges or high on the 
slopes, away from most str~n1 courSes, springs~ and surface water'bodies (Reeder Resel'VoirJ; 
thi~ provides a natunil· buffering system for waste generated from humans and domesticcanimals 
such as dogs and horses. Another factor considered is that trail system use occurs as a day use 
activity; thus, minimizing the potential accumulations of human or animal wastes that can be a 
con~tn in some wilderness camp settings. .; 

! . .. ' .. 
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Within the project area, the only Section 303(d) listed water body is Reeder Reservoir, which is 
listed for sediment. This is largely due to the highly erosive and unstable granitic terrain that 
occupies large portions of the Ashland Creek Watershed. 

The risk for this project proposal to result in increased sediment in Reeder Reservoir is directly 
correlated to increased risk of activating landslides and increased area with disturbed and 
exposed soils. Potential for sedimentto'enter"waterw.ayst,i45 .. ~lso dependent on the proximity of 
disturbance to streams, the presenCe of vegetation buffers to filter water entering streams, and 
the type of erosion occurring. 

Under Alternative 1, No-Action, no new ground disturbance would occur that would increase 
potential sediment delivery to streams. However, with the limited authorized trail opportunities 
that currently exist for the area, the potential for unauthorized trail construction by users would 
likely continue .. The risk for degradation of resources including potential for sediment delivery 
to streams would be higher than Alternatives 2 and 3 where carefully designed and mitigated 
trail opportunities would'be;imptemente(h~t';o,o'':'''''''''~1''~=~'':\Ii->''':;- '", 

Both Alternatives 2 and 3 were reviewed by the Forest geologist for the potential for adverse 
effects associated with accelerating slope instability. The majority of the project components are 
located along eXisting roads, upper slopes, and ridge areas where there would be little or no risk 
for accelerating landslide activity for any of the alternatives considered. Trail # I is located in an 

. area adjacent to naturally occurring ancient debris slide channel. '. The portion of th.e trail that 
switchbacks its way down the slope is located on a. convex slope between drainages., ;Because, of 
the convex form of the slope, water would be evenly dispersed and there would be no concerns 
for concentrating water'and accelerating'erosion. The location of the trail would notbe.:affected 
by, nor would it adversely impact the long-tenn stability Qfthe;~~lyoccurringlaJ.l:dslide 
channel to the west of the trail. 

Minor portions of proposed Trail #1 (about 0.13 mile or 0.26 acre), Trail #2 (about 0.05 mile or 
0.06 acre), Trail #5 (about 0.05 mile or 0.06 acre), and Trail #10 (about 0.09 mile or 0.11 acre) 
are located in Landslide Hazard Zone 1 areas, also designated as Riparian Reserves under the 
Northwest Forest PIal). The portion of Trails # land #2 that pass immediately adjacent to or 
within Landslide Hazard Zone 1 exist along unauthorized trails that are proposed for 
reconstruction. Reconstruction work proposed is designed to ensure:wateniispersion from the 
trail track to avoid Concentrating water in sensitive areas;Proposedreconstiuction work 
involves only'minor disturbance and would 'have no adverse effects·on slope stability in these 
areas. Reconstruction work proposed for Trail #10 occurs along existing Forest road 2280400 
that would be decommissioned and removed from the road system .. Proposed decommissioning 
work would ensure adequate drainage from the existing road andwbuld~lielp to stabilize soils. A 
minor portion of Trail #5 proposed for construction along the edge of Landslide Hazaid Zone 1. 
The proposed trail design would' ensure adequate water dispersion to avoid. concentration water; 
th~e(ore,there would be no adverse impacts to slope stabilityfr()mthis minor disturbance. 

RiparianiReserves 
Riparian Reserves are lands along all streams, reservoirs, and unstable and potentially unstable 
lands. Widths of Riparian Reserves within the project area are 150 feet of each side of the 
stream channel of non fish-bearing streams and Reeder Reservoir; I;U1d 300 feet each side ofthe 
stream channel offish-bearing streams. For wetlands less than l.acre in size and unstable and 
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potentially unstable lands (Landslide Hazard Zone 1), the Riparian Reserve is mapped to their 
extent. Activities within Riparian Reserves are subject to Standards and Guidelines under the 
Northwest Forest Plan designed to conserve aquatic and riparian dependent species. Riparian 
Reserves within the project area have remained largely intact, providing stream shade~ coarse 
woody material, and connectivity of aquatic systems on National Forest System lands. This is 
particularly true of the East Fork and West Fork of Ashland Creek. 

'," "",' .. v'<"','.A:lrestimatedO.2 mile (0.24 acre) of trail deactivation is located within the Riparian·Resetveof, 
Reeder Reservoir. Another 0.32 mile (0.39 acre) of trail recOnstruction on an existing road is 
located in the Riparian Reserves of nonfish-bearing streams. Together this represents 0.02 
percent of the streamside Riparian Reserves in the Ashland, Neil, Clayton, Tolman and Hamilton 
Creek Watersheds. Mitigation measures including lop and scattering existing down woody 
material, rock armoring drain outlets, locating water drainage outlets in areas where water would 
adequately dispersed,seeding disturbed areas as recommended by the Forest botanist with 
recommended n~tive seed stocks would prevent most ifnot all sediment produced from 

~~,,~~~~gyrbanceJr6m entering waterways. The prol!Qsed Ashland Watershed Trails project would 
"'~;.".:;'-i1;;" ""-.\l.' :~':result iriiittIe' to no effects to water quality from sediment1delivery.·,; ...' "'''';f •. ,,~ ... ,m:.i~~~~~''~:;:'''';'".;··c,:,:,:,; •. :'._ 

Past, current, and reasonably foreseeable actions were reviewed for the potential for adverse 
cumulative effects. The Mt. Ashland Ski Expansion proposal and the Ashland watershed 
Protection Project would remove vegetation within Riparian Reserves; Mt. Ashland Ski 
Expansion would enter 15.5 acres and the Ashland Watershed Protection Project would enter 
.about 15 acres to thin from below. Combined with the Ashland Watershed Trails Management 
. project slightly less than one percent of the streamside Riparian Reserves in the Ashland, Neil, 
Clayton, Tolman and Hamilton Creek Watersheds would be affected. Based on the small . 
per~tageoftlie'Riparian'Reserves affected, no adverse impacts on the function ,of Riparian 
Reserve rietworkare anticipated within the project area or watershed sCale. . 

Under Alternative 2, the proposed 6.9 miles of year around road closures and 7.3 miles of winter 
road closures, except for administrative traffic, would reduce road maintenance needs and would 
have a minor decrease in sediment produced from these roadways during mild to moderate 
weather conditions. However, these roads would likely continue to contribute to sediment 
delivery near current levels during heavy rain and flooding events. 

Hydrologic Function-Timing. and Distribution of Flow 
Maximum peak flows have resulted from rain-on-snow events. When rainfall and snowmelt are 
synchronized, there is often a substantial increase in peak flow, and flooding may oc,cur. In 
comparison·to swnmer thunderstonns, winter stonns have historiCally brought the most 
devaStating flooding in southwest Oregon. The most severe fl~ occurred in 1853" 1861, 
1890,J927,_~1948,; 1955,1964 .. 1974, and 1997. The most recent (Ne,:\, y~ Day 1997) flood 
was a 25·to:3,Q:yerutevent., ',.". , " 

,-' (" . ," ~ . . •. : " • 1 . ; ~, . ' l! ~ 

Channel maintenance and peak flows with short return intervals are not expected to ch:angeas 
a result of implementing the trails management proposal. Peak flows are largely influenced by 
increases in hydrologically immature vegetation, roading, and compaction. The Ashland 
Watershed Trails Management Project does not propose any activities with any of the 
alternatives considered that would increase the proportion of the watersheds in hydrologically 
immature vegetation or road density. Activities leading to compaction over current levels, would 
be minor with the implementation of this project. The majority of the new trail construction 
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proposed occurs along existing old skid roads, system and non-system roads, and areas where 
existing unauthorized trails already occur, 3.9 mile (about 4.7 acres) of trail is proposed in a 
previously undisturbed area. This represents about 0.024 percent of National Forest System 
Lands within the Ashland, Neil, Hamilton, Tolman, Clayton, and Roca Watersheds. An 
estimated 0.7-mile of trail is proposed for deactivation; however, areas of existing compaction 
would take around 45 years to return to predisturbed levels. Because of the very minor and 
insignificant change in area disturbed by this project, there would be no measurable change in 
peak flows, or in the timing and magnitude of flood events as a result of implementation of any 
of the alternatives considered. Flood events have occurred in the Ashland Watershed many 
times under essentially pristine conditions and will occur again. 

Low flows in Bear Creek (Flow Modification) have been identified by DEQ as a consequence of 
water withdrawals from that stream for such things as irrigation and domestic use. Since 
activities influencing low flows originate on lands downstream of National Forest System lands, 
and since no water withdrawals from tributaries of Bear Creek are proposed with any 
alternatives being considered with this proj~tproPQ<~I, ~m~ project would have no effect on 
downstream low flows in BearCreek. . ~- "'- .. 

Watershed Condition 
The Cumulative Watershed Effects (CWE) analysis procedure Determining the Risk of 
Cumulative Watershed Effects Resultingfrom Multiple Activities, Endangered Species Act 
Section 7 was used to describe the current (baseline) watershed cOllditions, channel 
conditions, and overall watershed conditions for tile watersheds within the project area; By 
assessing baseline C9nditions for the)~~ w~t~~ed param~ters;the relative nsk for adverse 
cumulative watershed effects can be assessed. ' . 

, ' 

The current watershed conditioJl(o~."w.tershed risk r!oog) (~"clet~O»Pedbytwo k~y 
indicators: road density and percent ofawatershed covered in hydrologically.itnmature 
vegetation. This is generally equivalent to vegetation less than 30 years old (stands defined as ' 
less than 11 inch dbh and stands greater than 11 inchdbh with less than 50 percent canopy 
Closure). Water temperatures and percent fine sediment in the stream substrate are used as 
indicators of the current channel condition rating. An overall watershed condition rating is 
then detenniried by combining the watershed risk rating with the channel condition rating (Table 
III-I). 

~ East Fork of Ashland Creek Watershed in good condition except for m:oderate amounts of 
surface'fines within the channel, which Contribute to a/air Overall Watershed Condition. 

~ West Fork of Ashland Creek is in overall good condition owing to its relatively pristine 
setting. 

'. , 

~ Ashland Creek below Reed~treservoir is ~~ted'asl!~~r~v~iWJtiish~ Co~dlti6ri., _ 
Factors contributing to this rating include a rela~vely 4igh p~~~g~.of the \Vatershed 
occupie4 by hydrologically immature vegetation and high rGad.dQnsiti~s. This is. 
predominantly a result of urbanization beyond the National Forest boundary, within and 
surrounding the City of Ashland. 
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~ Roca, Hamilton, Tolman, Clayton, and Neil Watersheds are all rated as poor Overall 
Watershed Condition based on relatively high road densities and proportion of the 
watersheds occupied by hydrologically immature vegetation, as well as poor channel 
conditions from sedimentation. 

Table III-I: Current Watershed Condition by Watershed 

Current Watershed Condition Channel Condition Rating 

%Fines 

Overall 
Watershed 
Condition 

Watershed 
Percent 

Veg. 
Road 

Density 
milsqmi 

Watershed 
Risk 
Rati~~ 

Water 
Temp 

(1) 

Channel 
Condition 

Rating < 30 yrs 
E. FIe. Ashland 9.5 2.1 Mod Good 16.5 Fair Fair 
W. FIe. Ashland. 6.0 1.7 Low Good 9.8 Good Good 
A"hl"nrl Ck (t) 25.5 6.0 Hi2h Fair Fair (3) J1air Poor 

, . ··'(beloWkReeder) 

Roca1~) 25.2 3.91 High * * Poor (5) Poor 
Hamilton (4) 23.1 0.66 Mod * * Poor (5) Poor 
ToJman(4) 17.1 3.75 * * Poor (5) Poor 
Neil p.9 2.6 Poor (6) >30 Poor Poor 
Clayton(4) 47.4 2.7 * * Poor (5) Poor 

(1) Temperature ratings are baSed on the DEQ ~7':'day average of 64 degrees F and USFS 
temperature ranges for good, fair. and poor per the CwE analysis process; 

(2) Ashland Creek Watershed below Reeder Reservoir includes USFS. Ashland City. and private 
landsfromHosler, D~m to the confluence of Ashland Creek with Bear Creek 

(3)' Perce,ntfines was'tao; measured. 'This relative rating is b(l$ed on personal observations;(lnd 
conClusions baSed'o'ti'studies(e.g;, Hegdahl. 1'988) .. 

(4) Forest Service responsibility is minimal in these watersheds (44 acres in Roca Creek; 228 
acres in Hamilton Creek; 718 acres in Tolman Creek). The moderate percentage of forest 

.. " stands <30 years age and highroad densities are primarily a result of urban growth on land 
downstream of the Forest boundary. , 

(5) USFS data is not available for chqnnel conditions in these three channels since they are 
downstream of the Forest boundary in the Ashland City limits. However. anecdotal 
observations of channel conditions indicate poor channel conditions (sediment. pool 
frequency, and coarse woody material) in the lower reaches of these watersheds. 

(6) ¥aximum measured stream temperature(l997) on National FQrest System Lands was 59; 7 
degrees F.; Maximum measured stream temperature below National Forest System lands was 

, 73 degrees F. 

Cumulative Watershed Effects 
The relative risk of adverse cumulative watershed effects (CWE) rela~G41ow, temperatures, 
and sediJll'enttttion Was evaluated for thispfoposed action, together with past, current, proposed, 
and reasonably foreseeable actions in'the CWE analysiS area. The protocol ''Determining the 
Risk 0/ CUTflulativeWatershed Effects ResUlting from Multiple Activities~',' Endangered Species 
Act (ESA), Section 7 CE'Process, Final Version 1993, was used to assess the risk for adverse 
cumulative watershed effects. The Mt. Ashland Ski Area Expansion (Alternative 2), the Mt. 
Ashland Ski Area Wastewater Treatment Facility Project, the Ashland Watershed Protection 
Project, the Ashland Research Natural Area Prescribed Underburning Project, the City of 
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Ashland's fuel reduction activities, and fuels reduction activities on private lands were all 
included in this evaluation. The eWE process provides the decision-maker with an assessment 
of the relative degree of risk of cumulative effects from multiple projects and infonnation about 
the probable causes (i.e., existing conditions, projects, or a combination). More detailed 
documentation of the CWE analysis completed for East Fork, West Fork, and Ashland Creek 
Below Reeder Reservoir is contained in Appendix A. 

Briefly, this cumulative watershed effectsl1nalysis usesthefollowing'process'to derive;, 
Conclusions: 

Step 1. Determine the "Watershed Condition Rating." This rating is based on two key 
indicators: road density and the percent of the watershed that is covered with 
''hydrologically immature" vegetation (for example, stands under 30 years old). 

Step 2. Detennine the "Channel Condition Rating." This rating is based on two key 
variables from the following list as indicatorsQf chann~l andhabi.4\t"con..ditjSms: primary 
pools, temperature,' sediment, and/or largewooay'l1ebf,rs:'Thevarilrbles'oare selected 
based on best available data. For this analysis the variables selected were temperature 
and sediment.' ' 

Step 3. Determine the "Overall Condition Rating" by combining the "Watershed" and 
"Channel" condition ratings described above. This rating is used as one of the major 
criteria for detennining the risk of adverse cutlullativeeffects to aquatic systems., The 
second criterion is the level of-project risk. ';, .; . 

Step 4. Conduct"Individual Project RiskAssessment". Bv~ project or:activity 
within'the watershed will 'be evaluated for'its influenoo'()n·sediment and temperature. A 
relative risk rating oflow, moderate, or high is tabulated for each project:"" 

Step 5. Determine Risk of Adverse Cumulative 'Effects. Given the above infonnation 
(steps 1-4), a high, moderate, or low risk of cumUlative effect is generated for the 
watershed. 

The Ashland Watershed Trails Management Project would not contribute to an increase of acres 
of hydrologically immature vegetation or an increase in road density. Environmental analysis for 
other proPosed or recently completed activities in the affected watersheds (Mt. Ashland Ski 
Expansion, Mt. Ashland Waste Water Treatment Facility, and Ashland Watershed-Protection 
Project) identify a minor increase in hydrologically immature vegetation (0.6 to 2.0 percent of 
'each affected watershed). Beeause this change affects 'such 11 small proport!on of the affected 
watersheds there would be l!!! change to the Watershed Condition rating for any of the 
watersheds affectedby'this project prOposaL Thus,'ch.g~f:;any) tcrba,se fiow"or channel 
maintenance and, peak flow would be minor. ' .. 

This risk for adverse cumulative effects for all affected watersheds was then detennined by 
obtaining an Overall Condition Rating by combining the Watershed and Channel Condition 
Ratings. Considering all reasonably foreseeable activities, the Overall Watershed Condition 
Ratings would be the same for both their current and post project condition. Based on this, no 
additional risk is incurred in implementing the project proposal or alternatives considered. 
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Assessing the "Individual Project Risk" is a second major criterion for determining the risk of 
adverse cumulative effects for increases in water temperature and sediment. Any ground 
disturbing activity has some level of risk of having damaging effects on the aquatic system. The 
degree of risk depends on project design, mitigation measures, current condition and proximity 
to aquatic systems. Relative risk of increasing temperature is determined by considering the 
distance from a perennial stream to project activities and the amount of shade reduction. 
Relative risk of increasing sediment delivery to stream channels is determined by considering the 
dominant tandfomr(e:"g:;glaciated mountain ridge-tops, dissected mountain slopes, etc; and·· 
slope positions {e.g., upper, middle lower, ridge, etc.}. The total acres of moderate and high risk 
within the project area are then combined with the Overall Watershed Condition Rating to 
determine the risk for adverse cumulative effects. 

The Individual Project Risk Assessment for relative risk of-increasing water temperatures and 
sediment delivery to streams for all components of the Ashland Watershed Trails Project is 
considered lo~. This low rating is based on the slope position, landform, and juxtaposition to 

,_ streams for .each project comoonent. This project proposes to deactiyate 0.7 mile oftraillocat~~,,,. ' .~,.,,,,,,,, 
' .. "." .h .'," itfd18sectethnollrttalntettairtin'the upper, middle,· and lower thirds ofthe.-s.1Qpe ... ; The. remainder' :'r .•. ·'c"" .. ~ '. 

project components are located along existing roads, upper third slope position, and ridgetops. 
No stream shade would be removed with this project proposal. . 

Other activities occurring within the watersheds affected are also assigned with an Individual 
Project Risk. By combining the proportion of the watershed with high or moderate risk projects 
proposed with Overall Watershed Condition, the relative risk for adverse cumulative effect can 
be determined for the watersheds, and is summarized below. 

Based on this analysis, the risk to incur adverse cumulative watershed effects 
. {temperature or,sediment}.\>asedonforeseeable a<?tions isloVl for West Fork of 
Ashland'Creek {Appendix A}. 

For the East Fork of Ashland Creek Watershed, there is a moderate risk for adverse 
cumulative watershed effectsJor sediment,and a low risk for adverse cumulative 
watershed effects to water temperature {Appendix A}. 

:,Although no moderate or high.risk project acres are proposed that would incur additional 
. nsk in Tolman, Hamilton, N~n, and R~a Creek watersheds, these watersheds are 
already in poor overall watershed condition placing these watersheds in cate~ory of 
moderate to high risk for adverse cumulative watershed effects (sediment) based on 

.. ' their current conditions. Since no project units are within 200 feet of a perennial stream, 
the risk for ad4itional adversecum~ative watershed effects to water ,temperature is low. 

: ".. ~; , .)0 

"~Ashland Creek below Jleeder Reservoir, the risk for adve~e. cumulative watersh~~,~~* 
effects for sediment is high. Since no proj~t UIlits ~ within 200 ~eet ofa perennial 
stream, the risk for adverse cumulative watershed effects to water temperature is iow 
(Appendix A}," .,:; j. 

It is important to recognize that this process for assessing the potential risk of 
cumulative watershed effects assumes that all foreseeable actions are implemented 
simultaneously. This is not U$uplly the c{l;Sf#for.the projects assessed. An ~t.'mated 
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104 acres are identified at moderate risk in the East Fork Watershed as a result of 
the Ashland Research Natural Area Prescribed Underburn project. Another 633 
acres are identified as moderate and high risk in Ashland Creek Watershed (below 
the Reeder Reservoir) as a result of implementing the Ashland Watershed Protection 
Project. These projects would occur over a 5 to 12 year period, thus, reducing the 
potential risk for adverse cumulative watershed effects as identified in this analysis. 

Mitigation and avoidance of potential impacts are expected to greatly.;.reduce potential 
sediment impacts to waterways. Best Management Practices (Chapter II, Mitigation), would 
be implemented to reduce the potential for sediment to enter waterways. 

2. Impacts Associated With Decreasing Vehicle Access to National Forest 
System Lands. 

Under Altem~tives 1 and 3 there would be no adverse impacts associated with decreasing 
vehicle access' on National Forest System Land.s.~i1.1c~:n.Q,n~w,..r~u~Q.J}lQJ'm~wpu1d"occur. 

",;" . 

Alternative 2 proposes to close 6.9 miles of forest roads year round, and 7.3 miles of forest roads 
winter only. The Forest as a whole provides areas for a variety of recreation uses that are both 
motorized and non-motorized. Areas are managed to avoid multi-user cOnflicts as well as to 
minimize resource degradation. There are many miles of roads open to the public for vehicle 
access across the Rogue River National Forest as well as adjacent forests. An additional 6.9 
miles of year round road closures (in addition to 19.9 miles existing Rd. 2060 cloSl1te), and 7.3 
miles. of winter road closures (in addition to an estimated 3 miles existing Rd. 2080 winter 
closures), to protect watershed values will it!lpact some individuals preferences; however, it is 
not expected to have significant adverse impacts on the <>verail qualitY of the human 
environment. 

a) closing road 2060 from the Forest Boundary (approximately 1 mile south of Morton 
Street access) to Four Corners may decrease trail use opportunities for those with 
disabilities or for just wanting to go for a short hike by limiting access-for vehicles to 
Lamb Mine Trailhead. 

Under alternative 1, no change.would occur to the exiSting trailhead facility. Currently the 
Lamb Mine Trailhead does not offer accessible facilities for persons with disabilities. Trail 
use opportunities would not be affected. 

Under 'alte~native 2, ve~cle access to the trailhead would be limited by the closure of Rd. 
2060 at the Forest Boundary. Short « 1.0 mile) hiJdng opportunities would still be 
available from the White Rabbit Trailhead and from the proposed trailhead tit "4 Comers". 
Recreation opportunities for persons with di~ties remains unchanged since the Lamb 
Mine Trailhead does not ~ffer accesSible faci1ities~! . ; .--

Under alternative 3 the Lamb Mine'Trailhead and Trai1 would be'redesignoo to offer 
universal access for all users including persons with disabilities. Vehicle accessto the 
Lamb, Mine Trailhead would not change from current condition. -
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b) closing road 2060 from the Forest Boundary (approx. 1 mile south of Morton Street 
access) to Four Corners may decrease road access for hunters and viewing scenery, and 
limit opportunities for local educators (SOU, Ashland Schools) who use the area 
regularly for course work. 

Under all alternatives non-motorized access for hunting, viewing scenery, and for 
educational purposes would not change from the current situation. 

Under alternatives 1 and 3 no change would occur for motorized vehicle road access to 
hunt, view scenery, and utilize the area for outdoor eaucation on the existing open road 
system. 

Under alternative 2 proposed road closures would restrict motorized vehicle use. Non
motorized opportunities for hunting, viewing scenery, and outdoor education would 
continue. Those needing access for uses other than administrative (i.e. natural resource 
education~ reselirGh, or reviewjng management proposals/actions) within closed portjons of 

k';~c~,,;, r-.'w·'~-fO~as'wo1l1(f'apptff6'f'vaCcess··anheAshland 'Ranger-Station. Application for entry'w()Uld'be""'·~~"'·'''L~''''.' 
reviewed and access granted on a case-by-case basis. 

c) closing road 2060 from the Forest Boundary (approximately 1 mile south of Morton 
Street access) to Four Corners may increase the potential for adverse impacts on 
adjacent private landowners by concentrating users at the White Rabbit Trailhead 
location; 

Under alternatives 1 and 3 no change or additional impacts are expected in existing use 
patterns and trends with respect to concentrating users at the White Rabbit Trailhead." 

. . .. . . ~ 

Under alternative 2 there is likely to be a slight increase in the number of vehicles parked 
at the White Rabbit Trailhead with the closure of Forest Road 2060. The indirect effects 
may include an increase in trash dumping and vandalism. These activities occur 
occasionally under current conditions; however, under Alternative 2 they would be 
concentrated over a smaller section of road between Morton Street. and the Forest boundary, 
mainly on private or City administered lands. The proximity to private property and lack of 
vehicle escape routes (created by the gated closure) should increase the chances of violators 
being observed by witnesses or watershed patrols, increasing citations for illegal activities. 
This may help to deter these types of activities over time. -

d.) Closing road 2060 from ~e Forest Boundary (approximately 1 mile south of Morton 
Street JC,?~ss) to Four Corners DUly delay emergency vehicle response to medical 
enterg~~es that mayoccutbehind locked ga~es. . 

". ," , . 1\ "." -l ' t,j 

"' "'n ~ ~', ' . " ' 'J I~", '. . ." "".' • . , . ,", 

Under all altemativesthere would be nQchang~ in current response' times forirt~ical 
emergencies. Personnel with the CItY of Ashland Fire and Rescue have keys to Watershed 
gates for {espo~e to emergencies .. Con~inued coordination with the City would occur to 
ensure keys are updated during periodic lock changes. Forest visitors recreating"ih the 
project area also need to be aware of the risks that are associated with recreating in a forest 
environment away from immediate medical response and take responsibility for his or her 
own health and safety the same as when recreating in any other remote area. 
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e) Closing road 2060 from the Forest Boundary (approximately 1 mile south of Morton 
Street access) to Four Corners has potential to increase use of the Lower Toothpick 
Trailhead located on private land. 

Under alternatives 1 and 3 no change or additional impacts are expected from current use 
patterns and trends at the Lower Toothpick Trailhead. 

Under alternative 2 there may be a slight increase in use at-the'Lower Toothpick Trailhead 
related to closure of Forest Road 2060. However, based on observations by Forest Service 
recreation staff, most people who utilize the Lamb Mine Trailhead hike the Lamb Mine 
Trail or the unauthorized trail to the East Fork and Reeder Reservoir: It is anticipated that 
the majority of use displaced from the Lamb Mine Trailhead would move to the White 
Rabbit trailh~ad. Monitoring of use at the lower Toothpick Trailhead and coordination with 
the owner of the private land would occur to ensure any unanticipated adverse impacts 
would be identified and mitigated as needed. 

''''''''~;':'i:':}l';(.~'~1'';".'''' f) There is it concern for closing the~'2080200 road from'1BUB<liap~to~P&mers;';f:".iC, 
because it may potentially reduce access for viewing scenery, hunting, and other forest 
uses such as wildlife watching, mushroom hunting, etc; 

Under all alternatives non-motorized access for hunting, viewing scenery, and other forest 
uses is not expected to change from the current situation. 

Under aite'rnatives 1 & 3 no change would occur for motorized vehicle road.access to hunt, 
view scenery, and utilize areas for wildlife watching, mushroom hunting, and berry picking 
on the existing open road system. 

Under altelnative 2 proposed road closUres would festnctmotorized vehicle use. Non
motorized opportunities for hunting, viewing scenery, wildlife watching, mushroom hunting, 
and berry picking would continue. Those needing access for uses other than administrative 
(i.e. natural resource education, research,or public review ofmartagement·,': 
proposals/actions) within closed portions of roads would apply for access at the Ashland 
Range~ Station. Application for entry would be reviewed and access granted on a case-by-
case basis. " ; 

3. Effects Associated with Increase fire risk due to increased access 

The majority of the project area is located in areas of moderate, high, andextremejire risk and 
mOderate to high jire hazard. Fire hazard is defined as vegetation that forms a threat for fire 
ignition, rate of spread, and resistance to control; based on the vegetation type, : arrangement, 
volume,condition, and location (aspect, percent slope, elevatiov:~.j!!~ risk is defined ,as ,the 
chance of various ignition soUrces (lightning or human-caused) causing a 'fire tha1 threatens 
valuable resources, life, and/or properly (USDA 1995) (USDA 1996). 

, I . 

The project area of the Ashland Watershed Trails Management project overlaps the project area 
for the Ashland Watershed Protection Project, a project designed for reducing fire hazard in the 
Ashland Watershed. Fire hazard reduction is needed for the protection of values associated with 
the Watershed including municipal waters supply, water quality and aquatic habitat, Late
Successional Reserve, and a variety of other important resource values. 
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Dispersed recreation as well as unauthorized camping and campfires are on the increase within 
the Ashland Watershed, occurring along existing system roads and trails, unauthorized trails, and 
old skid roads. There also continues to be an increase in unauthorized trail construction in the 
project area. Increases in the level of human activities in the watershed (especially illegal or 
unauthorized uses) leads to an increase in fire risk associated with an increase in potential for 
human-caused fire ignitions. 

The Forest Service works to deactivate unauthorized trail construction as soon as possible after 
they are discovered as possible to discourage the practice and to focus the use on the existing 
system trails. However, unauthorized trail construction continues to be a problem in the 
watershed. Enforcement efforts have focused on education and building cooperative 
relationships with user groups to deter unauthorized trail construction activity with some 
success. 

~_~ ___ ~~ ______ ~Th~re _is concern that increasing access and proll19ting recreation in the Watershed would 
~~-: ~-~ ~ ~ ~--~~~------:increase!ihe'potenti~'fuesl'and"imildents"()t:unauthoriZe(l camping-mid.-campfu.~;.n:the -~~~-~-~-~ 

watershed, thus, increasing the risk of wildfire , ignitions. Managing human access and its' 
influence on fire risk is an important aspect of protecting multiple values associated with the 
watershed. The followingc1osure or prohibition orders pursuant to 36 CFR Sec. 261.50 (a) (b), 
would continue to be enforced under all alternatives considered for the purpose of protecting the 
Ashland Municipal Watershed: 

~' ,. '. Under Order Number 2018, 'camping is prohibited in the Ashland Creek Watershed (36 
CFR 262.58); ~ . 

• Under Order Number 2026, building, maintaining, attending or using a fire, campfire, or 
, stove :fire in the Ashland Creek Watershed is prohibited (3,6 CFR 261.52); 

• Under Order Number 2043, no vehicles (including bicycles) are allowed off of roads or 
trails authorized for vehicle use (36 CFR 261.56); and 

• 'Order Number 2046 is enacted during periods of high fire danger (normally occurring 
:-late summer to early fall), which prohibits all travel (pedestrian and vehicular) within 
'the Ashland Creek Watershed (36 CFR 261.52 (e), 261.54 (e), and 261.55 (a». 

Under Alternative 1, no additional trail opportunities would be provided and no road closures 
would,occur. Unauthorized trail construction and unauthorized off-road use would continue at 
similar to increasing:rates. Unauthorized camping and campfires would 8.Iso con~uein,the, 
Watershed at similar to .increasing rates as populations il)crease in,local communities., ~ . ' 
C()ntinued and possibl~nger enforcement tactics would be ~ee4ed to ~ntrQlunauthorized 
off·road activities; Camping, and campfires for the,protection of watershed values. 

Alternatives 2 and 3 would deactivate an estimated O.7-mile of existing unauthorized trail from 
Lamb Mine Trail head to Reeder Reservoir. Deactivating this trail would reduce the incidents of 
unauthorized access (including camping and campfir~) onto City administered lands 
surrounding Reeder Reservoir. This action would have a positive long-term effect on fire risk in 
the project area. , 
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Under both alternatives 2 and 3, additional trail opportunities would be provided, including 
trail head parking and signing improvements. By increasing the miles of system trails 
opportunities, it is hoped that trends in unauthorized trail construction would decrease. Focusing 
human use to managed system roads and trails would reduce the potential for human-caused fire 
ignitions in higher fire hazard areas. Slash from trail and trailhead construction and 
reconstruction would be lopped and scattered for erosion control, or hand-piled and burned 

:., _.' --"; Where "concentrations of slash occur to mitigate concerns forincreasingfire-hazard~ Increased, ,.,.' 
signing associated with trailhead development to infonn recreation users of fire ecology and 
management issues in the Watershed would also have a positive effect on fire risk in the project 
area. 

Under Alternative 2, the year round closure of Forest roads 2060, from the Forest Boundary up 
to Four Comers, and 2080200 from four comers to Bull Gap would occur. Activities associated 
with risk for human-caused fires such as arson, unauthorized camping and campfires, and beer 

,.... .' ... parties (usually accompanied by unauthorized campfires) are generally associated with vehicle 
'i":""'l>'d'''\'''~\I'''''lft!cess:''' The proposed road closures would reduce motorized vehicle"aooess>intoi,·thetWatefshed" .. ~;:~:'"" 

and would reduce the risk of human -caused fire ignitions (on closed roads) that are generally 
associated with vehicle access. However,these activities may be displaced to lower elevations 
beyond the Forest boundary and may still pose some risk to vehicle associated human-caused 
fires threatening the watershed. 

Under Alternative 3, year round road closures would, not occur; !The risk of fire ignitions 
associated with humans and vehicle access in the watershed would continue at current levels and 
would~adually increase as popUlations in the local conttnunities ,increased. . , <: 

4. EffeCts; associated wlth'reduced levels of admlnlstrative1servi~Slfor existing 
system trails (trail maintenance, enforcement ofitrailiuseobJectives,.etc.). !!", 

Two key points guiding new trail proposals are recognized by trail planners on the Rogue River 
National Forest. First, it makes sense to provide trail facUities Whete'there is quick and easy , 
access and use is high. A clear strategy for new trails should be considered that goes beyond just 
where the people are ... but where people might want to be if we could get them there. This is not 
a challenge to put trails everywhere but rather to provide a J.7easonable cross-section of 
experiences for all user groups from a RegionallForest perspective., (Maintaining. equity in 
opportunities is ,supported by survey results in the 1994 Oregon.Optdoor Reyreation Plan~. ' 
Respondents indicate a disparity in accessibility and availability ofsemi-pru:,:titive and primitive 
settings, as opposed to rural/urban settings"for dispersed r~~tionsuch as nature study, wildlife 
observation, hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding, hunting", and driving for pleasure.) 

Second, it is prudent to consider naturalizingldea~ti~~ing ~'~iIi~alcm,t"Q~b~~f mil~s of trails 
as the mileage of new trails proposed. Otherwise;.th~ trai~PfQgram wouid C911apse from the 
weight of un-maintainable facilities. Trail systems~crosstheFprest are~~f\llly SCrutinized to 
eliminate trail systems that are no longer CQst.beneijcial to. maintain, and old or pom:1y desilPled 
trails are phased out or replaced by well designed trails that better meet the public needs. This 
results in having fewer, but higher quality and better-used trails, rather than a lot of mediocre 
trails. 
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To meet long-tenn enforcement and trail monitoring needs, a cooperative agreement is currently 
in place with City of Ashland that utilizes volunteers and a paid city employee to patrol and 
monitor use in the watershed. Through this agreement, consistent enforcement and monitoring 
of recreation use is expected. 

Long-tenn maintenance of new facilities is typically part of planning new developments. To 
meet this need, several options are usually considered and used in various combinations 
depending on local ihterest;traitobjecti'ws, and financial opportunity for meeting maintenance 
needs. They include use of existing appropriated funding to hire trail crews and contractors, 
grant opportunities and partnerships, establish donation vaults, use of volunteers instead of paid 
crews, and development of fee systems. Up until the early 1970's, the Forest Service maintained' 
almost the entire trail system within existing appropriated budgets. In the last ten years however, 
regional recreation budgets have decreased by 41 % resulting in the need to utilize other options 
for maintenance. . 

~._ Unde~ all alternatives enforcement needs are like!y to increase as 10(;all!oQula~ions and _. 
recreation USe increase~'c-~. " ~ ,~' ":". ~:,·:-··,·,,,~,·t '.::.:;.;: ..••• ' - . ..' '-- .'-•... 

Under alternative 1, there would be no change to current trail maintenance schedules. 

Under alternatives 2 & 3, an estimated 11.2 miles oftrail (constructed, reconstructed, or 
converted to trail from existing roads) would be added to the forest trail system. Associated with 
the new miles of trail would be the long-tenn maintenance and administration needs. 
Concurrent planning is underway to deactivate several remQte. $ystem trails (a~out 17-1'~~iles) on 
the Rogue River National Forest in.areas oflow demand, as well as for the constructi()n 'of about 
7 miles of new trail. This would result in a net gain of 1 mile of trail Forest wide. Anestimated 

: one mile increase of system trails on the Rogue River National Forestcopldbe adminj~~ered 
within existingrecreationaLstaffinglevels.- '" - . . ' ".". _ .. 

5. Impacts a$sociated with conflicts among the various trail uses (mt.bikes, 
hiking;, jogging, horses, dog walking, vehicles on roads) . 

The AShland Watershed Trails Management project area is located close to the population center 
of Ashland and historically been used on a year-round basis by a large number of both local 
residents and tourists. Heavy uses (estimated at 16,000 annual visitors) include mountain biking, 
hiking and jogging. Other uses include pleasure driving, dog walking, horseback riding, hunting, 
,fishing, Nordic skiing' (when conditions allow), bird watching, wildflower viewing~and 
'r~eationalsh()otingttarget practice. i Unauthorized camping sometimes occurs; most often in 
the lower' reaches of the proj ect area. Mountain biking, running; and ski races. are held under 
special, use permit throughout the project area. 

" • -::r ' .. ;" ".;Hj(r~r··· .~~ ',f.'. '~i'.',:: _,,- .... 
. /' ' 

The project ·arett is· characterized as ''roaded natural" within the Recreation Opportunity ... 
Spect:r\lm, a classifiCation based on the blend of natural and man made surroundings, and the 
experience offered. The project area is predofuinantly natural appearing with the opportunity for 
a high degree of interaction with the envirorurtent. . It is estimated that trail users would 
encounter other user groups or be affected by the sights and sounds of human activity about half 
of the time. 
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Under Alternative'1, encounters between trail users would not change except for increases 
associated with population growth and tourism. Conflicts between users seeking thrills and 
challenge and users seeking a more leisurely experience would also not change. 

Under Alternative 2, with increased trail miles and closed roads, use is expected to be dispersed 
over a larger area resulting in fewer encounters between trail users and between vehicles and 
pedestrians on roads. Potential conflicts would be slightly reduced, especially as users travel 
further from Ashland. 

Under Alternative 3, with increased trail miles, use is expected to be dispersed over a larger 
area resulting in fewer encounters between trail users, but not to the same degree as Alternative 
2 since fewer non-motorized routes would be available. Conflicts between vehicles and 
pedestrians on roads would continue near the same level since no road closures would occur. 

6. Effects on humans associated with removing the trail from Lamb Mine 
Trailhead to'Reeder Reservoir 

Many trail users share the opinion that Reeder Reservoir is a publicly owned facility an~ that the 
public should have access. Since the trail has been used for some time without any recorded 
adverse impacts to the water supply, they do not agree that access to the reservoir jeopardizes the 
City's water supply. ' 

An unauthorized trailloca1ly known as the East Fork Trail, begins at the Lamb Mine Trailhead 
on Forest Service Rd. 2060 and leads to a sediment pond.on the E~Fork.ann ofReed~ .' ' 
Reservoir. Although un-maintained by Forest Service trail crews, users have maintained this 
trail for severa1 years. The trail is not marked or promoted like the nearby Lamb Mine:frail 
#1015. :Local knowledge' of the trail location, and destination currently existswitlp~ajp.ri.ty of 
use by local residents~ Some use occurs by chance because of the..close,proximityof tJ,le trail.to 
the Lamb Mine Trail entrance (about 10 feet). Use ofthe East Fork Trail is high during the 
summer, mostly due to the attraction of Reeder Reservoir. 

Reeder Reservoir is located on City-administered land where a City ordinance restricts access. 
Regardless of the ordinance, there is increasing use of the trail with increasing incidence of 
vandalism within the restricted area. This has raised concerns byCity of Ashland officials for 
the protection of the City's water supply., 

Under alternative'l, there would be no change to current conditions. ,Use of the unauthorized 
trail to Reeder Reservoir would likely continue. 

" . 
Under alternative 2"the unauthorized trail would bedeactivated:p.ndblocked from further use, 
reducing trespass into the restricted area (per City ordin~ce) around Reeder Rese..rv9.~rt, In 
addition, Forest Service Road 2060 would be closed to motorized traffic fr.Omthe Foiest, 
boundary (near the White Rabbit Trailhead) to Four Comers. This would further dis~u~ge use 
of the trail into Reeder Reservoir. 

Under alternative 3 the unauthorized trail currently in place would be deactivated and blocked 
from further use, reducing trespass into the restricted'area (per city statute) around Reeder 
Reservoir. Forest Service Road 2060 would remain open to motorized traffic. With road 2060 
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remaining open, it is expected that attempts to reopen or relocate a new trail to the reservoir are 
more likely to occur than under Alternative 2. 

Under alternatives 2 and 3, an increased level of enforcement would be needed to prevent the 
unauthorized reopening or relocation of this trail in a new area by users. Coordination with City 
of Ashland law enforcement and watershed patrols would continue to occur for providing 
consistent enforcement across property lines. 

7. Impacts on residents living along roads used to access national Forest 
System· lands (Granite, Morton, Terrace Streets, and Tolman Creek Road). 

The proximity of National Forest to a community the size of Ashland is relatively unique. 
Access by city residents and tourists is within 2 miles of most doorsteps. Recreationists 
frequently utilize city streets and roads (Granite, Morton, Terrace, and Tolman), and formally 
designated trail~ (White Rabbit) to gain access to the existing national forest road and trail 

. system. Othet routes are alsoused.that are more locally known and genem]]y probibitedTbis is . 

. :: an issue'discuSse<fO'yvanous gt()Ups'SUch""'is"':ASht8rldTraI1 USer's Coalition, AShland Forest· 
Commission, Ashland Parks CommiSSion, City of Ashland Public Works, and Ashland Parks and 
Recreation to develop plans and strategies for alternate access or development. The White . 
Rabbit Trail is an example of development used to help resolve issues related to trespass on 
private land by trail users. Formal designation of this route reduced private property trespass by 
over 60% (Epstein 1996). 

Under all alternatives recreation use is expected to increase as a result of population growth 
and tourism~ Consequently, the effects of vehicle traffic (dust and noise) on local property 
owner's living adjacent to National Forest System lands is likely to increase also. ,However, the 
majority of recreationists (hikers, mtn. bikers, joggers,and horse back ri4~), generally stag~ . 
trips either fromtheit homes,· from local'parks, or existing trailhead parking·areas. Under all 
alternatives there is likely to be gradual increase in recreation use as trail systems become more 
developed and advertised within the community. However, vehicle traffic is not expected to 
increase beyond design standards of affected roads, primarily because most users will travel 
from "doorstep to forest" by non-motorized means. 

Undel:'.Aiternative 2, with the'administrative closure of road 2060 (from the Forest boundary to 
Four-Comers), vehicle use is expected to remain about the same, with perhaps a slight increase. 
Based on observations by Forest Service recreation staff, most trail users parking at Lamb Mine 
Trailhead currently utilize Morton Street and Forest road 2060 for round trip access; however, 
some return to town by way of Forest road 2080. Under Alternative 2, vehicle ac.cess from the 
White Rabbit Trailhead through to Forest road 2080 would no longer be available, resulting in 

. minor increase in rOuI1ii! .. triptraffic on Forest road 2060 and· Morton Street. 
::: . ·\i:."'=:'F~"'~_~d,·>I~,:i ::' ,.~~~: ,'I ,~j;. 

Under A1tentative .2, Wim the closure of road 2060 to vehicle. access to the Lamb Mine 
Trailhead; illegal' actiVities that occasionally occ~r (camp· fires, camping, trash,dumping, target 
shooting) would likely be displaced to other locations. Sites such as the White RaQbit Trailpead 
on Forest road 2060 near the Forest boundary, and the Eastview Trailhead on Forest road 2080 
would likely be used more frequently for these activities. For the.White Rabbit Trailhead site, 
there is a higher probability of observations by witnesses to occur (higher traffic ~ea) re~ulting 
in heightened law enforcement response. Since vehicles must travel back down Morton street 
and no vehicle escape routes would exist, there could be increased success with enforcement 
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activities to deter unauthorized or illegal activities. Therefore, it is anticipated that adverse 
effects from these types of activities would decline over time. The Eastview trailhead is located 
further from town than the Lamb Mine or White Rabbit Trailheads, making enforcement 
activities more challenging. However, it is also further from adjacent private landowners and 
located outside of the Ashland Watershed and area covered by Closure Orders 2018 and 2026 
(see Effects Associated with increase fire risk due to increased access). 

8. "Effe'ctsdn"Tflreatelied, Endangered, and Sensitive animal species ' 

Consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Formal consultation for this project was conducted with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 
Threatened and Endangered Species and the findings are reported in the Rogue River/South 
Coast Biological Assessment (1996). This document contains mandatory and recommended 
mitigation measures, also known as Project Design Criteria (PDCs), that were designed to 
minimize the potential detrimental effects to proposed or listed species as a result ofproject 

"-,activities.·' " "- ", 

Bald Eagle (Federal threatened) 

The bald eagle was proposed to be removed from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened 
Wildlife under the Proposed Rule dated July 6, 1999 by the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service. 
The Final Rule on this delisting has not been rel,~ed. 

There are no known bald eagle nest sites within or near th~ project area. 'the-nearest bald eagle 
nestslte is 19~ted on private land southwest()f E~grant Lake .. Bald, eagles are known to use 
Emigrant Lake for foraging. The only poteJ;l.ti~l\>.a.1d eagle fotagingl\abi~t'Within tlie As~and 
Watershed is at Reeder Reservoir, however, dlifes have rl:6tbeetttepbrtedi'ofilgiiig\here: c'Iil 
addition, this project would not alter any potential habitat for the bald eagle. Alternatives 1,2, 
or 3 are not expected to effect bald eagles or any potential habitat. No recommendations or 
mitigation is needed. 

Northern Spotted Owl (Federal threatened) 

A detailed account of taxonomy, ecology, and reproductive characteristics of the spotted owl can 
be found in the Interagency Scientific Committee Report (Thomaset ale 1990). 

Historical surveys for spotted owls date back to 1986 and complete protocol surveys were 
Conducted between 1991 and, 1994 .. Twenty.;.six pairs· or resident single ,spotte(tow~ were 
located in the' Mt. Ashland Late-Successional Reserve (9, p$s an44single spotted owls in the 
Klaniath NF portion and, 13 pairs and 2 singles'Ash1and.Range(?Di~Q~rPQrt!on). for ~ cpmplete 

~~:", , '·ae<X)Unt of all survey efforts, see the Mt. Ashland Late-SuccessiQnaJ,Res~eAss~ .' 
(USDA, 1996)~.( .. ; ;,~, ' " 

The project area is located within spotted owl Nesting, R-oosting; and Fo~gjng(NlU·').hp.bitat 
and dispersal habitat. It is also located within the Mt. Ashland LSR(#RO-248)and within a 
Critical Habitat Unit (CHU OR-76). Thirteen spotted owl pairs are known to be within 1.3 miles 
of the project area. The project area also lies between the Ashland/Oak Knqll LSR and the Soda 
Mountain LSR. 
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Alternative 1 - Under this alternative, no activities would occur so there would be no impact to 
spotted owls or their habitat. 

Alternatives 2 and 3 - Under these alternatives, the cutting of both live and dead hazard trees 
and trees within the trail bed would not alter the structure and function of spotted owl NRF 
habitat or dispersal habitat since they are scattered across the entire project area. Due to the fact 
that trails are linear and trailheadsare less thafl."a··half:.acre;in size,4hey would not disrupt the 
movement of disper~ing owls or the connectivity within and between the Mt. Ashland LSR or 
adjacent LSRs. Some of the standing live and dead trees, used as prey habitat, would be cut, 
however, felled snags and live trees would be left on site to add to the present downed woody 
component of the habitat. In addition, numerous larger trees and snags are adjacent to the 
project area and provide all the necessary components of spotted owl NRF habitat. 

Road closures would not harm or benefit any additional owl pairs within a ~ mile of roads since 
~~~th~eo!g~~mY~~ently protected by existing road closures~ No owls are known to be within ~ 

mite of proposed trail head§!liIh~e;i~f;h'Gw~h~w~~ir.(#013) withinR13 miles of Trail # 
6. The PDCs under the Rogue River/South Coast Biological Assessment (1996) require a 
seasonal restriction on the use of motorized equipment within 0.25 mile of the nest site or 
activity center between March I-June 15. March I-June 15 is considered the early nesting 
period, however, based on site specific conditions this restriction can be extended (e.g. late 
nesting attempt, etc.). Additional human activity within a ~ mile of owl site #013 is not 
expected to disturb nesting owls. For the above reasons, this project is not expected to affect 
~pottedowls, their NRF, or dispersal habitat. 

Should a new sp~ttttd owl nest site or activity center be discovered within 0.25 mile of project 
activities,,;the district biplogist should -be notified Uriniediately. ' 

" .' : :", '.". .. " ~"':.'" ~YfL... I j: _," -; ." . '.', : "-,' ," [, ' 

Marbled Murrelet (Federal Threatened) 

Theproject ar~a is outside of the geographic range of this species. 

Canada Lynx (Federal Proposed) 

The Canada lynx is a boreal forest species that is highly dependent on the snowshoe hare ~.sit's . 
primary prey species. They live primarily in coniferous forests above 4,000 feet elevation with _ 
average'snow depths of at least four feet, ·to·precludecompeting predators such as coyote and 
bobcat. Mature to late-successional forest provides denning.andicover habitat for lynx. Stands 
.'with dense, 'young trees and shrubs provide habitat for snowshoe hare. The presence of1~, 
denning habitat adjacent to snowshoe harehabitat,andwater, are fieces.sary to pmvid.erfQ,J.<;~ 
needsoflyfuC:1n addition, l~ prefer heaVy cover for travel between forage areas and.: will 
not usually cross open areas greater than 100 meters (USDA Forest Service, 1999). 

A few historical sightings of lynx' have occurred in Oregon although most have been in no11iheast 
Oregon. Two unconfirmed sightings of lynx have occurred in SW Oregon; one in 1992-in the 
Applegate Valley and one in 1983 in the Sky Lakes Wilderness. . Several unconfirmed siglltings 
were reported in recent years in the south Cascades. The Deschutes National Forest hasl!ecently 
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confirmed lynx with the use of remote cameras and the USe of scent marking stations that collect 
hair for DNA analysis. 

Surveys were conducted on the Rogue River National Forest, using hair snare/scent stations, in 
the fall of 1999. Some unidentified mammal hair was collected from these stations and has not 
yet undergone DNA analysis. Portions of the project area are within potential denning and 
foraging habitat for lynx, however, the structure and function of this habitat would not be altered 
by the proposedptoj(Sct:fIuman-disturbance would be increased in some areas, esp~ially where 
new trail and trailhead construction occurs; however, some roads would be decommissioned and 
under alternative 2, the entire watershed would be closed to motorized vehicles, thus reducing 
disturbance. 

Considering the southern proximity of the Rogue River National Forest, that there are no 
confirmed sightings oflynx on the Forest (large bobcats can be easily misidentified as lynx), and 
that the Forest i~ not considered to be part of the lynx' historical range, none of the proposed 
project altc:matives are expected to affect the lynx or its habitat. 

Peregrine Falcon ,(Region 6 Sensitive) 

The Peregrine Falcon was removed from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened 
Wildlife on August 25, 1999 by the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service Federal Register, and is now 
managed as a Region 6 Sensitive Species by USDA Forest Service Region 6 (Regional Forester's 
Letter dated July 19, 1999). 

, Peregrine Falcons are known to use cliffs and rock outcroppings as nesting habitat and riparian 
areas for foraging. No peregrine falcon nests sites, or potential nesting habitat, is known within 
or adjacent totheprojecfarea. The nearest peregrine nest site is located approximately 22 miles 
to the southwest of the project' area. 'Peregrines may use habitats'Within and adjacent to the' 
project area for foraging, however, none have been sighted. This project would not alter the 
structure and function, of any potential foraging habitat; therefore, Alternatives 1, 2, or 3 are not 
expected to affect the peregrine falcon or its habitat. No recommendations or mitigation is 
needed: 

California Mt. Kingsnake (Region 6 sensitive) 

This snake inhabits moist woods including coniferous and mixed hardwood-conifer forests, 
woodland, and chaparral. It is often found near well-lit rocky streams in wooded areas ~der 
rotting logs or rocks (Stebbins, 1985). 

This snake is known to occur at lower elevations within the Ashland Watershed and possibly in 
lower elevations within the Mt. Ashland LSR. Ground and substrate disturbance, as well as 
disturbariccrof down woody material within riparian areas could poterttialiy effect this species. ' ,', '''"" 

Disturbance of ground, substrate, and downed woody material would occur in. riparian habitat 
under Alternatives 2 and 3. Proposed trail construction, reconstruction, and deactivation would 
cross riparian habitat in some portions of the project and the kingsnake could be directly 
affected. However, the high visibility of this snake, due mainly to its colorful body, would make 
avoidance of this species possible. Downed woody material in these areas maybe displaced 
from its original location due to trail excavation, however, it would be left intact and continue to 
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provide potential habitat. Trailhead reconstruction and road decommissioning is not expected to 
affect these snakes because these sites are normally located outside of riparian areas. Road 
closures would have a neutral affect on the kingsnake. 

Affects to this species and its habitat under any of the proposed alternatives would most likely be 
minimal. To mitigate any potential direct affects to the kingsnake, it is recommended that 
caution be used in riparian areas when disturbing ground or substrate and disturbing downed 
woody material. -The biologist would.inform the crew leader, inspector, or COR on how to 
identify this species so individuals can be avoided if found. 

Northwestern Pond Turtle (Region 6 sensitive) 

This turtle inhabits marshes, sloughs, lakes, ponds, and slow-moving portions of creeks and 
rivers. They generally require emergent logs for basking sites and seem to be associated with 
sites providing underwater refuge, such as undercut banks, submerged boulders and roots. They 

__.~ __ ~ ___ m.u____ are f<?.':l!141!!most exclusively near water. but also use terrestrial habitats for nesting, over-
--;j':~K,+~;~, --winterirtg,and-dispersaL Females leave the water Miiy{t:ilroti~§luly:t6:'n~stl1!N~,~ites occur in 

sunny locations with sparse vegetation (usually short grasses and forbs) and are typically 
excavated in compact, dry soils with a high percentage of clay or silt. They can be found from 
10 to over 1300 feet away from water on generally south or west-facing slopes. Slope varies 
from 0-60 degrees, but' most are on slopes less than 25 degrees (Holland, 1994). Dispersing 
individuals have been known to occasionally wander into and through the uplands away from the 
riparian corridors. 

Pond turtles have been found i:p. lower portions of the watershed along Ashland Creek, in Reeder 
Reservoir, and the ponds in Litlpa Park. Reeder Reservoir is adjac.ent to the proposed proj~ct 
area. A fieldreconnaissanc.e ofth~ lo~er PQrtionofTrajl #9 (Lanib,:Mine Trailhead to Reeder 
Reservoir) ·revealed that no potential nesting habitat is present withffior adjacent to theprojeet 
area. Juveniles dispersing in or out of Reeder Reservoir, or over-wintering turtles, maybe using 
habitat adjacent to the project area. 

Alternatives 2 and 3 propose to deactivate Trail #9, which would benefit the turtles by reducing 
disturbance from hikers accessing R~er Reservoir from the Lamb Mine Trailhead. To mitigate 
potential direct affects to any dispersing juvenile turtles, it is recommended to use caution and 
watch for turtles during the deactivation of Trail #9 (Alt. 2 & -3). Avoid them if found. Trail 
deactivation would occur in the late spring or during the summer so no over-wintering turtles 
would be affected. No affects to the pond turtle or its habitat under any of the proposed 
alternatives are expected to occur. 

,\ .. ; - Red-Iegged Frog (Region 6 ~ensitive) 
(".r i:"" ~.~~,~f'. :~.,r;-

Habitatnot present Within or adjacent to pr.oject~area~t; 

Spotted Frog (Regi(}l1.~ sensiti,ve) 
".,' 

Project area is outside of the geographic range of the species. 

Siskiyou Mountain Stllamander (Region 6 sensitive) 

. , 
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Project area is outside of geographic range of species and no habitat is present. 

Ferruginous Hawk (Region 6 sensitive) 

Project area is outside of the geographic range of the species. 

White-footed vole (Region 6 sensitive) 

Project area is outside of geographic range of species. 

Greater Sandhill Crane (Region 6 sensitive) 

Project area is outside of geographic range of species. 

California Wolverine (Region 6 sensitive) 

The eati{~~~~6~rilt,e~jl.1blbl~~n.,s~90niferoU$.for~.ts and ~Jmown to use,gpe,n sub-alpint\fi?"\o,;~.¥.!?;:a:0' 
forests up to and beyond timberline. They are associated with rocky outcrops, st~p .' 
mountainous areas, and transition zOnes between primary cover types. Den sites m Idaho were 
associated with caves, rock outcrops, or talus fields, and are typically above timberline. Large, 
remote areas with little to no human activity appear to be essential to wolverines, as they are 
very sensitive to even small amounts of human disturbance (USDA Forest Service, GTR RM-
254,1994). Forested riparian zones likely are important forage habitats for these furbearers. ,", 
Riparian zones provide a higher density and diversity of small matlUllals wPiFh attract predators, 
such as furbearers (Mamone, 1994). These riparian ' zone.sare typically forested ~nd pro\{ide 
relatively safe travel corridors that allow for animals to move within and between watersheds. 
Habitat loss as a result of timber harvest, roads, lands~p~ fralWlentatiQ~and~humap.,4isturbance 
have been principle factors affecting this·species. '0" .,'. 

Over the last 30 years, a few unconfirmed sightings of wolverine have occurred in the Siskiyou 
Mountains, in the South Cascades, within the Marble Mountains to the south.of the project area, 
and in some areas of Siskiyou County. Wolverines have extremely large home ranges (100-

~,,;,h,; 600lan2
) and are difficult·to detect and inventory. During a furbearer study on Asbl.:IIDd and 

Applegate Ranger Districts in 1994-1996, as well as snow transects in the same area, no 
wolverine evidence was documented. An ongoing wolverine detection, project using cameras in 
the Crater Lake National Park has yet to detect any wolverine. Surveys for several species of 
furbearers have been conducted in the Ashland Watershed, but no evidence of wolverine was 
detected. 

The western'portions of the project area have some of thecharacte.ti.stics of potential foraging or 
denning habitat. The mosaic of mature habitats, ppari.an~a,reas, and him elevation,meadows 
occurrlhg"adjacent to the project ar~,could provide potential foraWngopportunities. 
Considering the lack of evidence for presence of wolverine, the ourrent level ofhUIIlan·activity, 
and the fact that trail construction activities would not remove Or 4egra,.4e any potential 
wolverine habitat, no further effects to wolverine or its habitat are expected under any of the 
project alternatives. No Recommendations or Mitigation needed. 
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Townsend's Big-eared Bat (Region 6 sensitive) 

Townsend's big-eared bat inhabits caves, mines, boulder fields, and buildings for roosting 
purposes, including maternity roosts, and hibernacula (Burt and Grossenheider, 1976; Ingles, 
1965). Human disturbance can cause roosts to be permanently abandoned by bats (Maser, et.al., 
1981). 

:- ,i., Potential habitat for Townsend's big-ea'red batis'located adjacent to the proj ect; area in the Lamb 
Mine and the Ashland Loop Mine; however, current levels of human disturbance within these 
mines may cause them to be avoided by this species (especially the Lamb Mine which is readily 
accessible to the public). Cross et.a!' (1997) surveyed these mines for bats in 1996. He captured 
4 species of bats in Lamb Mine and 2 species in Ashland Loop Mine, however, the Townsend's 
big-eared bat was not captured (Cross et.a!., 1997). Ifhuman disturbance were eliminated, 
according to Cross et.al. (1997), these mines could serve as roosting sites and hibemacula for the 
Townsend's big-eared bat. 

Trail #8, and its associated Trailhead C, under Alternative 3 would be reconstructed and would 
most likely increase human activity within the Lamb Mine. As stated above, current levels of 
human activitywithin these mines (esp. the Lamb Mine) may preclude Townsend's big-eared 
bats from usmg this habitat. It is recommended that, should alternative 3 in particular or any of 
the proposed alternatives be selected, these mines be closed through gating to protect bat species 
from additional and current levels of human disturbance. See also Protection'Buffer bat species 
in'the Ashland Watershed Trails Project EA. Winter surveys of these mines are also 
recommended to detemiine if they are being used as hibernacula. 

Other than the above; trail coD.struction, reconstruction, and deactivation, as well as trail head 
reconstruction activities are not expected to affect bats under any of the proposed alternatives. 
Microclimates inside the caves would not be altered by the removal of trees, and implementation 
activities occurring outside the mines are not expected to disturb bats. Road decommissioning 
under Alternatives 2 and 3 would have a neutral effect on bats. The proposed road closure of the 
2060 road from the Forest boundary to four comers, under Alternative 2, would most likely 
benefit bats by reducing disturbance through reducing access to the caves. 

9. Effects on Northwest Forest Plan Protected and Survey and Manage animal 
species, and Management Indicator Species 

a. Survey and Manage, and Protection Buffer Species 

Surve~,andManage Standards and Guidelines are ditectedbythe Northwest Forest Planto '. 
provid~oedefits to' amphibians, m~s, birds; bryophytes, mollusks', vascular plants;~fungt~ 
lichens, and 8tthropods. A comple{tnist of species covered by ilieseStandards'and Guidelines 
includirtga schedule for the implementation is cOritained in the Northwest Forest Platt;. 
Standards and Guidelines for Survey and Manage Species contain four surveystrategies~ and 
species fall under one ormore ()fthestrategies. 
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Red Tree Vole 

The red tree vole is an arboreal rodent nonnally associated with mature and old growth Douglas 
fir stands, but they have also been known to use younger stands. Their nests are built in the 
lower canopy of Douglas-fir trees and are composed mainly of resin ducts from the Douglas fir 
needles, which are their primary food source. Fragmentation of forest habitat and maintaining 
connectivity of habitat between populations is of definite concern for this species. Red tree voles 
are suspected to' occur in tl}:e Ashland Watershed, however, surveys conducted in thefall pf, 1999"" 
in the Ashland Watershed for the Ashland Watershed Protection Project, did not reveal any 
potential red tree vole nests. Red tree vole surveys were also conducted within projects on the 
'adjacent Applegate Ranger District and none were found. Potential red tree vole nests were also 
not sighted while conducting surveys for other species on this project. Most likely red tree voles 
are not located within or adjacent to the project area, and therefore, individuals or their habitat 
would not be affected by any of the proposed alternatives. 

Siskiyou Mt Salamander 

Outside of the range of the species and no habitat is present for this species. 

Mollusks 

Mollusk surveys were conducted according to protocol on 90% of the proposed project involving 
new ground disturbance during the spring and fall of 1999. The 2nd,.survey of Trail #5 was" 
conducted during the late summer of 1999 when -suitable conditions resulted after ~-5 days of 

''heavy thunderstonns. These surveys were done independently on trail segments or as part of the 
Ashland Watershed Protection Project when trails were presentwithin.proPQsed units. These 
surveys resulted in the detection of one Papillose taildropper (Prophyseon dubium) and its 
location has been flagged on the ground in orange and whitestripe4 flagging. . ~, 

The Papillose taildropper has been found to be locally common in this area. Surveys on the two 
larger projects in the Ashland Watershed (Ashland Watershed Protection Project and the Mt. 
Ashland Ski Expansion Project) resulted in approximately 187 individuals (170 sites). In the 
adjacent ~ttl€? Applegate Watershed, 375 individuals(58 sites) were found during sUf¥eys of the 
Little Applegate II Timber Sale. Other surveys, and general·field reconnaissance revealed that 
this species is also are well distributed in other watersheds in the 'Applegate Valley. Numerous 
sites have been found on adjacent lands managed by the Medford DistrictBLM. Approximately 
2,000 sites are on tlle District and 700 of those are on the Ashland Resource Area.' Management 
recommendations (Strategy 3) are to maintain the likelihood of persistence within a habitat area 
where they are common or well-distributed. To maintain persistence of this species, it is 
recommended toavoid'areas where individuals are found. 

Mollusk sunt~~are not recOmmended on the remainder of the project for the following reasons:.--,-, 

1. Trails, in general, are linear nature and involve minimal ground disturb~ce to the 
overall landscape. •. 

2. Trailhead reconstruction involves primarily existing, previously disturbed openings 
and new ground disturbance would only occur only on the periphery. 

3 .. The surveys that were conducted on trails involving new, ground disturbance, only 
resulted in one Papillose tail dropper being found; however, this species is known to 
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be locally common and well-distributed in the Ashland Watershed and adjacent 
watersheds. 

4. New trails are normally located in a way that would avoid habitat for this species and 
no habitat would be removed during any project activities, only displaced. 

5. More habitat would be created during trail construction/reconstruction by the felling 
and leaving of hazard trees, etc. on the ground. 

6. Direct impacts to individuals would probably not occur since project implementation 
would likely occur duringthe-dry':summer months'when slugswouid:retreatfurther 
underground or deeper into large downed woody material. 

For the above reasons, Alternatives 2 or 3 of this project are not expected to impact mollusks or 
their habitat and may actually benefit them by creating more habitat. 

h. Other Species Protected Under the Northwest Forest Plan 

Great Gray Owl 

- '" -

Great gray owls prefer tohunt in open areas and their nests are normally within 1,000 feet of 
meadows or man-made openings. They will nest in basically any stand that has suitable nesting 
sites such as broken top trees, mistletoe brooms, and old raptor nests that are large enough to 
hold the female and eggs. The proposed project area is within great gray owl habitat. Surveys of 
suitable habitat were conducted according to protocol in 1996, 1997, and 1998 in the Ashland 
Watershed, as part of the Ashland Watershe4Protection Project and the Mt. Ashland Ski. 
Expansion Project: No owls were detected during these surveys. - In addition, Alternatives 2 and 

.. 3 would not cut arty trees having characteristics suitable for nesting, therefore, these alternatives 
are not expected to impact great gray owls or their habitat. . 

Protection 'Buffer Bat'Species· , : 

Five of these species, i.e. Fringed my otis (Myotis thysanodes), Silver-haired bat (Lasionycteris 
noctivagans), Long-earred myotis(Myotis evotis), and the Long-Iegg~myotis (Myotis volans) 
and Pallid Bats (Antrozous pallidus) rely on standing snags and large mature trees with cracks 
for roosting habitat. There is strong association with ridges and roosting sites. Another 
component important when considering the management of habitat for these species is the 
availability of open water for drinking~ Three species (M. evotus, M. volans, and M. thysanodes) 
are associated' with mines and caves for breeding, feeding and drinking (if standing water is 
present), and hibernacula during the winter. 

In 1996, bat surveys were conducted by Cross et. aI. (1997) in the AShland Research Natural 
Area (ARNA). Three protection buffer bat species(M. evotus, M. va!~ns, and M. thysano,des) 
were found in the Lamb Mine, which is immediately adjacent to the project area. These bats are 
most likely using the site for breeding, feeding, and,drinking(ippt9X. 4 inches of standing water 
is inside the mine). One, possibly two, of these bat species (M. thysanodes and Myotis sp.) was 
found within the Ashlanq Loop Mine. They most likelyar.e using this mine for breeding, 
roosting, feeding, and drinking (some standing water is present). 

Reeder Reservoir is the largest standing body of water adjacent to the proposed project area. 
Possibly 3 species (M. evotus. M. volans. and M. thysanodes) were located using bat detectors 
while drinking and feeding at Reeder Reservoir during 1996 surveys (Cross et aI., 1997). These 
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same species, in addition to the silver-haired b-at (Lasionycteris noctivagans), were captured in 
mist nets at other ponds in the ARNA. The Pallid bat was not located, however according to 
Cross et. al. (1997), this species may use the lower end of the Ashland Research Natural Area 
near Reeder Reservoir, where large ponderosa pines are available for roosting. 

Under Alternative 3, reconstruction ofthe existing Lamb Mine Trailhead and Trail #8 would 
increase public use of this trail and would most likely cause increased disturbance to bats within 
the Lamb Mine. :Altemative 2-would:probably,benefit bats by reducing, disturbance within both 
the Lamb Mine and the Ashland Loop Mine since vehicular access to the caves would be 
eliminated by road closures. It is recommended that under any of the alternatives, including the 
no action alternative, that these mines be closed through gating to protect bat species from 
additional, and current, levels of human disturbance. See also recommendations under the 
Townsend's big-eared bat. 

Other than the above, project activities are not expected to affect bats or their habitat under any 
of the proposed alternatives. No large trees providing potential roost sites for bats would be cut 

-'" under any prdpclS~lf&nati:V(£':Mieroclimatesinside.the caves would not be altered by any ,~,~:, 
removal of trees and the implementation of activities outside the mines are not expected to 
disturb bats. Road decommissionIng under Alternatives 2 and 3 would have a neutral effect on 
bats. ' 

Whit~headed Woodpecker and Flammulated OWl 

High quality habitat for these species is available, within the Ashland Watershed and 
correSponding Mt. Ashland LSR, due to the presence oflarge'snags providing nesting and 
foraging habitat. The proposed project area may contain some of this habitat, however,only 
snags less than 14 inch'dbh would be cut. 'No large snags,wouldbe>cutllt·conttection<with,this 
project under any of the alternatives,' therefore~ :these 'speCiesaItdth6r:ha:bititt;wobld1not be:' " 
affected. 

c. Management Indicator Species 

iT iManagement indicator species listed in the Rogue River Land and Resource Management,Plan 
are: Blacktail deer, Roosevelt eik, pine marten, northern spotted owl, pileated woodpecker, and 
all other woodpeckers.' 

Blacktail deer 

Blacktail deer are residents of the watershed arid rely on a'mosaic of early ,and late successional 
forest habitats in close proximity to water to provide for their needs. Does and fawns utilize the 
ridge tops shortly after fawning and forage in these areas durirtg'thestirtUnet and falL Bucks 
move into the steepetheadwaters for summer growth and join the does in the late summer and 
fan at lower eleva.tioi1~.' Alternatives 2. and 3maytncreasehUm8rrdi~turbancetodeer by making 
areas more accessible to hikers, mountain bikers,etc. through bOIiS~b1f;andreedl1struction of 
trails and trailheads. However, under Alternative 2, a year round road closure to motorized 
vehicles would occur on 6.9 miles of road and 1.0 mile of road would be decommissioned thus 
reducing human disturbance to deer within the entire watershed. Ovetall, Alternative 2 would 
have a beneficial affect to deer by making the watershed less accessible to humans, even though 
some areas would have increased disturbance dutHo 'hikers 'and' mountaini bikers; 
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Roosevelt elk 

No resident Roosevelt elk are found in the Watershed. However, a herd that winters in the 
Colestine area of California typically enters into the watershed in mid-summer seeking the 
cooler conifer stands above the 2060 road and west of the 2080 road. Forage for these animals is 
provided by the meadows and glades above the 2060 road. Alternatives 2 and 3 may increase 

:':,;"" ,'J: ;;,,:,~ disturbance to this species by making areas more accessible to ,humans througilrthe.:.'!CQJil$tmctiop. , . 
and reconstruction of trails and trailheads. However, under Alternative 2, a year round road 
closure to motorized vehicles would occur on 6.9 miles of road and 1.0 mile road would be 
decommissioned. This closure and decommissioning of roads would reduce human disturbance 
to elk by controlling vehicle access to the entire watershed. Overall, Alternative 2 would have a 

, beneficial affect on elk by reducing human disturbance and accessibility to the watershed, even 
though some areas would have increased disturbance due to hikers and mountain bikers on trails. 

Pileated Woodpecker and Other Woodpeckers 
'~... .~. ·~J\~~':j;~r-u,:·.-;. : ,,- . . .' .: .- ,'~ .,i:!---:; .• '~;l!!':~,~;::.~;\'f~ .• ~~.;:.4: .. ;:;:"i-':'::'~.'!~~'~:~~:'~~'",!/.;:,:, 

This species has been observed throughout the Watershed and adjacent to the proJeCt area. 
Pileated woodpeckers use large forage on snags and down woody material (>6 inches diameter) 
and excavate cavities in larger diameter snags (> 17 inches) for nesting purposes. Other 
woodpeckers' needs are typically evaluated by looking at the number of snags across the 
landscape. These needs are, presently being met at a high level with existing snags and the 
continual natural recruitment of new snags annually. 

Some standing snags and trees, however, they are too small to be utilized for foraging and 
nesting by these &pecies, and ,under Alt~roative 2 and 3, they wo¢d be felled and left on th~ , , 
ground to;provide additional foragingllabitatfor these species., For this reason, A1tema#~~s'2 
and 3 would benefit woodpeckers 'more than"Alt~ative 1. ' "- . 

American Marten and Fisher 

Surveys were conducted within the Ashland Watershed from 1993-1996 and no marten or fisher 
have been located, however, the Watershed does offer habitat for these speci.es. Large trees, 
snags, and downed logs associated with late-successional forests provide important denning and 
resting sites, however, no large trees or snags would be cut under any of the proposed 
alternatives. A portion of a large downed log may be cut and rolled out of an existing or 
proposed trail bed, however, most of the log would remain intact to serve as potential,denning or 
resting habitat. Felled green trees and snags under Alternatives 2 and 3 would ilsoobe left on'the 
grO\Uld, adding to the existing downed. woody ,material which would benefit the pr,?y base for. 
these species. ' For thC$e reasou,s, none of the ,proposed ,alternatives are expected to llJlpact the' 
matten and; fisb,er OJ; th~ir habitat. ' " ' . 

> '. • > • ~".". • • - • ~ LJ ; \ ' 

!t;·, i( ,;: .• . /~~,.·,~,~- ,'~ 

10. Effects on let~s,ucce~~lonallissoclated and Other Anim,J ' ~pec::ies. of: C~OdFrn 
wUhln the,Mt. ~hland LSR. ' 

The Mt. Ashland Late-Successio~al Reserve Assessment provides a detailed listing of wildlife 
species with potential habitat, 9r species known to occur within the Mt. Ashland Late- , " 
Successional Reserve (i);lcluding the portion located on the Klamath National Forest). The 
species list is not specific to lat.e~succe$sionaLassociates and, is, extensive, but not all-incl~ive. 

. . . , ", 
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For more detailed information concerning these species, refer to 'the Mt. AshlandLate
Successional Reserve Assessment. Some wildlife species known to occur in the Ashland 
Watershed are considered to be important indicator species. The indicator species were selected 
as representatives oflarger groups of species that may potentially occur in the project area. 
These representative species were also selected to assess the affects of this project on those 
species groups. The indicator species used are the silver-haired bat, northern flying squirrel, 
dusky footed woodrat, tailed frog, pileated woodpecker, and the northern spotted owl. The 

-northernspotted owlwas discussed underTitreatened',Endangered and Sensitive Species, the ' 
silver haired bat was discussed under protection buffer species, and the pileated woodpecker was 
discussed under management indicator species. 

TaHedfrog 

The tailed frog is specialized for life in cold, clear, mountain streams. It frequents rocky streams 
in humid, deciduous or coniferous forests of northwest California, western Oregon and 
Washington, and western Montana. Tailed frogs can be found in the headwaters of Ashland 

.' .. Creek-iIi Cold seq,sand streams~~~tlitfu~~et~01d'O~~tedsightings;'anecdQtal· c" . 

sightings are reported in the East ~ork of Ashland Creek both above and below Forest road 2060 
(Abbas 1999). This species is likely to also be found in the West Fork of Ashland Creek. 
Sedimentation and increased stream temperatures can be detritnental to this species. 

,Project activities under any of the proposed alternatives are not expected to affect this species or 
its habitat. A small amount of sedimentation may enter stream courses where proposed trails 
cross streams but its duration would be short and it would dissipate quickly. ,Affects to tree . 
canopy would be minimal so stream temperatures would not be affected. 

Northern flying squirrels"'" 

Northern flying squirrels are arboreal mammals and nest in cavities of both live and dead trees. 
This species is known to be an important prey species for forest predators, including the northern 
spotted owl. . Northern spotted owl pellet analysis conducted on the ,Klamath National Forest, 
from 1984 through 1991, determined that northern flying squirrels made up 35 percent of the 
diet. These squirtels have a broad distribution throughout coniferous forests and are found 

. throughout the Ashland Watershed. 

Only live trees and snags below 14 inches dbh would be cut under any of the proposed 
altematives,'therefore, the impactto this species and its habitat is expected to be minimal. 
These smaller trees and snags would most likely not provide adequate nesting habitat for this 
species, and larger, more suitable, nesting habitat iS,abundant in areas adjacent to the proposed 
projeCt.. None of the propose 'alternatives are expected to impact northern flying squirrels or 
their 'habitat. . 

',1 

" . 

Woodrats 

Woodrats are associated with abundant understory vegetation and coarse woody material 
. associated with older forest stages. This species is an important prey species of forest predators. 
The northern spotted owl pellet analysis conducted on the Klamath National Forest, 1984 
through 1991, determined this species to make up 37.5 percent of the diet. Older forested areas 
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ofthe project area, in combination with hardwoods, provide suitable habitat for this species. 
This species has been observed and collected in the watershed. 

Most of the wood rat nest sites are located, elevationally, below the project area. Woodrat nests 
are usually large, conspicuous accumulations of sticks up against the bole of a tree. Woodrats 
nests are not known to be within the immediate project area, however, it is recommended that if 
a potential nest is found, the biologist should be notified and the nest should be avoided. 

';',','C""':>"'i,." t<o;Considering the above recommendation, no impacts'to wQodrats'or theirhabitat:are'~pOO,te(h,.'".::,: .,:' 
under any of the proposed alternatives. 

Other Species 

Osprey: An osprey nest site is located just south of Reeder Reservoir outside of the proposed 
project area. The parr is known to feed in Reeder Reservoir and Emigrant Lake. Potential nest 
trees or perch trees are not located with the project area and any trees cut would be too small to 
serve as nesting·habitat. Therefore, none of the proposed alternatives are expected to affect the 

-'lW~J;'~;;.~abitatt()r this species; In additiOn,·these.Q$prey"wou14not,be-affee1edjJ.£i'motQuQ'hequiplUW'j!ip~J!, 
is not used within a ~ miJe of an active nest site between March I and August 31. 

Northern goshawk: No goshawk nest sites are not known to occur within or adjacent to the 
project area, and no goshawk sightings have occurred; however, portions of the proposed project 
are located within goshawk habitat. No trees greater than 14 inches diameter breast height 
would be cut under any of the proposed alternatives; therefore, this project is not expected to 
affect any habitat for this species., Affects to the ovel1\l1 tree canopy would be minimum. For 
the above reasons, this ,project is not expected to affect goshawks or their habitat. 

11. Effects on Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Plat.:'! Specie$, 

The project area has no known or suspected occurrences, or potential habitat for species listed or 
proposed under the Federal Endangered Species Act. A population of Horkelia tridentata occurs 
along proposed trails #2 and #3. Trail construction could cause the loss of some individuals of 
this population; however, the number of individuals that could be lost is not likely to affect the 
lorig-term viability of this species in the Ashland Watetshed. Assistance from the Forestbotanist 
to route the trail around occurrences of this species would be required to reduce or.avoid impacts 
to individuals of this population. 

12. Effects on ·Northwest Forest Plan Survey and Manage and Protection Buffer 
Plant Species. 

Survey and Manage Standards and Guidelines are directed. by the Northwest Forest Plan t9 
provide benefits to amphibians, mammals, birds, bryophytes, mollusks, yaS~)llar plants, fungi,: 
lichens, and arthropods. A complete list of species covered by these Standards and Guidelines is 
contained in the' Northwest Forest Plan. Standards and. Guidelines for Survey and Manage 
contain four survey strategy components, and species fall under one or more of the 'components. 
At this tin1e~ project specific work is focused on Component I (trtanageknown sites) and 2 
(survey prior to'ground disturbing activities) guidelines. Component 3 and 4 requirements focus 
on conducting broad surveys to gain better information on certain species and.do not require 
surveys prior to ground-disturbing actjvities. 
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There is no potential for Component 2 fungi, lichens, or bryophytes to be impacted by either 
Alternative 2 or 3, since habitat does not occur in the project activity locations or because the 
project is outside of the expected range of these species. 

There is potential for the following protection buffer fungi species to be present in the project 
area: Aleuria rhenana, Otidea leporine, Otidea onotica, Otidea smithii, and Sarcosoma 
mexicana. Sarcosoma mexicana fruited abundantly in spring of 1998, appears to be throughout 
most of our true fir forests, and· is 'not a'oonseA'atien concem. The other protection buffer fungi 
species listed above do not appear above ground every year and it is impractical to survey for 
these species. Therefore, active reconnaissance was not conducted specifically for these species. 
Under the preferred Alternative (Alternative I) for the Draft Supplemental Environmental 
Impact Statement for Amendment to the Survey and Manage, Protection Buffer and Other 
Mitigating Measures Standards and Guidelines, pre-disturbance surveys for these species would 
no longer be required. Otidea leporine, Otidea onotica, and Otidea smithii would be managed as 
known sites if IQcated through other field reconnaissance activities. 

'Field surveys were contrH~tett;fOf,:BU%1iitUmia.ftiimiSiatii(hUlota megalospom~ protection buffer - ,. 
bryophyte species~ and for Cypripedium fasciculatumand Allotropa virgata, Component 2 
vascUlar plant species. No Northwest Forest Plan Species' were found in the project area. 

13. Effects associated with increasing the potential spread of non-native species 
and noxious weeds 

Most of the project area is dominated by native vegetation. Non ... native grasses and forbs have 
invaded; and sometimes dominate, some of the open south slopes at lower elevations of the . 

. Watershed. Theyalso18re frequently found along roads and other, disturbed areas. Non~1}atives 
and noxious weeds begirtningto:;enttoa.ch omthe projectarmiIicludestaIi·tbistl~.'(ataciJY" .... 
owned· quarry) and Dalmatian toadflax (a large .infestationalongLa:n1b Min~ Ttail:in.~e.!Ashland 
Research Natural Area). Mitigation measures proposed (Chapter n, Mitigation) to help prevent 
the spread of non-native species under both action alternatives can reduce the risk of spreading 
these species, but cannot eliminate it. ' 

14. Eff~ts on resJdent trout populations and downstream anadromous fish 
populations (including fish species listed under ESA). 

a. Aquatic Habitat 

East and West Forks of Ashland Creek, Neil Creek, Tolman Creek, Hamilton Creek, Roca 
Creek, Clayton Creek drainages are steep and dissectedirithe project area. The stream channels 
in the project area are predominantly"B3 and M"types:~defined by·Rosgen (1994)~ Tbt~ 
valley types dominate the analysis area: alluviated, colluvial, and bedrock canyons (Frissell, 
: 1986): Descriptions of the 'streatnchannel types and cany0n.·types'canbe·'feviewed·in th~\ 1995 
Bear Watershed Analysis. ' . " f t', ",; 

'I , 

Both Forks of Ashland Creek provide good examples of pristine salmonid fish habitat in the 
Siskiyou Mountains. The East and West Forks of Ashland Creek are important analog sites used 
to compare With stream channel conditions in other streams of similar geomorphology in the 
Siskiyou Mountains. The Riparian Reserves contain a high'per-centageofmature and late.~ 
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successional conifer forest, providing an excellent long-tenn supply of large wood to the stream 
channels and numerous benefits to riparian-dependent species. 

A field review of stream conditions following the 1997 New Year's Day flood revealed that 
although some large wood had been flushed through the stream system, the stream segments 
showed habitat to be in good condition and comparable to pre-flood conditions. Excellent water 
quality for fish exists because of the cold summer stream temperatures. During the summer of 

.,;S;\i,t .,r,,-;:',,'\;I;1 ,1'1994 (record drought), high stream temperatures were at 64.4 degrecs;Fahr.enheit,'"M~imum 
seven-dayaverage high stream temperature for 1993-1995 and 1997 (no data for 1996) is 60.8, 
64.4, 52.3, and 60.2 degrees Fahrenheit, respectively. 

Reeder Reservoir serves as a rearing area for large trout. These fish are unable to spawn up the 
East and West Forks of Ashland Creek due, to small dams at the mouth of each creek, which 
prevent fish passage. Unnamed tributaries, which flow into Reeder Reservoir, serve as spawning 
areas for fish that reside in the reservoir. 

,~i4A~~:'The;stt6anrstibstrate'Within the East and 'West Forks and tlreit'JtjibutaFle~lC8niI8:~~t~glr, ., •. -,. ," 
amounts of fines due to unstable and highly erodible granitic terrain (see Impacts to Water 
Quality). FolloWing the 1997 New Years Day Flood, some bank: erosion was evident. Much of 
the sediment was flushed throughout the Ashland Watershed and deposited into Reeder 
Reservoir: .'. 

USFS and BlM contracted macroinvertebrate surveys during 1994-5 in West and East Forks of 
AshlandCteekWith Bob Wisseman, Aquatic Biological Associates, In.9. He stated in his report 
"The East and West Forks of Ashland Creek above the reservoir can serve as reference sites for 
the region;- and more specifically for granitic ~atersheds in the area. iThesecan also be classified 
as Old.;Growth control sites;thoughtherehasbeen'some,logging(roa.ding;actiVity in t4e,. 

, 'Watershed in the past." 'Mr. Wisseman describes in his reporthi~quality habitat CQnditioIl$: 
"What this site, and a hand full of others in SW Oregon, demonstrates; is that a granitic 
watershed, where stream channels are naturally storing and transporting high amounts of coarse, 
granitic sand, can display and maintain very high biotic integrity" (Wisseman 1995). 

Bear Creek has been identified by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality as a Section 
303(d) Water Quality Limited water body. One water quality parameter contributing to this 
listing is Habitat Modification. The decrease of salmonid habitat in Bear Creek (Habitat 
Modification) is due to urban and agricultural development, resulting in direct alteration of that 
channel and the denuding of its adjacent riparian habitat. ' 

Under Alternative 1, No-Action"there would be no direct, indirect or c~ulative effec~ to 
aquatic habitat from thetrailsmanagcment proposal. .,.

< i), ~. T'; . . 
~~, .. }:< ~ ,I : JOt . , 

Alternatives 2 and 3would'OQnstruct and reconstruct trails irilQeations appr9ved, hyrespqrce 
specialists With appropriate design and mitigation measures to avoid or minimize the.ri'sk of 
sediment production to streams. By providing well-designed recreation opportunities, combined 
with user education and enforcement, potential sources of sediment from unauthorized trail 
construction and off trail use should be reduced. This trail management proposal would 
contribute to positive long-term effects on aquatic habitat within the affected watersheds. 
Except for 0.22 mile of proposed trail deactivation, all proposeQ; trait management aotivities are 
located outside of Riparian Reserves offish-bearing streams. An estimated 0.32 miles of trail 
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"would be constructed in the Riparian Reserves of non fish-bearing streams-and less than 0.1 mile 
of road would be decommissioned and converted to a trail within the Riparian Reserve of a 
nonfish-bearing stream. Under Alternative 2, an estimated 0.2 mile of road would be closed year 
round (administrative use only) within the Riparian Reserves nonfish-bearing streams. This trail 
management proposal would affect approximately I acre or 0.05 percent of the Riparian 
Reserves in the Ashland Creek Watershed. This represents a very minor proportion of Riparian 
Reserves within the watershed, with the majority ofthe project actions located along upper 
slopes 'and ridge areas. Additionally, the natureoHrailconstruction(affeeting less than 0.5 acre) 
and reconstruction seeks to maintain large trees and minimize vegetation removal, and trail and 
road decommissioning and road closures would have a positive long-tenn effect on Riparian 
Reserve system. Mitigation designed to reduCe and avoid impacts to water quality from 
sediment delivery also protect aquatic habitat. Based on these factors there would be little or no 

- risk to aquatic habitat as a result of implementing the proposed trails management project for 
either Alternative 2 or 3. 

Since this project proposal is located 3 to 5 miles upstream from Bear Creek, no activities 
considered with theprop6sed action or al~~~atmchannel of Bear·: 
Creek or its associated riparian area. Additionally, the proposed action or alternatives would not 
remove downed large woody material or standing potential large woody material within any 
Riparian Reserves or stream channels, and would therefore have no impact on delivery oflarge 
wood from project area stream channels to Bear Creek. This project would have no direct or 
indirect impacts on the habitat modification listed for Be;lr Creek. 

The potential for adverse cumulative effects on Riparian Reserves from multiple activities (Mt. 
Ashland Ski Area Expansion and the Ashland Watershed Protection Project) in the Ashland : 
Creek Watershed were evaluated: The proportion of Riparian Reserves 'affected by multiple 
projects in.the Ashland Wat~hed wouldbelA percent. !Based on the-small afeaofRiparian 
ReserVes affecterl bytrlUltiple'activities and'the spatial distribution ofactiVittes!(microsites 
scattered throughout the greater than 14,000 acre watershed), there is little if any risk for adverse 
cumulative effects to Riparian Reserve function or aquaticnabitat within the Ashland Creek 
Watershed. 

b. Fish Species 

The project area Qccupies portions of eight watersheds including Eas~ and West Forks of 
Ashland Creek, which flows into Reeder Reservoir, an unnamed tributary below Reeder 
Reservoir, and the headwaters of Roca, Hamilton, Tolman, Clayton, and Neil Creeks.' All of 
these watersheds eventually enter into Bear Creek. Bear Creek is a fifth field watershed; Federal 
Lands within the Bear Creek Watershed are not designated as key watershed under the 
Northwest Forest Plan. Bear Creek supports anadromous fish populations of So'!th-em_ Oregon 
Northern California (SONC) coho salmon, SQuthern Oregon Coastal California (SOCC) chinook 

, salmon, and Klamath'Mountain Province (KMP) steelhead'trout, lUld t'esident fish populations of 
coastal cutthroat trout and rainbow trout. ,t. 

Granite Street Reservoir (above Lithia Park) is a barrier to anadromous and resident fish 
migration in Ashland Creek, approximately 3 miles upstream from the mouth of Ashland Creek, 
a tributary of Bear Creek within the Rogue River basin. There . are no fish species proposed or 
listed under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) above Granite Street Reservoir or in the 
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headwaters of Roca, Hamilton, Tolman, Clayton, and Neil Creeks. Therefore, no proposed or 
listed fish populations exist within the project area. 

Downstream of Granite Street Dam, Ashland Creek contains anadromous fish species listed 
under the ESA. Southern Oregon Northern California coho salmon are listed as threatened 
under the ESA by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) (May 6, 1997,62 FR 42588). 
Klamath Mountain Province steelhead are a candidate species. Both of these fish species are 

1;;.included:!Ql}th~R.e.3.~mal Forester's Sensitive Species list. Neil Creek contains KMe,~~elhea,d";",;:,;,;.;>,,c,:,'::" 
trout up to T40S, ROlE, Section 13 within National Forest System Lands, and rainbow and 
cutthroat trout occur throughout the stream. Tolman Creek and Clayton Creek contain SONC 
coho salmon and KMP steelhead trout approximately 0.75 mile and 1.0 miles, respec~ively, up 
from their mouth. Fish barriers occ~ng as a result of the Interstate 5 (1-5) crossings of these 
two streams prevent the upstream movement offish above 1-5., Hamilton Creek contains SONC 
coho salmon and KMP steelhead trout approximately 250 feet up from its mouth; fish barrier at 
bedrock falls. Roca Creek does not contain fish populations . 

. ~~~:)i'{:~!,f.&CSbr~ofAsbiaxId-ereek m;Id~btZ$lIg::C!leek,l:I,etuw,tio~~.tI~~ 
Tolman Creek, Clayton Creek, and Hamilton Creek also contain resident rainbow and coastal 
cutthroat trout populations. Rainbow and resident coastal cutthroat trout do not have any special 
status under the ESA or Regional Forester's Sensitive Species list. 

Under the No-Action Alternative, there would be no additional risk to fish species within or 
below the project area from trail management activities. 

Based on the analysis of pOtential ,adverse effects to aquatic habitat (discussed above), 
Alternatives 2 and 3. ~ould be e~p~~ed to m~i~tain essential ,aqll8tic habitat functions, ~d 
should not ilJlP¢er~very of S9NC cohosalmoq and their crit~ca1 hab,itat, or KMP st~lhead 
trout Alternatives 2-3 NVould maintain habitat conditions iIi full compliance with Rogue River 
National ForestLand aItd Resour~ Management' Plans, Northwest Forest Plan, Aquatic ' 
Conservation Strategy and Standards and, Guidelines. 

This project is categorized as a progranunatic federal action described in Tabie I of the August 
11, 1997 Letter of Concurrence issued by the National Marine Fisheries Service as "trail 
construction and maintenance" and "trailhead site construction and maintenance". Actions 
described as programmatic under the, aforementioned letter of concurrence are determined to be 
actions that are "Not Likely to Adversely Aff~t" SONC coho or KMP steelhead~ No further 
informal consultation or conferencing is required for this project under the Endangered Species 
Act.. 

B~ OTtfER,EFFECTS """ 
.. ; ~(\;". }( ~ " : ".. : • ; ·~'rj,:,:Fr{'u. , 

1 •. ·Relationshlps between local, short;.term, uses of the·humahenvlronffient 'ilnd 
long-term productivity. 

Analysis b}f'the IDT indicates that long-term production and quality of water, maintenance and 
development of late-successional habitat, and protection of Late-Successional Reserve values 
would not be adversely effected by·the implementation of this trails management proposal. 
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Soil compaction is an increase in soil bulk density, a decrease in soil porosity, or an increase in 
soil strength caused by application of mechanical forces such as weight and vibration. Data 
collected in association with the Ashland Watershed Protection Project shows the current soil 
bulk densities in the Ashland Watershed area average (1.1 to 1.25 gr/cc). R6 soil quality 
standards classify an increase in bulk density of more than 15 percent at 4 to 12 inch soil depths 
as detrimental compaction. 

Under Alternative 1, No-Action, no new trails;wouldbeoonstruGt-ed;~as,proposed; therefore there 
would be no increase in area of compaction from proposed activities. Unauthorized trail 
construction could continue to contribute to increased compacted areas within the project area. 
Enforcement of unauthorized off-road use would be needed to reduce potential for resource 
impacts from unauthorized activities. 

Under Alternatives 2 and 3, the construction of trails and subsequent trail use in previously 
undisturbed ar~s could increase soil bulk densities resulting in detrimental soil conditions. 
Currently an estimated 110 miles of system roads (some used as trails also) and 5.4 miles of 

" system trails occur oifForestService 'larr6§'~Wlt1imf:th~~Iti'fd~~(£ast'Fork;'West Fork and 
below R~er Reservoir), Neil, Tolman, Hamilton, and Clayton Creek Watersheds. This equates 
to about 273 acres or 1.4 percent of National Forest System Lands within the Ashland Creek 
(East Fork, West Fork and below Reeder ReserVoir), Neil, Tolman, Hamilton, and Clayton Creek 
Watersheds. Alternative 2 and 3 would result in an increase of3.9 miles of newly disturbed 
area, an increase of 0.024 percent detrimental soileompaction over current conditions. 

The potential for adverSe cumulative effects to site productivity from past, ctirrentand 
reasonably foreseeable futiire activities was evaluated: The proposed Mt.-Ashland Ski Area 
expansion could increase the area in detrimental 'Soil compaction by 7. 1;, acres; .and,the Ashland 
Watershed Protection Project could increase the area in detrimental soil conditions by up to 19 
acres. This, combined with current :COnditions .and-praposed 'new1t(lil'. coJ1Strqotian,;;'represents 
1.56 percent of National Forest Lands within the Ashland Creek (East Fork, West Fork and 
below Reeder Reservoir), Neil, Tolman, Hamilton, arid Clayton Creek Watersheds. Based on the 
minor percentage of watersheds affected, it was determined that long-term productivity would be 
maintained. 

2. Irreversible or Irretrievable commitments of resources. 

Irreversible commitment of resources refers to non-renewable resources, such as cultural 
resources;or.those resources that are renewable only over long, periods oftime, ~uch~;~ite 
productivity recovering from detrimental soil ~mpaction. This project would result in aD. 
additional 4.7 acres of area in detrimental soil compaction from new traili~nstructiOn, . 
representing 0;024 percent of National Forest System Lands in,the Ashland Creek (EaslFork, 

," West Fork-and below Reeder Reservoir)vN~;TQIll,land:l~i1to~and GJ,aytol). Creek 
-Watersheds (also see discussionlJllder,pt~vtoliss~tion).\ No other irrev~t;S~ple cOlnmitnlents of 
resources are anticipated. , , ,) 

Irretrievable commitment of resources app'lies to l~sses of prod~ction or ;~se of renewable 
natural resources. For example, designating the .Ashland Creek Watershed as Restricted 
Watershed and later as Late-Successional Reserve resulted in an irretrievable loss of timber 
production capability whil.e this area is being managed fo,r other reso~rc~s. There are no 
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additional irretrievable commitments of resources identified as a result of implementing any of 
the alternatives. 

3. Environmental justice 

Environmental Justice means that, to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law, all 
populations are provided the opportunity to comment before decisions are rendered on, are 

".": .'" ~,':+!"'allowe{Ho share in the benefits of;, are not excluded from, and are not affected:iimR,,',Yi;if."i;::. '.' ',:. 7':'(.' 

disproportionately high and adverse manner, by government programs and activities affecting 
human health or the environment. 

One goal of Executive Order 12898 is to provide, to the greatest extent practicable, the 
opportunity for minority and low-income popUlations to participate in planning, analysis, and 
decision-making that affect their health or environment, including identification of program 
needs and designs. 

~§~~s.~ action'hUS been condu¢ted under Deparnnenm1 regut.M_~uem.ti:;;tf8j~:'~4' 
1997 ,including the EnviJ;onmental Justice F1ow~hart (Appendix E). The proposed action, its 
purpose and need and area of potential effect have been clearly defined. Scoping under the 
National Environmental Policy Act has utilized extensive and creative ways to communicate. 

This proposed action does not appear to have a disproportionately high or adverse effect on 
minority or low income populations. Extensive scoping did not reveal any issues or concerns 
associated ,with the principles of Environmental Justice." No miti~tion measures to offset or ; 
ameliorate adverse affects to these populations have been identified. All interested and affected 
parties would continue to be involved with the review,QPmment, and decisiQnpJ;pcess . 

. . ' : .iL· 

-4. : Effects on prime farmland, rangeland,. and; forestland. 

All alternatives are in keeping with the intent of Secretary of Agriculture Memorandum 1827 for 
prime farmland.· The project area does not contain any prime farmlands or rangelands. Prime 
forestland is not contained within the National Forest system. In all alternatives, Forest Service 
lands would be managed with sensitivity to the impacts on adjacent lands. 

5. Adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided 

Restricted vehicle access: Under Altemative2, an estimated 6.9 mileSrofroadwould be closed 
year round to vehrcle traffic except for administrative use. ' This closure would prohibit access to 
vehicles for recreational purposes to areas that have been historica1ly'accessed by vehicle., 
Access by pennit fot' education, research, and for public review of management proposals and 
actions would be aUbwedona caseLby~ebasis (see Chapter II, seott~, V<ehiClelA:co.ess to 

. Closed Watershed RoadS). Forest wide, many forest roads remain open to the public ,to acce~s 
the forest for various recreation use types. The year round administrative.closure,of6~9imi1es of 
forest roads is considered minor when viewed at the Forest scale. 

Compaction/site productivity: Under Alternatives 2 and 3, an additional 4.7 acres of soil 
compaction would occur where new trails are constructed in previously undisturbed areas. The 
majority of activities planned with this trails management proposal would utilize existing 
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unauthorized trails, skid roads, and roads. The nature of the project, which would construct 
narrow trail-track for hiking, mountain biking, and equestrian use is expected to be well within 
the R6 Standards and Guidelines for soil protection. 

Air Quality: The project area is adjacent to the Medford-Ashland Air Quality Management 
Area. Under Alternatives 2 and 3, minor amounts of particulate would be produced associated 
with smoke from slash burning. Mitigation planned for soil and watershed protection would lop 
and scatter the majority generated slash for erosion controb.Jfhe~pr()jeot;al:snAnoo11pOr.ates the 
use of existing downed or generated wood to stabilize slopes along trail construction and 
reconstruction areas. Project design focuses on minimizing vegetation removal, which would 
also reduce the amount of slash generated. Aieaswhereslash is concentrated to levels, which 
create fire hazard concerns would be handpiled and burned. All prescribed fire operations 
associated with any slash treatments would be conducted in compliance of Oregon Smoke 
Management Guidelines administered by Oregon Department of Environmental Quality. 

Noise: Under Alternatives 2 and J, noise from chainsaws operating in the project area would 
likely b~heard by thosereCieatirighdheprojectarea~~ed~~perations 
would be the most noticeable in the immediate area(s) where work is occurring. Anyadverse 
effects would only occur during project implementation and would be short-term. 

6. Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 

_ !he area pf consideration is within the 44semi-pri~tive" and uroaded natural" Recreation 
-OpPortunity Spectrum classifications. The existing classifications would not be changed with 
the implementation ofanY'altemative. ' , 

7. Effects on Wetlands and Floodplains 

Wetlands associated with Executive Order 11990 and floodplains associated'with Executive 
Order 11988 are normally confined within a narrow corridor associated with stream channels. 
This corridor usually ranges from several feet to several tens of feet in width, and is ,typically 
well within one tree height or 150 feet of channels. Some smaller seep areas may be associated 
with geologically unstable areas (Landslide Hazard Zone 1), which are included in the Riparian 
Reserve land base. The narrow confinement of wetlands and floodplains to stream channels is 
typical in areas such as this of moderate to steep topography with'moderate to well entrenched 
charUlels. . 

Since trails are generally located along ridgetops and upper slopes, there would be no effects on 
Wetlands or Floodplains asa result ofimplementing-artyaltemative considered with this trail 
management proposal 

.. C ·,f 
,t, 

8." Culturll,l.Resources 

Cultural Resource reconnaissance surveys were cOnducted 'for the ASl1land Watershed Trails 
Management Project. Four previously undocumented cultural resource sites were found during 
the 1999 survey; none of the sites are eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. All 
activities planned with this trail management proposal would have no impact on any significant 
or potentially significant cultural resource. The Ashland Watershed Trails Management project 
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is detennined to be a ~'no historic 'properties" undeJ1aking that will have no effect on significant 
cultural resources as per 36 CFR 800. 

9. Public and worker safety 

All project activities (Forest Service and contract) would comply with state and federal 
Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA) codes. All Forest Service project operations would be 
guided' ,by FS'Handbook6709.1lo,(Health and Safety Code Mandbook). No aqverse impacts on " 
public or forest worker safety are anticipated. 

10. Consistency with Northwest Forest Plan and RoguE! River National Forest 
Plan 

a) Northwest Forest Plan 

Late-Successional Reserve: 
it.~t~$*esfi\1~ are designated as areas to ~elllanaged to protect atl,a e~.{i~~~~~.; 

late~successional and old-growth forest ecosystems. As required by the Northwest Forest 
Plan, a Late-Successional Reserve Assessment (LSRA), including a fire management 
plan, was completed which provides a framework for conducting management activities 
within the Mt. Ashland Late-Successional Reserve. The need to complete access and 
travel management within the Mt. Ashland Late Successional Reserve was identified in 
the LSRA. The Ashland Watershed Trails Management project is proposed in response 
to it need to. manage existing recreation use in the ar~ and would only serve to improve 
Late-Successional Reserve function by carefully rrimaging the movement of people ' 
throughout the Late Successional Reserve. This project meets an identified need for the 
long-tenn maintenance of the Mt. Ashland Lat~ SUCge8sional R~serve function. 

, .. '. . '" 

This EA documents the analysis of potential impacts to late-successoinal associated' 
species known or suspected ~o occur in the project area. No impacts were identified that 
could. not be avoided through mitigation. Additionally,only minor vegetation removal 
would occur (mostly small understory trees). Any larger trees that may pose a public 
: hazard may be felled and left on-site to meet LSR large woody material needs. This 
iproject would have no adverse impacts on late-successional habitat or Late-Successional 
Reserve function. Activities considered under all action alternatives analyzed under this 
EA are consistent with Standards and Guidelines for Late-Successional Reserve land 
allocation of the Northwest Forest Plan. 

Riparian Reserves ~ Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives" 

,The Aquatic Conservation Strategy of the Northwest Forest Plan was developed to 
.. ' """restore and maintain the ecological health of watersheds and"aq~tic ,systems on publi,c ~·."o,,,.-,,. 

lands. The Northwest Forest Plan identifies nine objectives for ineeting the intent of the 
A.qpa.tic Gonservation Strategy., 11Us trails management pr<:>posal was analyzed using 
these nine objectives. It was'determined that Alternatives 2. and 3 would be co~istent 
with the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives. A more in-depth discussion of the 
objectives in relation to the action alternatives follows: 

;, 
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Objective #1: Landscape scale features were considered during project design. Physical 
features of the project area were analyzed for potential impacts, including: Riparian 
Reserves (streams, springs and wetlands) and unstable areas, geomorphic terrain types, 
location and kind of mass wasting, soil types and erosion potential (Chapter III, Affected 
Environment and Environmental Consequences). The nature of the trails management 
proposal, which would utilize to the extent possible existing trail tracks, skid roads and 
roads, would result in minor disturbance to 4.7 acres of previously undisturbed sites. 
Considerifig project design and mitigation measures:(Best.Managemoot,Rractices), no 
alternatives would impact the distribution, diversity, and complexity of these watershed 
and landscape features. Aquatic systems to which species, populations, and communities 
are Uniquely adapted to in the project area would be maintained. 

Objective #2: This project should have no impact on movement of riparian-dependent 
species either spatially or temporally for the following reasons: the action alternatives 
consider:ed would not create any additional instream barriers beyond what already occurs 
(Hosler Dam); except for the deactivation of 0.2 mile of trail within the Riparian Reserve 

, .. of Reeder Reservoir, 032 mile oftrailreco~n~~~_1R.~,·of 
intermittent stre~s, and 0.32 mile of trail reconstruction in potentially unstable Riparian 
Reserves, the Riparian Reserve network would remain virtually intact. Mitigation 
measures or Best Management Practices would be implemented to avoid or minimize any 
risk of erosion or sedimentation. No activities withinstre8m channels would occur. The 
deactivation of unauthorized trail within the Riparian Reserve of Reeder Reservoir would 
have positive effect on the movement-of species near this section of the Reservoir by 

'reducing haraSsment from humans. No trail construction or reconstruction is planned 
within the Riparian Reserves of perennial orfishbearirig streams .. 

. " ~r;j f :$ , ' -j 

Objective #3: Alternatives 2 and 3 would not degrade the physical integrity oftbe 
aquatic system Withinthe"project area; This projectdQe$'pot,propose:aptivitiesthat 
would result in any direct impact to shorelines, banks, and bottom configurations. 
Considering project design and mitigation measures (Best Management Practices), it is 
· unlikely that the minor ground disturbance· associated wi.thtrail and traiU1ead 
construction, reconstruction, or deactivation activities would result in any additional 
amount of sediment to the stream system over current baseline levels (EA Chapter III, 

. Impacts on water quality and hydrologic function .within AshlandCreekand adjacent 
watersheds)~ 

Objective #4: No activities are planned that-would adversely. i,m.pact water quality. 
Streamside shade would be maintained; therefore, there would be no affect o~ water 
temperatures. Therewould be little if any potential for increase in sediment deliver to 
· streams (see objective 3 above). Mitigation measures (eest Managemept Rra,ctices) 
would protectwaterquality in the project area @.A;:Ghapter III; Impacts,on water quality 
and hydroiogic function within Ashland Gree~'an.ttadjact}nt!watersheds). . . 

I '. • ", 

'. Objective #5: Watersheds of the project .areaare,compri~~' of granitic rock types, and 
· transport high amounts of sediment under natural conditions. Debris landslides are one 
of the primary mechanisms for the delivery of coarse sediment to streams within the 
project area and Reeder Reservoir. Based on project design, which locates the majority 
of planned activities along ridge-tops, upper slopes, existing roads, trails, and skid roads; 
only about 0.32 acres of trail reconstruction would occur in the Riparian Reserves of 
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potentially unstable areas. There would be little if any risk for any of the action 
alternatives to accelerate landslide activity. The potential for increased sediment 
production from soil disturbance and erosion for all action alternatives would be very low 
and short-term (1 to 3 years). For all action alternatives, the timing, volume, rate, and 
character of sediment input, storage and transport for which aquatic ecosystems evolved, 
would be maintained. 

-Objective #6: The ' potential for adverse impacts to flow were analyzed and includedan-,', 
analysis of cumulative watershed effects (CWE) considering all foreseeable activities in 
the eWE analysis area (Chapter III, Impacts to Water Quality and Hydrologic Function). 
For both alternatives, the potential for any changes (if any) to the timing and distribution . 
of flow including peak flows and channel maintenance events would be minor. Large 
scale floods as occurred in 1853, 1861, 1890, 1927, 1948, 1955, 1964, 1974, and 1997, 
are due to unusual rain-on-snow events coinciding with saturated ground conditions; they 
have thus occurred in the Ashland Watershed many times under essentially pristine,or 
near pristine conditions and will occur again. The effects of these large-scale floods 

Objective #7: Floodplains and wetlands are typically confined to a narrow corridor 
adjacent to stream channels, well within one tree height of the channels (Affected 
Environment). Since Riparian Reserves would generally not be entered with this project 
proposal (except for minor amount of trail deactivation near the Reservoir or trail 
reconstruction associated with Riparian Reserves of intermittent streams), and since 
instream flows would not change (see Objective 6 and, Impacts tp Water Quality and 
Hydrologic Function), the duration of;floodplain inundation ,and water table elevation in 
wetlands would be maintained under both action alternatives . 

. Objective #8: All perennial (and most intermittent) Riparian ResetVe,S. including 
floodplains and wetlands, are retained virtually intact for all action alternatives. An 
estimated 0.32 miles of trail reconstruction would occur in the Riparian Reserves of 
intermittent streams;.22 mile of trail deactivation would occur in the RiparianReserve 
of Reeder Reservoir; and .32 mile of trail reconstruction would occur within the Riparian 
Reserve of potentially unstable areas. This minor disturbance of about I acre of Riparian 
ReserVe would not impact Riparian ReServe function at the project or watershed scale. 
By maintaining Riparian Reserves intact, the structural diversity and plant species 
composition would be maintained. Riparian Reserves would continue to function in a 
manner that would maintain the ecological health of watersheds and aquatic systems at 
both the projeot area and-watershed' seale. 

Objective #9: The potential for impacts'to 'wildlife and botanical, resources were 
.:,;,;"';{.~;'"' , analyzed fotfallaltematives'considered. Only minon!iS1;urbanoo:is platU'le<i!with thi§;"".",J ..... w:, 

trails management proposal and no adverse'impacts toha'hitatwitliib the watershed were 
identified. For the project area and Watershed scale, habitats would be maintained to 
support well distributed populations of native plant, invert6brate,. and, vertebrate riparian
dependent species (Chapter In, Affected Environment and Bnvirc.mmental 
Consequences). 
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b) - Rogue River National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 

Restricted Watershed 

The goal for this allocation is to provide a continuous supply of high quality water for the 
City of Ashland's domestic use. The Standards and Guidelines for Restricted Watershed 
land allocation, of the Rogue River National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan 
(USDA 1990 p. 4-269, 4-273, and 4-274) provide direction for managing recreation in a.
manner that will meet the goals and objectives of Restricted Watershed. All action 
alternatives analyzed under this EA are consistent with Standards and Guidelines for 
Restricted Watershed land allocation of the RRNF LRMP. 

., 

-'1 
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CHAPTER IV. CONSULTATION WITH OTHERS 

A letter requesting comments on the proposed action was sent September 21, 1998 to adjacent 
land owners, neighboring agencies, local government, and to individuals and organizations who 
have expressed an interest in projects of this nature or projects in this particular area. A letter 
was sent December 10, 1999 to provide those interested in this project proposal an update of the 
planning process and additions to the proposed action. This project also appeared since spring of 
1998 in quarterly editions of the Schedule ofPioposed Actions, contained in the Rogue River 
National Forest newsletter Rogue River Currents. A public information meeting was held 
October 8, 1998 to share information concerning the project proposal as well as the purpose and 
need for the project. An estimated 20 to 25 people attended this meeting. 

In addition, the following also occurred in support of the scoping process: 

The following organizations and agencies were notified of the proposed project and responded or 
participated in the planning and scoping efforts: 

• Oregon Natural Resources Council 
• Rogue Group Sierra Club 
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
• . National Marine Fisheries Service 
• City of Ashland Parks and Recreation 
• Ashland Bike and Pedestrian Commission 
• Ashland Trail Users Coalition 
• Ashland Watershed Partnership 
• Ashland Forest Commission 

In addition, many interested individuals responded. 
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The following Forest Service specialists participated on the Interdisciplinary Team or provided 

input for the analysis: 

Linda Duffy 
Mike Ricketts 
Kristi Mastrofini 
Dave Riant 
Mario Mamone 
Gail Rible 
Dave Clayton 
Pete Jones 
Mike Zan 
SuMaiyo 
Wayne Rolle 
Brent Hasty . 

.,., .. , :;·':·'o;;;'~;>~:'{~"'h·'+'~;Dave!Gfeen···· 

Jeff Lalande 

Environmental Assessment 

Ashland District Ranger, Responsible Official 
IDT Leader, Project Planner 
NEPA Coordinator, EA Writer & Editor 
FirelFuels Specialist 
Wildlife Biologist 
Wildlife Biologist 
Wildlife Biologist 
Geologist 
Hydrologist 
Fisheries Biologist 
Forest Botanist 
Geographic Information Systems 
Engineering; Transportation, Planner>.~' '.~·~:,1.'-';~-;r"~;(':r.~.i}!.i;;, f. 

Forest Archaeologist 
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Ashland Watershed Protection Project 
Cumulative Watershed Effects Analysis 

West Fork Ashland Creek 
(prepared by Debra Whitall, RRNF Hydrologist. April, 1999) 

Potential for Adverse Watershed Cumulative Effects!"" "y' ,. " .. "'- .... 

Effects from land-use changes and channel modifications can lead to adverse 
cumulative effects within a watershed. The potential for them to occur and their 
magnitude will depend on the number, type, and location of changes (activities), 
watershed sensitivity, existing channellhabitat condition, andlor existing watershed 
condition eDetermining the Risk of Cumulative Watershed Effects Resulting from 
Multiple Activi~es", ESA-Section 7 CE Process, Final Version 1993). 

Relative Risk 

For the purpose of this project analysis, the relative risk of incurring adverse 
cumulative effects has been determined (below) based on field verified data and 
pertinent .4ocumentation including the 1995 Bear Watershed Analysis and previous 
documentation on the c'Hazred" Project. The area analyzed is the West Fork of 
Ashland Creek, a watershed 7,466 acres in size. 

Watershed Condition Rating 

, The process used will result in an index of current an4 potential (based on foreseeable 
actions) watershed condition based on two key indicators which influence the 
hydrologic functions of a landscape. The two key indicators are road density and the 
percent of the watershed which is covered with "hydrologically immature" vegetation, 
defined as stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (dbh) and stan4s greater than 
11 inch dbh with less than 50%"<)atlopy closure (based on "mature habitat" definition, 
RRNF 1988 Vegetation Update, W.K. Bruckner). 

The following table reflects the percent of hydrologically immature vegetation (as 
determined by Geographic Resource System (GRS) data): 

Percent of Hydrologicaliy Immature Vegetation within the East Fork of Ashland Creek ' 
'1995 Bear WA. Current Condition 

t 
Potential Con~ition+ , 

;4.5% . ' 6.0%, .. 6.8% 
" 

-¥<"." .• 

, 
* Percentage as reported in the 1995 Bear Watershed Analysis was det~rmined 
using PMR satellite data and based on vegetated stands lessthan 30 years old. 

+ Potential condition was calculated based on implementation of the following 
proposed activities~ prescribed underburn units, and Ashland Watershed 
Protection Project units (Alternative X,1>otentially most impactive to 
resources) , 



Relative condition ratings are as follows; "Good" indicates less than 15% of the 
watershed contains: stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (dbh), 
barren ground, and stands greater than 11 inch dbh with less than 50% canopy 
closure, "Fair" would indicate 15%-30% of the watershed contains less than 50% 
canopy closure, and a "Poor" rating would indicate greater than 30% of the watershed 
contains less than 50% canopy closure. 

Therefore, the West Fork of Ashland Creek will maintain a "Good" condition rating 
based on hydrologically immature vegetation through the implementation of all 
foreseeable actions. 

Road Density, is expressed here as miles of road per square mile of the West Fork 
Ashland watershed. Miles per square mile of road, in conjunction.with watershed 
slope provides an index of the overall potential for roads to affect watershed function. 

The following table presents a generalization about the effects on watershed condition. 
of various road densities relative to gross watershed slope: 

General Watershed Condition Based ·on Road Densities Relative to Watershed Slope 

Condition Rating Road Density (milsq mil Road Density (milsq mil 
Watershed Slope Watershed Slope 

>30% <30% 
,~ ., 

~ -, 

.. Good t"";- .. '<2 <3 
Fair 2.1 - 3.5 3.1 - 4.5 
Poor >3.6 >4.6 

Current road density within the West Fork of Ashland Creek is 1.7 road miles per 
square mile and post-proposed project implementation remains the same. The average 
watershed slope is 12.4%. 

Therefore, the condition rating for both the current and post-proposed project 
implementation for the West Fork of Ashland Creek is.c~Good." 

A "Watershed Condition Rating" iS'determined by/plotting the percent of 
hydrologically immature vegetation against road density in Figure 1. The result 

..... -.. is a "Low" risk rating for the West Fork Ashland watershed both in its current 
condition and post-proposed project implementation. 

Channel Condition Rating 

Habitat and channel features integrate all natural processes occurring upslope from any 
given point. The key elements chosen for this analysis include temperature (stream 
shade) and sediment (measured as percent surface fines -less than 2mm ~iameter 
substrate) . 

: 



Temperatures throughout the West Fork stream system are well-moderated and 
nearly optimum for resident fish. Average stream shade for the West Fork is 81.5%. 

Therefore, the West Fork of Ashland Creek maintains a "Good" rating for stream 
temperature. 

Stream substrate (bedrock, small and large boulders, cobbles and gravels) are 
generally embedded with fine and coarse sediment throughout most of the stream 
system. However, the stream system above Road 2060 is likely to resemble historic 
levels of stream embeddedness. 

Wolman Pebble Count data shows an average of 9.8% surface fines, indicating a 
"Good" rating .. 

~jd;ft~Clii:uliH·lCOHditi(;'n1liting combines the'two variables·discussedabove and 
is rated in "Good" condition. 

Overall Condition Rating 

An cCOvenill Condition Rating" is determined by combining the Watershed and 
C~aD?efCo~9iti9:q_~ti,ngs ~e~e~e4 above. T~~ ratingmay be C?sisidered a major 
cntenQ.. fpc det~g the l1sk of adverse cumulative effeCts to reSident fish ' 
populaiions.in~heWest Fork of Ashland Creek. - , . 

Overall Condition Rating for the West Fork of Ashland Creek both'in it's 
curre,t condition and post-proposed projectimpl~mentation is "Good." 
Therefore, no additional risk is incurred in implementing the proposed actions. 

Individual Project Risk Assessment 

The second major criteria for determining the risk of adverse cumulative effects to fish 
populations is the level of project ri~k 

Virtually any activity runs the risk of creating damaging effects to the aquatic system. 
The degree of risk depends on project design, mitigation measures, current condition 
and proximity to aquatic systems. Please refer to the A WPP EIS document and the 
Ashlan~, Watershed T~~l Project EA for specific design features and mitigation 
measures. 

The following proposed activities, Alternative 5 of the Ashland Watershed Protection 
Project (AWPP) and the Ashland Watershed Trail Project are evaluated for their 
influence on sediment and temperature. 

The relative risk of increasing temperature is determined by considering the distance 
from a perennial stream to the project (e.g., thinning units, trails, etc.) and the amount 
of shade reduction. 

The relative risk of sedimentation is determined by considering the dominant landform 
type (e.g. glaciated mountain ridge-tops, dissected mountain slopes, etc.) and slope 

~ 



position (e.g., upper, middle, lower, ridge, etc.). These factors are used to estimate the 
probability of sediment delivery to stream channels. 

Ashland Watershed Protection Project: 
Units 33,34,35,39, HH, 11, and K are located on the ridge-tops of the "mountain 
slope"-landform. Units FF, M are located in the upper a,nd middle (respectiyely) slope, 
position of the "mountain slope" landform. Unit L is located within the lower slope 
position of a stream terrace. All of the preceding units are considered "Low" risk for 
sedimentation. 

Units 1, I and X are located in either the middle or lower slope position of the 
"dissected mountain slope" landform. These units (116.3 acres total) are considered 
ccmgh" risk for sedimentation. 

the,relative risk of increasing temperature is considered "Low". 

Ashland Watershed Trail Project: 
Within the West Fork of Ashland Creek there is approximately 2.5 miles of existing 
trail. This existing trail is located either within an existing road or along a lateral 
ridgetop of the mountain slope landform. About 2.1 miles of new trail is proposed' 
along a mountain ridgetop cotinectipg 2.9 miles oftraJi'IQcate<l within exi~ii1g·' '~ " 
FSR2060-200 along Wagner Butte. Trail coinciding With FSR2060-200'is proposed 
to install additional drainage improvements. Therefore, these trails are considered' 
LOW risk for sedim~Jlt~tion. 

No new, t~ail will be co~structed wit~ 20()' teet of a perenn1a1 stream. tii~refore,' the 
relative risk of increasing temperature is considered LOW. 

Risk of Adverse Cumulative Effects 
'" 

Given the above information, a High, Medium, or Low risk of cumulative effect can be 
determined for the West Fork Ashland Creek Watershed. The Overall Condition 
Rating of "Good" is combined with the percentage of the watershed which has High or 
Moderate risk projects (1. 6%) to determine the relative risk of adverse cumulative, , 
effects (Figure 2). ' . 

Risk of Adverse Cumulative Effects bas~d on foreseeable actions in the West 
Fork of Ashland Creek is LOW. 

r~ .: /'t , 



West Fork of Ashland Creek 

Figure. 1 
Watershed Risk .Rating 
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Ashland Watershed Protection Project 
Cumulative Watershed Effects Analysis 

Lower Ashland Creek (below Hosler Dam) 
(Prepared by Debra Whitall, RRNF Hydrologist. April, 1999) 

Potential for Adverse Watershed Cumulative Effects 

Effects from land-use changes and channel modifications Can lead to adverse 
cumulative effects within a watershed. The potential for tliem to occur and their 
magnitude will depend on the number, type, and loCation of changes (activities), 

-watershed sensitivity, existing channellhabitat condition, and/or existing watershed 
condition ("Determining the Risk of Cumulative Watershed Effects Resulting from 
Multiple Activities", ESA-Section 7 CB Process, Final Version 1993) . 

.. ~ .:-: .-.;, .... ~ 

The protocal, "Detennining the Risk of Cumulative Watershed Effects Resulting from 
Multiple Activities", Endangered Species Act (ESA)-Section 7 CB Process, Final 
Version 1993, was developed to analyze the relative risk of multiple projects within 
forested watersheds. Because Ii large portion oflower Ashland Creek (below Hosler ~ 
Dam) contains:urban~ area within.the City of Ashland this analysis displays the 
current con<lltionat'~,~~" ThiS determination is ~ased(on: parameters indicative 
ofwater$hed liealth for:. Wildiands and}s'not intendedf~r urbatuzedareas:Therefore, 
while this' analysis allows comparison of paratneters between, forested and non-forested 
watersheds it does not accurately portray limititlg factots within' ariurbanized setting 
(i.e. 609<ipot~tial, ~9j»-l!i.~finfras~CUfr~ to ~dle floodflows, ~ater quality; etc.). 

. . . .. ,~ 

A more appropriate, urbilD analysis was conducted after the January, 1997 stonnevent 
by Otak, Inc. The CitY ()f Ashland oontracted with Otak to assess flooding' potential 
and to recommend improvements to the existing "conveyance capacity" of Ashland 
Creek. A hydrologic study was undertaken to estimate the magnitud~s of flood events 
for various return periods on Ashland Creek in the City of Ashland. The study states 
that, "While typical non-storm releases from Reeder Reservoir contain little suspended 
sediment ... during Winter and spring, rain:~n-snow stonn events at mid-elevations 
(3,509'-5,000') can con~ribl1te to high runoff and surface erosion." 

As a result ofOtak'~;hydrologi~ aJialysis, de~ign recommendations were made to 
improve the conveyance capacity of the creek channel where hydraulic analysis 
indicated that ~pa~i~ <i.eficiencies existed (Otak, Inc., October, 1997). Several 

,,-,S,,; .. '_' recommendations have aiready beenapprd-Ve<t and implemented (Le.; the new WinbuqJl'~i':'~~); 
Way bridge crossing, Lithia Parktlood wall, etc.) Additi:ortally, the City ofAshlarid'is, . 
currently updating their stormwater management. plan. 

For the purpose of this project analysis, the relative risk of incurring adverse 
cumulative effects has peen determined (below) based on field verified and; anecdotal 
information as well as pertinent documentation including the 1995 Bear Watershed'
Analysis, 1991 FEIS for the Mt. Ashland Ski Area, 1987 Origins and Characteristics of 
Sedimentation in Reeder' ReserVoir, and previous documentation on the "Hazred" ' 

. -~. "".:: "" 



Project. The area analyzed is Lower Ashland Creek (below Hosler Dam), a watershed 
approximately 3,080 acres in size. 

Watershed Condition Rating 

The process used will result in an index of curre'nt and potential (b~sed on foreseeable 
actions) watershed condition based on two key indicators which influence the 
hydrologic functions of a landscape. The two key indicators are road density and the 
percent of the watershed which is covered with "hydrologically iImmiture" vegetation, 
defined as stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (dbh) and stands greater than 
11 inch dbh with less than 50% canopy closure (based on <~aturehabitat" definition, 
RRNF 1988 Vegetation Update, W.K. Bruckner). 

un _ TheJollowing table retlectsthe percent.{)fhy.drolQW&a11¥jmmatm:e;llcgetation(as _ .. __ .... _ ... 

Percent of Hydroloftically Immature Vegetation within the East Fork ot'Ashland Creek 
1995 BearWA* Current Condition :Potential Condition+ 

5.6% 25.5% 27.5% 

* Percentage as reported in the 199~.Bear Watershed Analysi~ was detennined 
using .PMR satellit~ data and based on vegetated stands]eSs'than, 30 yeats old. 
Data for this analysiswa.s only available oneniile bey6ndthe'F()~eSt SeM6e' 
boundary (~xcludes"City of AsllIand)., . . ; . . ... 

" .1 .:.- :. "". • , ; . ~. ," ;~-

:'>~ .'''!'; ;"'," :'~.".: ,: {~, ",.' -I''''" '·,·f;::·~·i·. ".': .. ~.~ ,,;.-.'\ .' •. ,.' ".' ". 

+ Potential condition was calculated based on impleri16htatt'on oflhe'follbWi'bg 
proposed activities~ prescribed underburnunits, and Ashland Watershed 
Protection Project units (Alternative 5, potentially most impactive to 
resources), Data for'this analysis includes all but 120 acres in the lower end of' 
the watershed (includes City of Ashland} , 

Relative condition ratings are as follows~ <COood" indicates less than 15% of the .• ' 
. . . ~. . . J 

watershed contains: stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (db1i)~ barren' 
ground, and stands greater. than II inch dbh with less than 50% canopy closure, 'tpair" 
would indicate 15%-30% of the watershed contains' the above stated conditions, 'and a 
"Poor" rating would indicate greater than ~O% of the watershed contains the above 
stated con~itions!' , .' . 

Therefor;, Lo~er~~h1and Cr~}( ,will;~a1fit,~in a' ~'F~ir;~:90.~dN~n' ~atfua:~~s~' o~.'. 
hydrologically immature vegetation through the implementation 'of tile' AWPP ·kticr ' 

~ , • ,. • " ~ 1. ·to·..' : t ,;, ' '< J ' , i t: ~; \ 
proposed prescnbed underbum umts. . . , 

,! 

Road Density, is expressed here as miles of road per square mile of Lower Ashland 
Creek watershed. Miles per square mile of road, in conjunction with watershed slope 
provides an index of the overall potential for roads t.o affect watershed functiOlt 

The following table presents 'a generalizatio~ abo~t the effects on watershed condition 
of various road densities relative to gross watershed slope: 

~ 



General Watershed Condition Based on Road Densities Relative to Watershed Slope 

Condition Rating 

Good 
Fair 
Poor 

Road Density (milsq mil 
Watershed Slope 

>30% 

2.1 - 3.5 

Road Density (milsq mil 
Watershed Slope-

<30% 

3.1-4.5 
>4.6 

Current road density within Lower Ashland Creek is 6,0 road miles per square mile 
(includes City of Ashlan<i) alld p<)s1;~-op()m p,roject implementation r~mains the 
sarne~ The average-watershed'slopeis'4%..,;'~~"-~· - - ,:. . .,..- .--'''''. ':, ,., .;,-~""., 

Therefore, the condition rating for both the .current and post-proposed project 
implementation for Lower Ashland Creek is "Poor." 

A "Watershed Condition Rating" is determined by plotting the percent of 
hydrologically immature vegetation against road density in Figure 1. The result-.
is a "High" risk rating for the Lower Ashland Creek watershed both in its 
current condition and post-proposed project implementation. 

L.:: 

Channel Condition Rating 

Habitat and channel features integrate all natural processes occurring upslope from any 
given point. The key elements chosen for this analysis include temperature and 
sediment. 

Temperature data throughout Lower Ashland Creek is sporadic anp anecdotal in 
nature. A 1972 investigation by Southern Oregon University (SOU) students . 
measured temperature below the dam (near the first bridge below Ho~ler Darn) for one 
year. Temperatures ranged from a low of36 OF (January) to'a high of65 OF (July). -
Another SOU study conducted by Darrell Hegdahl in 1988 measured temperature,at 
four sampling sites along Lower Ashland Creek from the upper~end of Lithia Park to 
the Ashland Sewage Treatment Plant. The 1988 study duration was from September 
through ApriL Highest.temperatures were recorded during the month of September 
and ranged from 58 °Fat Site 1 near the upper-end-OfLithiaParkto 68 °F·near the 
Ashland Sewage Treatment Plant. ,; 

Based on the above information, Lower Ashland Creek may likely maintain a "Fair" 
rating for stream temperature. 

Embeddedness data is not available for Lower Ashland Creek. However, personal 
observation of the channel indicates a high level of embeddedness with fine and coarse 
grained sediments. 



Studies have been conducted on sediment delivery and routing through the Lower 
Ashland Creek watershed, specifically related to periodic sluicing events to maintain 
reservoir capacity (USFS, 1987 and Hegdahl, 1988). Hegdahl's 1988 study concluded, 
"Even though there is still a lot of sediment in the creek, the data collected in this study 

. regarding the occurrence of aquatic organisms and the activities of thQS<':orgarnSffis- ..... J 

now using the creek shows that the creek is returning to normal." This conclusion 
suggests that periodic sluicing events can temporarily degrade habitat conditions for 
aquatic organisms when compared to "normal" circumstances (interpreted as baseline 
conditions). Aquatic habitat conditions can also be temporarily degraded by increasing 
the fine sediment load during and after large storm events, such as the January 1997 
storm. 

It is anticipated that both sluicing and large storm events will continue to create short
-<~~~tq'li'k~.;ft~:'~erm ~i,fe8t8 9ft a~i0_oitilk~€litieM;·-1t i8=UBlmeYmT;~".:.f~a~.dflit~.llt'il[~"·· 

the long-term, degrade aquatic habitat 9Onditions. Based on the above information, 
Lower Ashland Creek will most likely maintain a "Fair" habitat condition rating for 
sediment. 

The Channel Condition Rating combines the two variables discussed above and 
is rated in "Fair" condition. , 

'<,.-

Overall Condition Rating 

An <COverall Condition Rating" is determined by combining the Watershed and 
Channel Condition Ratings determined above. The rating may be considered a major 
criteria for determining the risk of adverse cumulative effects to fish populations in 
Lower Ashland Creek: 

Overall Condition Rating for Lower Ashland Creek both in it's current 
condition and post-proposed project implementation is "Poor." Therefore, no 
additional risk is' incurred in implementing the proposed actions. 

Individual ProjecfRisk Assessment 

The second major criteria for determining the risk of adverse cumulative effects to fish 
populations 'Is the level of project risk. 

VirtuaUyany activity 'runs the risk of creating.damagingieffectfi0<the: aqqatic system.. . 
The'degree otnsk depends on project design, mitigation measureS, current conditjpn. 
and proximity to aquatic systems. Please refer to the AWPP BIS documents for 
specific design features and mitigation measures. 

The following proposed activity, the Ashland Watershed Protection Project (AWPP) 
units are evaluated for their influence on sediment and temperature. 



The relative risk of increasing temperature is determined by considering the distance 
from a perennial stream to the project (e.g., thinning units, trails, etc.) and the amount 
of shade reduction. 

The relative risk of sedimentation is determined by considering the dominant landfonn 
type (e.g. glaciated mountain ridge-tops, dissected mountain slopes, etc.) and slope 
position (e.g., upper, middle, lower, ridge, etc.). These factors are used to estimate the 
probability of sediment delivery to stream channels. 

Ashland Watershed Protection Project: 
Units 1, 3, 5, 7, 23, 24, and 25 are located on the ridge-tops of the c'mountain slope" 
landform. All of the preceding units are considered C1...ow" risk for sedimentation . 

. Units 9, 22, A, AA. BB, DD, BE, GO, N, Q, S, and V are located in the upper slope 
1'~l'}'*~"~~~.f'.::J~;~. . position of the cCdissected mountain slope" landform: Th~\unit$i'(300.§acr~),.At~b'_'>~.:~}i 

considered at C~oderate»risk for sedimentation: 

~ '~.:" ~ 

Units 4,6, B, CC, G, 0, P, R, T, U, Wand Y are located in either the middle or lower 
slope position of the udissected mountain slope" landform. These units (332.8 acres) 
are considered at 'Wgh" risk for sedimentation. 

There are no units Within this projoct Within 200 feet of a perennial stream. Therefore, 
the relative risk of increasing temperature is considered '"LOw". 

Ashland Watershed Trail Project: . .' " ,.( , 
Witbin;the LoWer AshlandCreek watershed approxitriately ·O;A mile of existing trail is 
located within FSR2060-200. About 0.2 mile of existing trail is proposed for 
obliteration and is located in the lower slope position within the dissected mountain 
slope landform. Additionally, 0.4 mile ofriew trall is proposed along the ridgetop of 
the mountain slope landform. Therefore, the remaining trails ar.e considered to be 
LOW risk for sedimentation. 

No new trail will be constructed within 200 'feet ofa perennial stream. Therefore, the 
relative risk of increasing temperature is considered LOW. 

Impl~mentation ()f tills proj~ is expected to decrease an existing source of sediment 
through the obliteration of 0.2 mile of trail leading to the re'servoir. 

Risk of Adverse Cumulative Effects 

Given the above information, a High, Medium, or Low risk of cumulative effect can be 
determined for the Lower Ashland Creek watershed. The Overall Condition Rating of 
"Poor" is combined with the percentage of the watershed which has High or Moderate 
risk projects (20.6%) to determine the relative risk of adverse cumulative effects 
(Figure 2). 

Risk of Adverse Cumulative Effects based on foreseeable actions in Lower 
Ashland Creek is HIGH. 
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Ashland Creek, below Reeder Reservoir 

Figure 2. Risk of Cumulative Effects 
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Mt Ashland Ski Area Expansion Project 
Cumulative Watershed Effects Analysis 

East Fork Ashland Creek 
(prepared by Debra Whitall, RRNF Hydrologist. April, 1999) 

Potential for Adverse Watershed Cumulative Effes:ts 

Effects from land-use changes and channel modifications can lead to adverse 
cumulative effects within a watershed. The potential for them to occur and their 
magnitude will depend on the number, type, and location of changes (activities), 
watershed sensitivity, existing channel/habitat condition, aIldlor existing watershed 
condition rnetennining the Risk of Cumulative Watershed Effects Resulting from 
Multiple Activities", ESA-Section 7 CE Process, Final Version 1993). 

Relative Risk 

For the purpose of this project analysis, the relative risk of incurring adverse 
cumulative effects has been determined (below) based on field verified data and 
pertinent documentation including the 1995 Bear Watershed Analysis and the FEIS for 
the expansion of the Mt Ashland Ski Area. The area analyied is the East Fork of 
Ashland Creek, a watershed 5,232 acres in size. 

Watershed Condition Rating 

The process 1Js,ed~1l result in an indexofcWrent.and.potep-dat.(based onforeseeable 
actions) Watershed condition based on two key indicators wJUch influence the 
hydrologic functions of a.Jandscape. The two key indicators are road density and the 
percent of the watershed which is covered with CChydrologically immature" vegetation, 
defined as stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (dbh) and stands greater than 
11 inch dbh with less than 50% canopy closure (based on "mature habitat" definition, 
RRNF 1988 Vegetation Update, W.K. Bruckner).. 

The following table reflects the percent of hydrologically immature vegetation (as 
determined by Geographic Resource System (GRS) data): 

Percent of Hydroloeically Immature Vegetation within the East Fork o( ;Asb13l1d Cre(!l< 
1995 Bear WA* Current Condition Potential Condition+ 

4.2% ;".' " 9.5%' . 1: · 11.5% 
.; .. 

" .. 
. *;P~r~ntage as'reported'in the 1995"B~l" Watershed Analysi~wasdetermined 
usiI)g PMR satellite data and based on vegetated stands less than 30 years old. 

+ Potential condition was calculated based on implementation of the following 
proposed (or approved but not yet implemented) activities; ski area 
wastewater treatment facility, ski run expansion (Alternative 2), Research 
Nat\1raf Area (RNA) prescribed lmderbuit(units, Ashland Watershed 
Pr~tection·Project units, and the Ashland Watershed Trails Project. 



Relative condition ratings are as follows; "Good" indicates less than 15% of the 
watershed ~ontains stands less than 11 inch diameter breast height (db h) and 
stands greater than 11 inch dbh with less than 50% canopy closure, "Pair" would 
indicate 15%-30% of the watershed contains less than 50% canopy closure, and a 
"Poor" rating would indicate greater than 30% of the watershed contains less than 
50% canopy closure. . 

Therefore, the East Pork of Ashland Creek will maintain a "Oood" condition rating 
based on hydrolOgically mature vegetation through the implementation of all 
foreseeable actions. . ," , . , 

Road Density, is expressed here as miles of road per square mile of the East'Fotk 
Ashland watershed. Miles per square mile of road; in conjunction with watershed 
slope provid~s an index of the overall potential for roads to affect watershed function. 

The'following table presents a generalization about the effects on watershed condition""'''; ...• 
of various road densities relative to gross waters.hed slo~: 

General Watershed Condition Based on Road DenSities Relative to Watershed Slope 

Condition Rating Road Density (milsq ml) Road Density (Iililsq mil 
Watershed Slope Watershed Slope 

>30% <30% 
. ~'< .-~. 

Good 
""'" 

, 
.' <2. .. ~}. , ,. 

Fait 
" 

,. ',' :fl-4~~;'" .c',! 2.1- 3,5 
Poor >3.6 ::::>.4.6 ; 

.•... , 

Current road density within the East Fork of Ashland Creek is 2. I' road miles, per 
square mile and post-proposed project implementation is 2.2 road mile$,.~er square 
mile. The average watershed slope is 12.8%. 

The~efore, the Condition rating for both the current and post-proposed project 
implementation for the East Pork of Ashland Creek is uGood." 

Additional Parameters 

. '. In addition to road density, consideration ro\\S.t also be given to wh~re roads are 

":.". 

;~";::'<~loCated on the hillslope (upper, middle or lower third), the number of stream orossings, 
and the·milesofroad,within thetraJ;lsieQt~Qql¥, moe .. th,ese ~dditional parameters are 
important hydrologically because rQads funotiQ,I) ,in two specifl~ ways; 1)~' surface 
flowpaths able to channel appreciable volumes of runoff and," 2) as 'an integrat'&l 
component of the stream network (Wemple, 1994). 

The total current road miles within this water,shed is 17.5. 15 miles of the' 17.5 miles 
correspond to RQad··206Q. Road 2060 isl().qate,<iprimarily midslope a~Qhas eight 
stream crossings. Over 50% of the, road miles are located within the trafi~lent snow 

!L-
proposed :Ski Area hxpanslOn project, where portions or tne eXlstmg mamtenance roaa 



zone, the elevation band from 3,500-5,000 feet, where rain-on-snow-events are most 
likely to occur. Approximately a half mile of new road will be constructed within the 
proposed Ski Area Expansion project, where portions of the existing maintenance road 
will be connected and brought to the Skier Services Building. This road is located in 
the upper portion of the hillslope in a snow-domainated precipitiation zone. 

The midslope position of Road 2060 creates a large potential for intercepting 
subsurface flow along road cutbanks and routing it along ditches and through culverts 
to pre-existing and/or new channels. The road's hillslope position also runs a 
moderate risk of incising new channels below Some culvert outlets. All of these effects 
were demonstrated during the January, 1997 storm event. Four culverts failed during 
the storm (this represents 4 of the 8 stream crossings)'causing overland flow along the 
roadway, eventually incising new channels (gullies) and/or causing road failure. 

'. ~rf>iIt't,:<,~(··,~;s,;:'~e'f(jUowing post-flood restoration efforts were im.plemented alongf1~t:~j~~~q~"~'fP.I.I.!t'mM1i~!;tj;;m.;,,; 
Road 2060: . 

• Clean one 18 inch culvert, remove and end haul slide debris from draw, re
establish ditchline and road template, and replace lost surfacing aggregate. 

• Clean two culverts and haul out sediment, remove slide material and end 
'haul, revegetate raw soil areas, and replace two damaged 18 inch culvert 
ends. . 

• Clean catchba.sin a\>ove road, open and c1e8:U 24 inch culvert, key in class 
10 riprap at base offill slope, place class 7 riprap for shoulder annor, 120 
cubic yards of embankment for fiU Wash()ut, and aggregate surfacing. 

• Clearing and'grubbing for road realignment, realignment excavation and 
end haul material, class 4 riprap for fill slope protection, and revegetate raw 
soil areas. 

• Apply class 4 riprap for fill slope protection, 110 cubic yards embankment 
fill, and construct key for riprap. 

Implementation of this road rehabilitation work has:decreased sediment production 
from Road 2.060 caused by the January, 1997 stOlin to the East Fork of Ashland 
Creek. It will not, however, eliminate the potential for increased sediment production 
from future storm events. 

. . 
A "Watershed Condition Rating" is determined by plotting the percent of 
hydrologically immature vegetation against road density in Figure 1. The result 
is a "Moderate" risk rating for the East Fork Ashland watershed both in its 
current condition and post-proposed p .. ~ject impl~tne,~tation •. 

.... . .,l ',' 

Channel Condition Rating 

Habitat and channel features integrate all natural p~ocesses occurring' upslope from any 
given point. The key elements chosen for this analysis include temperature and 
sediment (measured as percent surface fines - less than 2mm diameter substrate). 

Temperatures througho~t the East Fork stream systb~ are wel1~n1oderated and nearly 
optimum for ,resident fish. Temperatures recorded in the East Fork of Ashland Creek 
just above Reeder Reservoir in 1998 had a seven day average high of60.3 degrees F. 

~ 



Therefore, the East Fork of Ashland Creek maintains a "Good" rating for stream 
temperature. 

Stream substrate (bedrock, small and large boulders, cobbles and gravels) are 
generally embedded with fine and coarse,~iment throughout most oftpestream 
system. However, the stream system above Road 2060 is likely to resemble historic 
levels of stream embeddedness. 

Wolman Pebble Count data shows an ave~age'of 16.5% surface fines, indicating a 
cCfair" rating. 

The Channel Condition Rating combines the two variables discussed above and 
is rated in ~Fair" condition. 

Overall Condition Rating 

An "Overall Condition Rating" is determined by combining the Watershed, and 
Channel Condition Ratings determined above. The rating may be considered a major 
criteria for determining the risk of adverse cumulative effects to resident fish 
populations in the East Fork of Ashland Creek. 

Overall Condition Rating for the EastFQrk of Ashland Creek both in it's current 
condition and post-proposed proj(fCt implementation is "Fair. " Therefore, no 
additional lisk are inc~rred inJniplementing the proposed actions. . , *," ",,; .. ~ .. - '.- ~~ 

Individual Project Risk Assessment 

The second major criteria for determining the risk of adverse cumulative effects to fish 
populations is the level of project risk. 

Vil(tUaUy any activity runs the risk of creating damaging effects to the aquatic system. 
The degree of risk depends on project design, mitigation measures, current condition 
and proximity to aquatic systems. Refer to the Ski Area Expansion SEIS or A WPP 
EIS documents for specific design features and mitigation measures. 

Each of the followiQ,g proposed .or approved but not yet implemented·activities;ski. 
area wastewater treatment facility~ ski run expat\~iot1 (Alternative 2), Ashland " 
Watershed Pr6teciibn' ProJect unIt's' (AItemaHve 5); {RNA underbutn units, -and Ashland 
Watershed Trait project are evaluated for their influence on sediment and temperature. 

The relative risk of increasing temperature is determined by considering the distance 
from a perennial stream to the project (e.g, ski runs, thinning units, etc.) and the 
amount of shade reduction, 

The, relative risk of sedimentation is determined by considering the dominant landform 
type (e.g. glaciated mountain ridge-tops. cirque basins. dissected mountain slopes, etc.) 



and slope position (e.g., upper,. middle, lower, ridge, etc.). These factors are used to 
estimate the probability of sediment delivery to stream channels. 

Ski Area Wastewater Treatment Facility: 
.Because the project will not expose or perpetuate loose, unconsolidated bare mineral 
soil within 500 feet of the closest stream course in the East Fork Ashland Creek 
watershed neither an increase in temperature nor sediment delivery is expected. Thus, 
this project is rated as LOWcrisk. 

Ski Area Expansion (Alternative 2): 
The majority of project acres ate located in the upper slope position of the following 
dominant landf<?rms; glaciated mountain slopes and cirque basins. Approximately 15.5 
project acres are located within the stream bottom landform. Therefore, 15.5 acres are 
considered at maH riskofsedimentatiQn~ '. . .. '.,' ';. . '.. .. . ' .. ".-

. ." '. : • ·;it::. ' 

Approximately 15.5 project acres are located' witlUD. Riparian Reserve boundaries 
(within 150 feet ofstr~ or wetlands larger t~one acre). Within these 15.5 acres 
shade is not expected to be .reduced to the stream course by more than 10%. 
Therefore, The relative risk of increasing temperature is LOW. 

Ashland Watershed Protection PrQject: 
The units within this projeCt are located in either'the ddge"or \tpperslope position of 
the "mountain slope" dominant landform. Therefore~ the relative risk of sedimentation 
is considered LOW. 

There are no units within this project within 200 feet of a perennial stream. Therefore, 
the relative risk of increasing temperature is considered LOW. 

Research Natural Area Prescribed Underburn Units: 
The units within this project are located within the upper, middle and lower slope 
position of the "mountain slope" dominant landform. Units located in the upper and 
middle slope position are considered to be at LOW risk for sedimentation. 
Approximately 104 acres are located within the lower slope position and considered to 
be at MODERATE risk for sedimentation. 

There are no units within this project within 200 feet of a perennial stream. Therefore, 
the relative risk of increasing temperature is considered LOW. 

Ashland Watershed Trail Project: 
Within the East Fork of Ashland Creek 0.6 mile of existing trait is proposed for 
reconstruction and is located in the upper third of the mountain slope landform. About 
0.7 mile of existing trail is proposed for obliteration and is located within the upper, 
middle and lower slope position of dissected mountain terrain. Additionally, 0.7 mile 
of new trail is proposed to be constructed primarily along the ridgetop with a small 
portion midslope. Therefore, remaining trails are considered to be LOW risk for 
sedimentation. 



No new trail will be constructed within 200 feet of a perennial stream. Therefore, the 
relative risk of increasing temperature is considered LOW. 

No net change in actual trail mileage will occur within this watershed. Implementation 
of this project is expected to decrease existing and potential sediment sources created 
from these trails. 

Risk of Adverse Cumulative Effects 

Given the above infonnation, a High, Medium, or Low risk ofoomulative effectoan be 
determined for the East Fork Ashland Creek Watershed. The Overall Condi~on 
Rating of'CPair" is combined with the percentage of the watershed which has IDgh or 
Moderate risk projects (2.3%) to determine the relative risk of adverse cumulative 
effects (Figure 2), 

"';. .. ' ---------- -' -------_ .. _-_._-------- .. :--....... -

It is1mportant to recognize that this process for asSeSsing the pOt~;;iiatriskol- .. ·-' 
cumulative watershed effects assumes that.allforeseeable actions are implemented 
simultaneously. This is not the case for this watershed The j 04 acres identified at 
moderate risk in the. RNA Pr~scribed Underbum project willoccur oVer a 5 to 10 
year period, thus reducing the potential risk for adverse cUmulative watershed effects 
as identified in this analysis. 

.. . 

Risk of Adverse CumulatiyeEffects based on foreseeable'actlons in the East Fork 
of Ashla~d Creek is MODERATE." . 

': ; 

---'------
. ,;-" .'-.~~ 



East Fork of Ashland Creek 
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Figure 1 
Watershed Risk_Rating 
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East Fork of Ashland Creek 

Figure J. Risk of Cumulative Effects 
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DATE: May 15,2000 

REPLY TO: 1950 Planning 

SUBJECT: Ashland Watershed Trails Management Project 

TO: Unda L. Duffy, Ashland District Ranger 

Introduction 
Physical, biological, hydrological or ecological elements have been reviewed to evaluate the 
impact of the proposed action( s) on species listed, proposed, and candidate under the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) or designated as sensitive by USFS Region Six. These 
species include Southern Oregon/Northern California coho salmon (SONC) (Oncorhynchus 
kisutch), listed as threatened; Klamath Mountain Province steelhead trout (KMP) (Q:, mykiss), 
a candidate species; and Soutltettli.~goii1N~~~fQi.1Ua Coastal (SONCC) chinook 

,salmon, a nonw,arranted species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). All of these fish 
species are included on the Regional Forester's Sensitive Species list. No special status exists 
for resident Southern Oregon/California Coastal (SOCC) cutthroat trout and rainbow trout. 

This evaluation supports the Ashland Watershed Trails Management Project NEP A 
documentation and provides a basis for formal 9Onsultation/conferencing requirements with 
other Fed,eral Agencies., " " 

Purpose and Need for the Proposed Actio~, ' 
" The di~covery of unauthqrized trail construction, and maintenance needs resulting from the 
, flood of 1997, mld the cOrnmunity'~deSirefor an increase in recreation trails and access 

opportUnities has lead to the need to complete' access and travel management pbmning for the 
project area to protect Municipal Watershed and Late-Successional Reserve values (Also refer 
to EA Chapter I, Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action). 

Watershed Overview 
The project area occupies portions of eight watersheds including East and West Forks of 
Ashland Creek, which flows into Reeder Reservoir, an unnamed tributary below Reeder 
Reservoir, and the headwaters of Roca, Hamilto~ Tolman, Clayton and Neil Creeks. All of 
these watersheds eventually enter into Bear Creek. Bear Creek is a fifth field nonkey 
watershed under the Northwest Forest Plan and supports anadromous fish populations of 
SONC coho salmon, SOCC chinook salmqn, and'KMP steelhead trout, and resident fish 
populations of SOCC cutthroat trout and rainbow trout. 

Findings fQr the Endanger~dS~~ies Act <, , 

The Ashland Watershed Trails Management ProJect proposes actions to improve ,watershed 
conditions by reducing resource degradation' ocCun.1ng due to unauthorized'trail construction 
and completing maint~ance needed as a result of the 1'997 Flood. A detailed description of 
the Proposed Action and Alternatives is contaiIiedin thetA Chapter II, Alternatives 
Considered in Detail. Actions collSider under this trails management proposal were analyzed 
for the potential for adverse direct; iJ}direct, and cumulative impacts to water quality, 
hydrologic function, overall watershed condition, aquatic habitat, and fish species listed under 



the Endangered Species Act. Actions considered with this trails management proposal 
involve the construction and reconstruction of trails in locations approved by resource 
specialists; appropriate design and mitigation measures are included to avoid or minimize,the 
risk of sediment production to streams. Although there is a slight potential for minor short
term (1 to 3 years) sedimentation to occur, if sediment were to reach waterways, it would be 
difficult to separate from baseline levels of turbidity and sediment already occurring as'a"" . 
result of the predominately decomposed granitic terrain. Therefore, no anticipated change is 
expected in channel morphology, e.g., decrease in stream depth and increase in stream width, 
which could lead to increased stream temperature. Although minor disturbance would occur 
within a small portion of Riparian Reserves (about 0.24 acre of trail deactivation and about 
0.39 acre of trail reconstruction on an existing road), the project would not remove'vegetation 
or stream shade in these areas; therefore, no adverse impacts to water temperatures would 
occur. No project actions are proposed that would reduce existing or potential large wood 
recruitment to streams; therefore, no impacts to the instream structure, complexity of habitat, 

'>'IU,iiWfin_$-"f:Fe~S~'ifi1.aBk stagili~r vl9w:a 9eGQf. 'Ill, p~eet e.sip sB.enld ha'~ ,aagligiW_~;.~:1iHr~j~:i~ 
term effects from sediment, and no long~term adverse effects to threatened SONC coho 
salmon and their critical habitat, and non~listed salmonids downstream. These actions will 
result in overall reduced erosion and sedimentation to the stream system, providing long-term 
beneficial effects. 

Additionally, this project does not propose any actions that would influeJ}ce parameters for 
which Bear Creek, Neil Creek or Lower Ashland Creek are list as 303(dJ'water quality 14nited 
water bodies. No further impairment of Reeder Reservoir, listed as a 303(d) water quality 
limited water body for sediment, is anticipated since mitigation lpeasures and project design 
would ayoid or reduce the potential for erosion' and sedimentatiO'n (See EA ChapterIll, 

" ImpactS-t~. 'Yater Q~~lity, ~d Hyd,i0Ap,gjc F~~tl~n). By proVi~g w~l1,-deSi~t;u~d:~~ea~on 
opportunities, combmed WIth education and enforcement, potential soutces of sedUnent from 
unauthorized trail construction would be reduced. 

If the No-Action Alternative were selected, increased sediment could result. Increased 
sedimentation within a stream can decrease aquatic production by reducing habitat quality and 
loss pfhabitat. It is important from an aquatic standpoint that measures are taken to repair, 
dea~tivate, and reconstruct existing trails (resulting from unauthorized construction) in 
locations and with design criteria t<;> reduce the potential for erosion and sedimentation. 

This project was reviewed for consistency ,with Aquatic ConserVation StrategyObjectives; 
detailed documentation of this assessment'is contained in the EA(see EA Chapter lll, Other 
Effects, Consistency with Northwest Forest Plan)~ ." .. 

i ' ,,~.,_ : ... ' 

c:~~;;:l?4> In summary: the nine objectives of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy ar&a4~gIled to 
. ~e !bat physi~land biological proct(~se(occUifingWiU~iJ;fi{W~lershed are maIntained in 

, "l?roperly functioning,conditions to sup~r,t'~el1disfributeap'op'urati(>Ilsofnative rillarian 
, dependent or.~anisms. Analysis determined that there would be:' ". . 

. ~ p,o adverse impacts to landscape scale geOlogic or liydrolbgtc features; 
~ , no adverse impacts on the connectivity of riparian and aquatic habitat since no actions 

are planned that would result in vegetation removal or barriers' for the movement of 
organisms through the aquatic and riparian systems; 

, .• 1 '. 



~ no adverse impacts to the physical of streams, wetlands, or shorelines; 
~ no adverse effects on water temperatures since no stream shade would be removed; 
~ little or no risk of accelerating sedimentation above current baseline conditions 

considering project design and mitigations to avoid or reduce erosion and sediment; 
~ little to no risk of adverse impacts on hydrologic function, instream flow, duration of 

--iloodplain'inundation, and water table elevation in wetlands would be maintained; . 
~ no adverse impacts on structural diversity and complexity of riparian or aquatic habitat 

since no standing or down large wood is proposed for removal, and little or no 
vegetation removal would occur within Riparian Reserves.-

At worst case this project maintains conditions in fish-bearing streams. A finding of No 
Effect determination was made for SONC coho salmon, and No Impact (NI) determination 
for KMP steelhead trout and SONCC chinook salmon Under the Endangered Species Act. No 
formal consultation or conferencing under the ESA is required with the National Marine 
Fisheries Service for listed species with a ''No Effect" determination. 

This project is consistent with the Rogue River National Forest Plart and Northwest Forest 
Plan and is expected to maintain or partially restore' essential aquatic 'habitat functions, and 
should not impede recovery of SONC coho salmon, KMP steelhead trout or SONCC chinook 
salmon population in Bear Creek watershed if the project design criteria descriptions in the 
-, . 

EA are adhered to. 

Recommended Project Design Criteria 
There are no expected impacts on either fish or habitat following the recommendations and 
mitigations below. ' 
1. Minimize vegetation removal from cutslopes and mechanical or foot traffic on cutslopes 

of Forest Service Roads during road decommissioning. If disturbance to cutslopes occurs, 
assess the need for bank stabilization (native grass seeding or other approved erosion 
control) based on location, site conditions (topography), adjacency to surface water and 
risk for sediment to enter waterways. 

2. Adhere to Hydrologist and Geologist recommendations for further sediment control and 
promotion of riparian/stream processes (EA, Chapter II, Mitigation). 



Monitoring 

Monitoring stations have been established in the East Fork and West Fork of Ashland Creek 
for the objective of monitoring trends over time of stream conditions. The objective of trend 
monitoring is to provide data over time that can be used to assess how management activities 
are influencing the physical processes within a watershed;/which influence instream 
conditions and aquatic habitat. The following parameters are monitored in East Fork and 
West Fork of Ashland Creek and are indicators, utilized for baseline data and reveal upward 
or downward trends in stream conditions'and fish habitat. 

• Pebble Count (changes in streambed substrate, sedimentation) 
.0 Macroinvertebrate assemblages and abundance (biological integrity). 
• Stream Temperature (trends in water quality) at one location in East Fork of Ashland 

creek, just above Reeder Reservoir (two additional sites have been proposed in association 
witft tIl@ Mt .Ai8hlami glHEJ~an8i~R Me: ~an8'lMteM88 Pf8b~8ft8R Pr8j 88t, €IRe jltst 
above Forest Service road 2060, and one below the lower wetland crossing within the 
expansion area). 

• Permanent stream channel cross~sections (chariges in bank stability and channel 
morphology). 

• Photo Points (trends in riparian vegetation, channel condition) 
• Monitoring of East and West Forks of Ashland Creek fish habitat will be ongoing as these 

stream&~ an,d serve as r~feren~o~tr~ams for assessillg.the, health Qf other Siskiyou 
Mountain streams in granitic 'geology. .' . . 

~~m~·~ 
Zone Fish Biologist 
Applegatel Ashland Ranger Districts 
Rogue River National Forest 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Ashland Watershed Trails Project Biological Evaluation (BE) has a finding of "No Affect" 
to any Proposed, Endangered, Threatened, and Sensitive (PETS) species or their habitat. This 
"No Affect" finding is based on the mitigation measures and project description as stated in this 
BE. 

INTRODUCTION 

Proposed activities addressed in the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Ashland Watershed 
Trails Project may impact Proposed, Endangered, Threatened and Sensitive species (PETS) or 
their habitat. This requires a Biological Evaluation to be completed (FSM 2671.44) to determine 
the possible effects the proposed activities would have on: 

A Species,listed;~.Qa;,-Propose(l(E};t.(ihbe listed, as Endangered (E) or Threatencd (T), by the USDI,.","'~',)~""j' 
Fish and Wildlife Service. 

B. Species listed as Sensitive (S) by USDA Forest Service, Region 6. 

A updated list (dated 2/1100) of the PETS species was requested and received from the USDI 
Fish and Wildlife Service. This species list covers the area of the Rogue River National Forest. 
Formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was cOnducted for potential effects 
·ofthis project on Threatened and Endangered species"andthy findings.are reported under the 
Rogue River/Squth Coast Biological Assessment (1996), This document contains mandatory 
and recommended mitigation measures, also known as Project Design Criteria (PDCs), designed 
to mil:\imize th~ potep.~aldetrimenW ef(yCtS to proposed or listed species' as a resulfdf project 
activities. .' .. . . " 

PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION 

The proposed project is located within the Klamath/Siskiyou Physiographic Province and would 
occur on the Ashland Ranger District of the Rogue River National Forest. Land allocations 
within the project area are identified in the Ashland Watershed Trails Project EA and Standards 
and Guidelin~ within those allocations are discussed in the Record of Decision (USDAIUSDI, 
1994) for Management of Habitat for Late-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species 
Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl, and the Rogue River National Forest Land and 
Resource Management Plan (USDA, 1990). . ' . . 

Elevations within the proposed project area range from approximately 2,500 to 7,000 feet. The 
basic tim:bet'type is mixed-conifer with mountain hemlock and Shasta fir in the higher""",,,),;·.· 
elevations. Wetland and riparian plant communities are found scattered within the area. In the 
upper elevations, there are various sub-alpine herbaceous and shrub communities (i.e. manzanita 
and snowbrush). Forest stands surrounding the project area range from late-successional to early 
successional forest habitats. Perennial and intermittent streams are found within and adjacent to 
the project area and provide riparian habitat and a year-round water source. 



PROPOSED PROJECT 

The proposed project consists of new trail construction, reconstruction, and deactivation, 
trailhead reconstruction, road closure, and road decommissioning. : 'This project will involve 
ground excavation of the trail bed for existing and proposed trails, the cutting of trees posing a 
hazard to trail users (estimated to be within 100 feet vertical distance), and cutting of trees within 
the clearing limits of the trail bed. These trees will consist of both live and dead hatdwoods and 
conifers ~ 14 inches dbh. ~t is estimated that 125 trees (ranging from 8-14 inchesdbh) would 
need to be cut over the entire project area, in addition to sub-merchantable trees (1-7 inches dbh) 
within proposed trail beds. Any felled trees would be left on site since the project area is located 
within a Late-Successional Reserve. 

The A§llland Watershe.d Trails Project EA pmvities.adetailed.des&riDtiotljOf the proposed 
alternatives. The three alternatives proposed to achieve trail management objectives for Ashland 
Watershed Trails Projectare summarized below: 

Alternative 1 is the ''No Action" a:ttemative in which no trail construction or related 
activities are proposed to occur. 

Alternative 2 proposes to construct 7.8 miles of new trail, 11.3 miles of trail 
reconstruction, 0.7 miie of trail de:activation;'2.1 acres of trailhead r~Cotistruction, and 2.6 
miles of op~nroad would be decommissioned (1.6 miles would be converted to trails).· In 
addition, approximately \4.2 miles of road would be closed to motorized vehicles . 

. Approximately 6.9 miles. ofioadwould be ~iosed year-roUnd andapproXlinately7.3 
miles of road would be closed/during the winter otiiY;'tliese'rciads wo1l1dbe open for 
Administrative Use Only. 

Alternative 3 is the same as Alternative 2, with the exception of an additional 0~5 mile of 
trail teconstruction and 0.58 acre of trailhead reconstruction would occur, and there 
would be no road closures. 

v. PETS SPECIES POTENTIALLY OCCURRING WITHIN THE PROJECT AREA 

Table 1 displays PETS species considered in this BE. It also gives the potential for these species 
and their habitat to occur within the project area. All species potentially occurring are further 
discussed.in the next section. 
. .. I .' .;. j., ~ 

";.' 

.,j 
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T blIP t f I ~ PETS S h a e o en la or species to occur In t e project area. 

SPECIES NAME POTENTIAL FOR OCCURRENCE 

I FEDERAL ENDANGERED I 
None 

I FED,ERAL THREATENED I 
Bald Eagle Low- Potential foraging habitat adjacent but no 

recorded sightings. No nesting habitat known to 
occur within or adjacent. 

Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis High- Habitat and species present. 
caurina) 
Marbled Murrelet (Brachyramphus Non~Outside-ofhabitatra.nge. 
marmoratus) 

FEDERAL PROPOSED 

Canada LynX (Lynx canadensis) Low-Potential habitat present but no recorded 
siclitings. 

I REGION, 6 SENSITIVE" I~:. I 
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus i()w-,Poten~i~ foraging habitat present but no 

! 

anatum) recorded sightings. No nesting habitat known to 
! 

o~c~ withit\ or a~jaCent. ,., 
,,' 

Catifomia Mountain Kingsnake Low- Potential'habitat present but no recorded, 
(Lampropeltis zonata) sightings. 
Northwestern Pond Turtle (Clemmys High- Habitat and species adjacent. 
marmorata marmorata) . 
Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora aUrora) None- No habitat present. 

, 

Spotted Frog (Rana pretiosa) None- Outside of rangelNo habitat. 

Siskiyou Mountain Salamander (Plethodon None- Outside of rangelNo habitat. 
stormi) 
Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo regalis) None- Outside of range .. 
Greater Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis None- Outside of range. 
tabida) 
White-footed vole (Arborimus albipes)- None;,. Outside of range; 
Califomi~ Wolverine (Gulo gfllo luteus) ~w- Potential habitat adjacent but no recorded 

,'; , sightip.gs~~' ',,' , ",. 

Townsend's Big-eared Bat (Corynorhinus Low'::Folential'habitat adjacent but no recorded 
townsertdi townsendi) ", sightlngs. 

; ';' 



THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES: 

Bald eagle 

The bald eagle was proposed to be removed from the Federal List of Endangered aIid 
Threatened Wildlife under the Proposed Rule dated July 6, 1999 by the USDI Fish and 
WildlifeService~ The Final Rule on this delisting has not been released. 

There are no known bald eagle nest $ites within or near the project area. The nearest bald 
eagle nest site is located on private land s01.Jthwestof Emigrant Lake. Bald eagles are 
known to use Emigrant Lake for fora~g.The only poteritial bald eagle foraging habitat 
within the.Ashland Watershed is at Reeder Reservoir, however, eagles have not been 
reported foraging there. In addition, this project would not alter any potential habitat for the 
b~ld eagle. Alternatives 1,2, or 3 are not expected to effect bald eagles or any potential 
habitat. No recommendations or mitigation is needed. 

Northern Spotted Owl 

A detailed account of taxonomy, ecology, and reprod.uctive characteristiQs of the $potted owl 
can be found in the Interagency Scientific Committee Report (Thomas et al. 1990). 

lli.stori~ SllfVeyS for spotted owls date back to 1986 and complete'protocol surveys were 
,conductoo betWeen '1991' an~~i;§94. Tweriiy:::siipaits·or fesid~nf'single spotted'owls were 
located in the Mt. Ashland LSR (9 pairs and 2 single spotted owls fu the Klamath NF 
portion and 13 pairs aIld 2 singles Ashland RD portion). Fora complete account of all 
,surveyeffom;, see the'Mt.!Ashl~d ~~e-Successional Reserve Assessmen~!{USDA, 1996). 

.. . -' . '". .' ~ . . i . ~ .". . ,.' ~ " , ." !"" ~ ,~,:' . ~:: :., .: ~!'". \: 

The project area is located within spotted owl Nesting, Roosting, and Fonlging (NRF) 
habitat and dispersal habitat. It is also located within the Mt. Ashland LSR (#RO-248) and 
within a Critical Habitat Unit (CHU OR-76). Thirteen spotted owl pairs ate known to 'be 
within 1.3 miles of the project area. The project area also lies between the,4shlandiOak 
Knoll LSR and the Soda Mountain LSR 

Alternative 1- Under this alternative, no activities will occur so there will be no 
impact to spotted owls or their habitat. 

Alternatives 2 & 3- Under th~se alternatives~ the cutting oiboth li~e and ,dead 
hazard trees and ~~~ within the trail bed wo1.Jld nO,t alter the s.tnlctyf~ and function 
of spotted owl NRF,bal?itat or dispersal habitat,since the cut trees ~e sqlttere,d , 

, ,"''','i'<~'''~,across a very large project~e~ ,Due to the fact that trails are linear and trailheads ,,-;~";f'~;';l 
are less than a,half acre, in, size, they would not disrupUhe movement of disp~il').g 
owls or the connectivity wi~ ~d between the Mt. Ashl~d LSR Qf adjac~nt LSRs. 
Some of the startdifig live and dead trees to be cut, may serve as habitat·fof'spotted 
owl prey species; however, felled snags and live trees would be left on site to add to 
the present downed wood component of the habitat. In addition, numerous larger 
trees and snags are adjacent to the project area and provide all the necessary 
components of spotted owl NRF habitat. 
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Road closures would not hann or benefit any additional owl pairs within a ~ mile of 
roads since these owls are currently protected by existing road closures. No owls are 
known to be within ~ mile of proposed trail heads. There is, however, one owl pair 
(#013) within 0.13 miles of Trail # 6. The PDCs under the Rogue River/South Coast 
Biological Assessment (1996) require a seasonal restriction on the use of motorized 
equipment within 0.25 mile of the nest site or activity center between March I-June 
15. March I-June 15 is considered the early nesting period, however, based on site 
specific conditions this restriction can be extended (e.g. late nesting attempt, etc.). 
Additional human activity within a ~ mile of owl site #013 is not expected to disturb 
nesting owls. For the above reasons, this project is not expected to affect spotted 
owls, Or their NRF or dispersal habitat. 

Should a new spotted owl nest site or activity center be discovered within 0.25 mile 
of project activities, the district biologist should be notified immediately. 

Canada Lynx 

The Canada lynx is a boreal forest species that is highly dependent on the snowshoe hare as 
it's primary prey species. They live primarily in coniferous forests above 4,000 feet 
elevation with average snow depths of at least four feet, to preclude competing predators 
sUch as coyote and bobcat. Mature to late-successional forest provides denning and COver 
habitat for lynx. Stands with dense, young trees and shrubs provide habitat for snowshoe 
hare. The presence of lynx denning habitat adjacent to snowshoe hare habitat, and water, 
are necessary to provide for the neoos of lynx.' In addition, 'lYnx also prefer heavy cover for 
travel between forage areas and will not usually cross open areas greater than 100 meters 
(USDA Forest Service, 1999). " 

A few historical sightings of lynx have occun:'ed in Oregon although most have been in 
northeast Oregon. Two unconfirmed sightings of lynx have occurred inSW Oregon; one in 
1992 in the Applegate Valley and one in 1983 in the Sky Lakes Wilderness. Several 
unconfirmed sightings were reported in recent years in the south Cascades. The Deschutes 
National Forest has recently confmned lynx with the use of remote cameras and the use of 
scent marking stations that collect hair for DNA analysis. 

Surveys were conducted on the Rogue River National Forest, using hair snare/seent stations, 
in the fall of 1999. ,Some unidentified mammal hair was collected from these stations and 
has not yet undergone DNA ,analySis. Portions, of the project area are within potential 
d~~g and foraginghabitatfoflynx, however, the'structure and function of this habitat 
\Yi11not be altered by theprolXls¢d project Human dis.tUtbarice will be increas~ja!Wme 
areas, especially where new ~l and trailhead cotiStruction ocCurs; however, some roads ' 
will be decommissioned and Wider altematlve 2, the entire watershed would be closed to 
motorized vehicles, thus reducing disturbance. ' 

Considering the southern proximity of the Rogue River National Forest, that there are no 
confirmed sightings of lynx on the Forest (and large bobcats can be easily misidentified as 

.; . . . . 
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lynx), and that the Forest is not considered to be within the lynx' historical range. None of 
the project alternatives are expected to affect the lynx or its habitat. 

REGION 6 SENSITIVE SPECIES 

Peregrine falcon 

The Peregrine Falcon was removed from the Federal List of Endangered and Threatened 
Wildlife on August 25, 1999 by the USDI Fi~h and Wildlife Service Federa) Register, and 

· will be managed as a Sensitive Species by USDA Forest Service Region 6 (Regional 
Forester's Letter dated July 19, 1999). . 

Peregrine falcons are known to use cliffs and rock outcroppings as nesting habitat and 
riparian areas for foraging. No peregrine falcon nests sites, or potential nesting habitat, is 

· ~!,8Y1'ft within 8' adjasem t8 tftaJfJmjeetmrea",.Jilimmsttp.ctegtinc nest site.isiOl-1itcd -~~-.--.--"--

approximately 22 miles to the southwest of the project area. Peregrines may use habitats 
within and adjacent to the project area for foraging, however, none have been sighted. This 
project would not alter the function, or prey species diversity, of any potential foraging 
habitat, therefore, Alternatives 1, 2, or 3 are not expected to affect the peregrine falcon or its 
habitat. No recommendations or mitigation is needed . 

. California ~ountain'kingsnake' 

This snake inhabits moistwood~ induding coniferous and mixed hardwood-conifer forests, 
· woodlaI?-d"and chapairallt i~ offen (ound·n~ well-lit roclcy streamsinWoodedareas 
under rotting logs orrocks;(Stebbins)985).· ,--. , - -." 

_ This snake is known to occur at lower elevations within the Ashland Watershed and possibly 
in lower elevations within the Mt. Ashland LSR. Ground and substrate disturbance, as well 
as disturbance>of.down woody material within riparian areas could potentially effect this 
species. 

Disturbance of ground, substrate, and downed woody material will occur in riparian habitat 
under Alternatives 2 and 3. Proposed trail construction, reconstruction, and deactivation 
will cross riparian habitat in so~e portions of the project and the kingsnake ·could be directly 
affe,cted. However, the high visibility otthls snake, due maii1ly to its colorful body 
mark4tgs, wouldIIlake avoidMl~ oftliis 'species po~ible. ; Downed woody material in these 
areas may be disphiced froni tt$ origjn~r location due t6 trail txcavation, however; it will be 
left intact and ~ntipu~t~'pt;9~dc;(P9tentia1 naoltat Tfaifueadreconstructjort lind road 
deoommissionmg IS' not exp,~f4~to '~(f~( tli~e.'§p.~~' because 'thesesit~ ate"nonnally 
located outside of riparian iU'ea.s: Roadclo$Ul'es would have a neutral affect on.the . 
kingsnake. . , . .', " 

Affects to this species and its habitat under any of the proposed alternatives will most likely 
be minimal. To mitigate any potential direcfaffects to the kingsnake, it is recommended that 
caution be used in riparian areas when disturbing ground or substrate and disturbing downed 
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woody material. The biologist will infonn the crew leader, inspector, or COR on how to 
identify this species so they can be avoided if found. 

Northwestern pond turtle 

This turtle inhabits marshes, sloughs, lakes, ponds, and slow·moving portions of creeks and 
rivers. They generally require emergent logs for basking sites and seem to be associated with 
sites providing underwater refuge, such as undercut banks, submerged boulders and roots. 
They are found almost exclusively near water, but also use terrestrial habitats for nesting, 
overwintering, and dispersal. Females leave the water May through July to nest. Nest sites 
occur in sunny locations with sparse vegetation (usually short grasses and forbs) and are 
typically excavated in compact, dry soils with a high percentage of clay or silt. They can be 
found from 10 to over 1300 feet away from water on generally south or west· facing slopes. 
Slope varies from O.()O degrees, but most are on slopes less than 25 degrees (Holland, 1994). 
Dispersing individuals have been knoWllitoo:ocasional~,,~det>int<ban~J, through the .~ 
uplands away from the riparian corridors. 

Pond turtles have been found in lower portions of the watershed along Ashland Creek, in 
Reeder Reservoir, and the ponds in Lithia Park. Reeder Reservoir is adjacent to the 
proposed project area. A field reconnaissance of the lower portion of trail #9 (Lamb Mine 
Trailhead to Reeder Reservoir) revealed that no potential nesting habitat is present within or 
adjacent to the project area .. Juveniles dispersing in or out of Reeder Reservoir, or 
overwintering turtles, may be using habitat adjacent to the project area.~ 

A1t~atives 2 arid 3 propose to deactivate Trail #9 which would benefit the turtles by 
reducing disturbance from hikers' accessing' Reeder R~setvoirfr()m the Lamb',Mine 
Trailhead. To mitigate potential direct affects to' any'dispersirigjuvenile tWtles, it is 
recommended to use caution and watch for turtles during the deactivation of Trail #9 (Alt. 2 
& 3). Avoid them if found. Trail deactivation will occur in the late spring or during the 
Summer so no overwintering nirtles will be affected. No affects to the pond turtle or its 
habitat under any of the proposed alternatives are expected to occur . 

. : ~ ;.; 
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California wolverine 

The California wolverine inhabits dense coniferous forests and are known to use open sub
alpine forests up to and beyond timberline. They are associated with rocky outcrops, steep 
mountainous areas, and transition zones between primary cover types. Den sites in Idaho 
were associated with caves, rock outcrops, or talus fields, and are typically above timberline. 
Large,remote areas with little to no human activity appear to be essential to wolverines, as 
they are very sensitive to even small amounts of human disturbance (USDA Forest Service, 
GTR RM-254, 1994). Forested riparian zones likely are important forage habitats for these 
furbearers. Riparian zones provide a higher dep.sity and diversity of small mammals which 
attract predators, such as furbearers (M~one, 1994). These riparian zones are typically 
forested and provide relatively safe travel corridors that allow for animals to move within 
and between watersheds. Habitat loss as a result of timber harvest, roads, landscape 
frl;lgmentation, and human disturbance has been principle factors affecting this species. 

siskiyou Mountains, in the South Cascades, within the Marble Mounta~ to the south of the 
project area, and in some areas of Siskiyou County. Wolverine have extremely large home 
ranges (lOO-600km2) and are difficult to detect and inventory. During a furbearer study on 
Ashland and Applegate Ranger Districts in 1994-1996, as well as snow transects in the same 
area, no wolverine evidence was documented. An ongoing wolverine detection project 
using cameras in the Crater Lake National Park has yet to detect any wolverine. Surveys for 
sever~l species offurbearers have been conducted in the Ashland Watershed,but no 
evidence or"wolverine was 'detected. . . . . 

The. western portions of the project area hav~ some of the ch~acteristics of potential 
fora~.8pr denning.habitl;li~:.:foi~n#aJ. {~t:a~g opportQ111\i~' co\lld be Pfb~aoo:by the 
mosaic of mature habitats, riparian areaS, and hlghelevatioIl.m,eadows occurring adjacent to 
the project area. Rock outcroppings located above timberline, adjacent to portions of 
proposed trail #7 (extending from the Mt. Ashland access road to McDonald Peak to 
Wagner Glade:Gap), offer some potential tor denning habitat. However, this route is 
currently known to be used by hikers to access the Wagner Butte trait.and even this small 
amount of human disturbance may preclude this species from using any adjacent potential 
habitat. Considering the lack of evidence for presence of wolverine, the current level of 
human activity, and the fact that trail construction activities will not remove or degrade any 
potential wolverine habitat, no effects to wolverine or its habitat are expected under any of 
the project alternatives. No Recommendations or Mitigation needed. 

Townsend's big-eared bat 

Townsend's big-eared bat inhabits caves, mines, boulder fields, and buildings which they 
use for roosting purposes, including maternity roosts, and hibernacula (Burt and 
Grossenheider, 1976; Ingles, 1965). Human disturbance can cause roosts to be permanently 
abandoned by bats (Maser, et.a!., 1981). 

Potential habitat for Townsend's big-eared bat is located adjacent to the project area in the 
Lamb Mine and the Ashland Loop Mine, however, current levels of human disturbance 
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within these mines may cause them to be avoided by this species (especially the Lamb Mine 
which is readily accessible to the public). Cross et.al. (1997) surveyed these mines for bats 
in 1996. He captured 4 species of bats in Lamb Mine and 2 species in Ashland Loop Mine, 
however, the Townsend's big-eared bat was not captured (Cross et.al., 1997). Ifhuman 
disturbance were eliminated, according to Cross et.al. (1997), these mines could serve as 
roosting sites and hibernacula for the Townsend's big-eared bat. 

Under Alternative 3, additional disturbance to potential habitat for this species could occur. 
Trail #8, and its associated Trailhead C, under Alternative 3 will be reconstructed and will 
most likely increase human activity within the Lamb Mine. As stated above, current levels 
of human activity within these mines (esp. the Lamb Mine) may preclude Townsend's big
eared bats· from using this habitat. It is recommended that, should alternative 3 in particular 
or any of the proposed alternatives be selected, these mines be closed through gating to 
protect bat species from additional and current levels of human disturbance. See also 
Protection Buffer bat species in the Ashland Watershed Trails Project EA. Winter surveys 

;};;'~~~r~"'''~''N¥»i'!':;';;i,~',ja;;'''~N:()f.these mines are also recommended to determine if they are beingtt1Se<Lasmbe.ma<mla\\jjI1.':;i:;hff;l~;~,! 

Other than the above, trail construction, reconstruction, and deactivation, as well as trail 
head reconstruction activities are not expected to affect bats under any of the proposed 
alternatives. Microclimates inside the caves will not be altered by the removal of trees, and 
implementation activities occurring outside the mines are not expected to disturb bats. Road 
decommissioning under Alternatives 2 and 3 will have a neutral effect on bats. The 
proposed road closure of the 2060 road from the Forest boundary to four comers, under 
Alternative 2, would most likely benefit bats by reducing disturbance through reducing 
vehicular access to the caves. 

Cumulative Effects 

After analysis of other projects occurring within the Ashland Watershed, i.e. the Ashland 
Watershed Protection Project and the Mt. Ashland Ski Expansion Project, no additional 
cumulative effects are expected to occur as a result ofthe proposed Ashland Interface Trails 
Project under any alternative. 
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APPENDIXD: BOTANY. '.' 



BIOLOGICAL EVALUATION (B.E.) FOR THREATENED, ENDANGERED, AND SENSITIVE PLANT 
SPECIES 

PROJECT:Ashland Watershed Trails Project 
DISTRICT: Ashland 
PREPARED BY: Wayne Rolle 
DATE PREPARED: Sept. 17, 1999 

NOTES: 
1. Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) species (Survey & Manage, and Protection Buffer species) are 
discussed in a separate document. 

2. For many projects I create yet another document to address ALL botanical resources, including locally 
rare species, special plant communities, non-native species, etc. In this case, I am submitting no other 
documents other than a short note to Mike Ricketts and Kristi Mastrofini requesting noxious weed 
mitigation along the Lamb Mine Trail and alerting them to the mitigation outlined in this B.E. 

STEP #1; PRE-FIELD REVIEW: The proj~ct f,ir,6!i ha~ no known or suspected occurrences, or potential 
habitat, for plant species'listed or proposed under the Federal Endangered Species Act. 

There are known occurrences of the following Forest Service Region 6 sensitive plant species in the 
immediate vicinity of proposed trails and trail work: Hazardia whitneyii ssp. discoidea, Tauschia howellii, 
Horkelia tridentata, and Horkelia hendersonii. 

There is potential habitat for one other sensitive species,Cypripedium fasciculatum, in the project area. 
There is also potential habitat for a number of non-sensitive locally rare species. 

STEP #2: FIELD RECONNAISSANCE: 

Field reconnaissance has been done on many portions of this project area in previous years for other 
projects, by myself, Gretchen Vos, and Tom Maier. Some specific trail routes were looked at. Also, rare 
plant ·field reconnaissance in the nearby Hazred project covered some of the same areas. 

New field reconnaissance was conducted by myself on one day in January 1999 and on numerous days 
in July of this year while conducting reconnaissance on the Ashland Watershed Protection Project 
(Hazred). The January day was a bryophyte survey day and many of our sensitive vascular plants could 
not have been identified that day. The July days were a good time for these species to be visible and 
easy to detect. 

I found no new sensitive plant occurrences in my 1999 field reconnaissance. The previously known 
occurrences are along the routes for proposed trails #2,3, and 7. I also found no occurrences of non
sensitive locally rare species. 

STEP #3; CONFLICT DETERMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECTS: 

There is a conflict along the route for trails #2,3, and particularly trail #7 (the McDonald Ridge trail). 

Along trails #2, and 3 Is a population of Horkelia trldentata that could los~. individuals during trail 
construction. The number of Horkelia trldentata individuals that could potentially be lost is probably not 
enough to affect the long term viability of this species in the Ashland watershed. However, mitigation is 
proposed below that will reduce or eliminate negative effects on individual plants. 

Along trail #7 (McDonald Ridge trail) are populations of Hazardia whitneyii ssp. discoideus, Horkelia 
hendersonii, and Tauschia howellii. The hazardia is fairly rare in Oregon but relatively common and 
secure in California. The tauschia and Henderson's horkelia are narrow Klamath Mtn. endemics. 

The tauschia is particularly rare and all known populations are important for its viability. If not properly 
routed away from populations, new trail construction here could cause soil erosion and eventual 



elimination of two tauschia populations. This would have a severe effect on the viability of Tauschia 
howellii over its entire range. 

Trail construction on the north end of proposed trail could cause the loss of some Horke/ia hendersonii 
individuals. That might have some negative effect on range-wide viability of Horkelia hendersonii. 

Trail construction on trail #7 could cause the loss of some hazardia plants. This could affect the viability 
of this species in the immediate local area, but would have little or no effect on viability of this species in 
Oregon, and none over its entire range. 

Mitigation is proposed below that will eliminate any threat to viability of any of these species at any·· .. 
geographic scale. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. I recommend that I help select the final routes of Trails #2, 3, and particularly #7, to avoid most of the 
Horkelia tridentata, and all of the Tauschia howellii, Hazardia Whitneyi, and Horkelia hendersonii 
locations. 

/:1/ 1J1J~ Rolle 
Wayne Rolle, Forest Botanist, Rogue River National Forest 



ASHLAND WATERSHED TRAILS PROJECT 

REPORT ON NORTHWEST FOREST PLAN SPECIES; 

SURVEY & MANAGE COMPONENT 1 & 2, AND PROTECTION BUFFER SPECIES 

FUNGI, LICHENS, BRYOPHYTES, AND VASCULAR PLANTS 

From Wayne Rolle, Sept. 17, 1999 

NOTES: 

Survey and Manage components 3 and 4 are not discussed. We have no local responsibility for these 
species. Many are quite common. Several that could occur in the project area are common in 
southwestern Ore'gon and there is no conservation concern. 

KNOWN OCCURRENCES PRIOR TO FIELD RECONNAISSANCE 

A couple species are known in the Ashland watershed and general vicinity but none are known to be 
immediately adjacent to, or in the path of, any of the proposed trail routes. 

SPECIES WITH POTENTIAL TO OCCUR IN THE PROJECT AREA 

Note: I've limited this discussion to those species which have potential to be in the immediate vicinity of 
proposed trail routes 

Fungi 
Component 1 species: Several. I didn't try to identify these individually. 
Component 2 species: None (habitat is not present in trail route locations). 
Protection Buffer species: Aleuria rhenana, Otidea /eporina, Otidea onotica, Otidea smithii, Sarcosoma 
mexicana 

Lichens 
Component 1 species: Maybe one or two. I didn't try to identify these individually. 
Component 2 species: None (outside the expected range of any component 2 lichens) 
Protection Buffer species: none (there are no lichens in the protection buffer category) 

8ryophytes 
Component 1 species: Maybe one or two. I didn't try to identify these individually. 
Component 2 species: None (habitat is not present in traitr:.aute locations). 
Protection Buffer species: Buxbaumia viridis, Ulota megalospora 

Vascular plants 
Component 1 species: [all these are also classified as component 2 (next line 
Component 2 species: Allotropa virgata, Cypripedium fasciculatum 
Protection buffer species: None (there are no vascular plants in the protection buffer category) 



SPECIES SELECTED FOR FIELD RECONNAISSANCE 

Component 1 species: 

The NW Forest Plan does not require surveys for these species and I did not conduct them. However, I 
elected to watch for any component 1 species I could recognize, during my field reconnaissance for 
sensitive and rare vascular plants and the NW Forest Plan species listed at the bottom of this section. 

Component 2 and Protection Buffer Species: 

The fungi listed above do not appear above ground every year. Therefore it is impractical to survey for 
them. One of them, Sarcosoma mexicana fruited in abundance in spring 1998 and appears to be 
throughout most of our true fir forests. It is not a conservation concern. 

Therefore, the final list of NW Forest Plan species I designed my field reconnaissance to detect includes 
only the bryophytes Buxbaumia viridis and U/ota megalospora. and the vascular plants Allotropa virgata 
and Cypripedium·fasciculatum. 

FIELD RECONNAISSANCE RESULTS 

I conducted the field reconnaissance on one day in January 1999 and a couple days in July 1999. I did 
not survey trail routes where trails or old roads already exist. or where the canopy had been removed by 
past logging, burns, etc. These areas were not considered suitable habitat. 

No NWFP species were found. Also, I did not find any other unusual bryophytes or lichens during my 
field reconnaissance. 

DISCUSSION OF PROJECT EFFECTS ON THE SPECIES THAT WERE FOUND 

No NWFP species were found so there are no project effects on those species. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. I recommend no mitigation for Northwest Forest Plan bryophytes, lichens, fungi, or vascular plants. 

2. See my proposed mitigation for FS sensitive vasqular plants and for noxious weeds (other 
documents). ' 

/s/ Wrupte Me 

Wayne Rolle, Forest Botanist, Rogue River National Forest 

, ' ' 



APPENDIX E: HERITAGE RESOURCES 



USDA' United States 
Department of 
Agriculture 

Reply To: 2360 

Forest 
Service 

Rogue River 
National 
Forest 

333 W. 8th Street 
P. O. Box 520 
Medford, OR 97501-0209 

June 25, 1999 

Subject: Cultural resource survey report for the "Ashland Interface and Watershed Trails Project 

To: State Historic Preservation Officer 
1115 Commercial Street, N.E., Suite 2 
Salem, Oregon 97301-1002 
ATTN: Le Gilsen 

Enclosed is a copy of a report by our Forest archaeologist detailing archaeological and historical 
survey done this year for a proposed recre~tional4J:ail .. 'S¥stem;1>:rojeG.t()n:4the:~hland Ranger ,~. 
District. (In addition to the 1999 survey report are copies of relevant portions of previous survey 
reports that deal with the project area.) 

Four previously undocumented cultural resource sites were found during the 1999 survey; none of 
them are eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. The proposed project (which involves 
ground-disturbing construction of narrow-tread hikinglbikinglequestrain trails, several small 
trailheads [i.e., widening of existing roads for increased parking], and obliteration of some existing 
user-built trails) will have no impact on any sigiillicantor potentially significant cultural resources. 

The Ashland Interface and Watershed Trails Project is determined to be a "no historic properties" 
undertaking that will have no effect on significant cultural resources as per 36 CFR 800. 

Please contact Jeff LaLande (541 858-2200) if you should have any questions or comments. Thank 
you. 

A~~ r'-Acting Forest Supervisor 

encl. . 

cc: Ricketts:01 
L Mfitrofini:02 

Jo nson:02 (for Job file RR-1146) 
LaLande 

Caring for the Land and Serving People Printed on Recycled Paper 
(; 



, . 
Project Review for Heritage Resources 

under the terms of the 
, , 

1995 Programmatic Agreement between ACHP. SHPO. and USFS R6 
(Consultation PAt 3/95) 

T"' T"", • fI C' ~ I ro.-,.-, co; .1::. r> -_t-:~("ll" __ '1 i-OrUE. l' ::L,ler .r ... '-'J.~...1-C;lJ , '-''-'" -~ ...... 

FOREST: RANGER DISTRIcr: COUNTY: ----'-----
UNDERTAKING/PROJ:E,cr tiAME: \ j:.~U F:]C :;:,rterf2.C€/,,12terfr-:ec '1'1 Eils Prcject 
USGS QUADS: ASI"HlIlO i.l:c') PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION DATE: 1-',.';;,>--2(",00 

By signing this document. -the Forest Specialist ~certifies that for this project 
the Forest complies with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 
under the terms of the above Programmatic Agreement (PA). This form shall be 
kept on file with the project NEPA analysis file as supporting documentation. 

PROGRAMMATIC REVIEW (Stipulation lILA) SHPO CONSULTATION NOT REQUIRED: 

The undertaking named above meets the conditions lis ted in Appendix A 
___________ and will be excluded from case-by-case review. 

The undertaking named above meets the conditions listed in Appendix B 
.. ' -"~'-', _ :~ And wi] J be exel "dad fmm-' cese-hv-case~'~ .. -n" -.- -

review. Inspection and/or monitoring documentation is attached. 

STANDARD CASE-BY-CASE REVIEW (Stip. IILB) DOCUMENTATION TO SHPO AS NOTED: 

NO HISTORIC PROPERTIES: An appropriate inventory has been conducted for 
this undertaking and no properties potentially eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) have been located; therefore. the 
undertaking meets the criteria given in Stip. IILB.l of the PA. The 
undertaking may proceed. A COPY OF THE DOCUMENTATION WILL BE FORWARDED 
TO SHPO FOR INFORMATION WITHIN 60 DAYS. 

NO EFFECT: An appropriate inventory has been conducted for this 
undertaking and property(s) which may be eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP have been located. Avoidance measures will be implemented per 
Stipe III.B.2(a-d). if necessary; therefore the undertaking meets the 
criteria given in Stipe III.B.2 of the PA. The undert~ may 
proceed. A COPY OF THE DOCUMENTATION WILL BE FORWARDED TO SHPO FOR 
INFORMATION WITHIN 60 DAYS. 

NO ADVERSE EFFECT: An appropriate inventory has been conducted for this 
undertaking and property(s) which may be eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP have been located which may be affected by the undertakirig. 
DOCUMENTATION BE RWARDED TO SHPO PER STIP. IILB.5(a)'. The 

tp;eed,l in 30 calender days if SHPO does not object. 

FOR SHPO USE 
For NO ADVERSE EFFECT undertakings. please indicate your opinion of our 
determination by m&rld.ng the appropriate line below. then sign and return this~<'r~'J.r.· 
form to us. 

I Concur with NO ADVERSE EFFECT Signed __________ _ 

I Do Not Concur. because in my opinion: 

Remarks: 

This undertaking will have an ADVERSE EFFECT 
This undertaking will have NO EFFECT 

Date 


